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The GALACTIC CENTRE: Best Images Ever
First Results from SHARP at the NlT

MPE, Garching bei Miinchen
At the Max-Planck-InstRut fIir Extraterrestrische Physik a System for
High Angular Resolution Picture§,
SHARP, has been developed during the
last 18 months for obmations in the
near infrared spectral range (1 to
2,5 pm). It is based on a 256 x258
hgCdTe NICMOS3 array manufactured
by Rockwell Inc. The camera has an
image scale of 0,05 arcseclpixel at the
Nasrnyth focus of the ESO 3.5-m New
Technology Telescope. The electronics
and the data acquisition system allow
the recording of frame rates up to 10 Hz
for speckle obsenrations with a buitt-in
dold shutter. Appropriate software has
been developed for on-line quick-lmk
data reduction (long exposure, shiftand-add, etc.). The system sensitivity at
1 Hz data rate allows 50 detection of
K 9.5 in = I arcsec seeing and fainter
for better seelng.
The first observing run took place between August 18 and 23. 1891. The
figure shows a K-band image of the
inner region of the galactic centre
(6.4 x 6.4 arcsec corresponding to
0.25 x 0.25 pc, North Is up and East to
the right: a scale of 1 arcsec is marked).
The image is a result of = 1000 frames
with 0.5 sec and 1 set exposure time
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per image using the shift-and-add
method and ten iterations of the Lucy
image sharpening algorithm, The average instantaneous w i n g was of the
order of 0.4 arcsec and the resulting
final resolution in the image is = 0.25
a r m . In the combination of spatial
resolution and sensitivity this image by
far surpasses anything available till now.
The basic new results on the structure of
the near infrared emission of the central

0.25 parsec of the Gataxy emerge atready at this early stage of analysis.
First, the lRSlB complex is resolved
into abut 15 compact sources, most of
which may be hot massive stars. Identifications are marked in the figure. Second,we find from repeated exposures a
K = 12.5 object within s 0.2 arcsec of
the radio source SgrA', whose location
and positional uncertainty are marked
by the cross in the figure. This source

may represent the long sought-for infrared counterpart of the compact radio

SOUrCB.
We would like to thank the ESO Director General for his vision to admit
SHARP at the N I T and the ESO staff at
Garching and on La Silla for their e x d lent professionalsupport and enthusiastie commitment.

Will La Silla Succumb to the VLT?
S. CRISTIANI,University of Padova, Italy
Concern has spread around the ESO
community about the future of La Silla.
Seeing the great technical efforts requfred by the VLT, some people fear
that, according to the law of "man-power conservation", the effotts at La Silla
wlll be correspondingly reduced, causing In due tlme a deterioration of Rs
present qualify and diversity. Is this apprehension based on real-life ex@ence or rather on expectations?
An informal round-table discussion
took place at La Silla on this subject in
mid-August 1991. E. Cappellaro. B.
Fort, P. V b n and mysdf were invited to
discuss with the Director General, D.
Hof&tartt and J. Melniek the fundaments
of these apprehensions. If negative or
positive changes were noted in the last
three, four yews, since the VLT decision, what are the major concerns and
how can the community safeguard La
Sllla?
The discussion started with an analysis of the present situation on the mountain, trying to single out Its weak points
on the basis of the outcome of the Users
Committee Meeting held last May. A
general consensus expressed concern
abwt the present status of detectors,
both optical and infrared, some of which
appear to be out of date. The causes of
this relatively negative situation were ascribed to the rather large number of
CCDs now in operation at La Sllla, probably more than at any other obsewatoty
in the world, and into the difficulty, at
bast till a few years ago, of getting
modem IR detectors, due to export IIcence problems. The Director General,
responding to a somewhat pesslmistlc
view of P. V h n and B. Fort about the
rate of improvement, promisedthat rnajor efforts will be spent at the ESO
Headquartersto replace as fast as possible the bad detectors; in the IR in
particular, a Rockwell 256x256 array
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that is believed to be one of the best on
the market, will he ready at the tele
scope early next year. Asked by the
Wrectw General about the willingness
of some European institutes to mtributa to a series of standardized CCD
m e r a s for ESO, B. Fort gave a positive

answer.
The coming into operation of the MT
has been unanimously reported as a
small-scale example of the impact the
VLT might have on La Silla operations.
In particular, 0. Hofstadt lamented the
underestimation of the amount of work
required at La Silla to make this new
telescope ready for common users:
thme years of heavy work have been
necessary. In general It has to be care
fully considered that whenever an instrument has been finished In Gwchfng

and Is delivered at the telescope, a nonnegligible amount of work Is still r e
quired at the Chllean site to take care of
all those more or less important details
which have been ov&&ed.
Some of those present noted that the
MT has also absorbed part of the resources of the Astronomy Support Department, and this has resulted in less
assistance at telescopes llke the 1-5-m
Danish or the 2.2-rn.
Due to the pressure of the VLT project, the Director General reported 24
positions at ta Silla will be phased out of
the existing I40 aver Uw next two and a
luff years.This reduction will affmt pro-

portronally the various deparbnents and,
to maintdn and improve the La Silla
standards, a process of "streamlining"
will be necessary. An important part of
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Tentative Time-table of
Council Sessions and
Committee Meetings until
end of 1991

-

November 1 1 12: Scfentific Technid
CommMe
N m b e r 14-3 5: Flnanm Committee
Nomber 28-29: Observing Programmes
Commhe
m b e r 2- 0: Council, ln Chile

the staff will be rnwd to Santiago, in
the Vitacura premises, wlth the aim of
reduclng the number of people on the
mountain and to economically support
both La Slla and VLT Obsewatories in

the future.
!=ewer people on the mountain imply
lesa board and lodging, less transport,
fewer administrative requirements,
allowing some economies. This of
m e involves a certain amount of dmplication of La Silla: telescopes, like the
Bochum and perhaps the ESO 5&cm,
will be c b d , the number of instrument
changeovers will be reduced, the
scheduled runs will become longer.
less direct assistance to the astronomers will n m l y imply the preparatbn
of better and more deuiled telescope
and instrument manu&.
O. Horstadt Illustrated the upgrades
already taking place or planned for the
next years: the 1.5-m Danish adapter
will be renewed: the 90-cm Dutch has a
new adapter and a CCD camera; IRAC
wlll be upgraded; the prime focus at the
3,6-m is available for direct imaging
(which could then be removed fmm the
2.2-m); the fibre spectrograph MEFOS
will also be installed at the 3.6-rn. A
possible evolution of the telescopes and
auxlliaty equipment from now to 1983
and 1996 is shown in three ESQ menus
(see Figuresj, according to a document
presmted by the Director General to the
Councll. These are iltuskations, not, as
yet, decisions?
However, the simplification of the La
Silla instrumentation, as remarked by E.
Cappellam, is a very delicate process,
especially when the final decisions
about the varlous instruments have to
be taken. Many people, for example,
would be upsel If the B&C spectrograph, the only one allowing certain hvestigations of galaxy dynamics, is removed from the 2.2-m, others will cry if
CASPEC is confined to the ESO 1-5-m,
and even J. Melnick disagrees with D.

' A d t w E M users am d n d e d that s u g p

t l m and wrnments are Wewne and may lnlkr
ence EgO W W . Please dlrecl your FMnrnunP
c8Uons to the Mmctor General.

Hofstadt about removing the direct imaging facility at the 2.2-rn. It Is obvlous
that a larger involvement of the communlty of users In these decisions must be
ensured. The importance of playing a
leadlng role in large-scale dlgltbed surveys of the sky was emphaslzed, to avoid
r y as
to be confined to a ~ ~ 0 n d a place
may have happened wRh the ESO
Schmldt compared to the UK Schmidt.
The DG replied that In this respect the
scientific pressureof the ESO astronomers wlll be the driving factor.
B. Fort suggested that some work on
the upgradhg of the instruments wuld
be carried out by Institutes in Europe.
This received a positive echo by the
Director General, who explahed that the
examples of MEFOS and TlMMl are
Illustrative In this sense and that the
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main Ilmltatlons from the ESO side are
related to manpower rather than to
money. A general consensus was expressed about the importance of t m s rnltting the experfence galned in the VLT
deslgn to La Sllla and to ensure a strong
cauplfng of this project wlth the La Silla
management. The VLT standards wlll
becomethe La Sllla standards: ethernet,
VME, UNIX, MIDAS, VxWwlcs. The people of the VLT project will spend a considerabb fraction of their time in Chile:
havlng many short duty trips would simply not w o k in the case of the VLT, and
this wlll allow the Interchange of precious experience.
Finally, concerns were expressed
about the future of MIDAS, the standard
Image-processing system at the telescopes in the VLT era. As remarked atso
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in the Users Comrnlttee last May, 4though there is a general satlsfactlon
wlth Its Improvements, the progress of
MlDAS is considered slow compared to
IRAF. This fact together with the Improvement of reduction faciles at the
home institutes, Is the probable cause of
the decrease in the number of astronomers coming to Garching to use
the €SO facilities. The Director General
explained that It Is not ES0's intention
to compete wlth the much larger
manpower available for the development of IRAF/STSDAS. MIDAS will be
offered as built-in-house software for
off-line reductions of data acquired with
ESO telescopes and, with the same
core, but wlth different and more userfriendly Interfaces, as data acquisition
software. MIDAS Is comlng into La Silla
telesoopes' mntrol rooms1
This was more or less the point
reached when the round table had to
cede to an incipient clear observing
night. 1 hope that the reader wuld get
from this incomplete report enough
materlal to answer the primitive question indicated by the title of this contribution.

Visiting Astronomers
(October 1,1991-April 1,1992)
Obsenring time has now been allocated for
Period 48 (October 1, 1991 Awl 1, 1992).
As usual, the demand for tel-e
time was
much gmatar than the time actually avallable.
The following list gives the names of the
visiting astromomsrs, by telescope and h
chronological order. The complete list, with
dates, equipment and programme titles, Is
available from f SO-Garching.

-

86-m Telescope
Oct. 1991: Met al. (1614-431<), ta
FrancaRlawkindVdronlAndreani,Vettdanl et
d, (1-01 9-47Q1 CrandMandoles'VPalaail
Wampler,

Splte

FSSpite

MJFranwls.

LennorVKudrttrkUGrotWGabI~, GrothlKudritrkvlenndHurnphreys, TdrJSchild.

Nov. 1W1: Macchettorrurnshe!&par!4s,
Danzlger et d. (6-003-45K), Shaver/Bbhrlnger/Ebeling, MHey st al. P-001-43K), Warren/
lovino/Shaver, WarrenlHewett, Courvolsier/
BwcMlechdOrrNattmja,
Danzlgerl
~uchettGouHeal~cylFran880n/M~d
Della Valle, Habing et al. (7-008-47K1,
Goumeslbgelman/Augwteijn
ChinearinV

BuPonUMolinarilCavanna
k IgQl: SoucalVD'OdoricMWAltIerY
Melller, tom HJMirdtetlMGller/Doroshkevlch, GiraWlMnfante/Noftale, Mareuld
Cirnatt~lgnolVZitellWwni,
Msller/

Warren, ~nefeIdlBertinlSoula~w~o5hir,
De Boar et at. (3-003-43Q Wolf, Gntton,
De Boer et al. (3-003-43N Molaro, Anton/
SeiW.

-

h.151512: ~ r U m p e r f r h o m &
RelnschlGirnon, De Baer et al. (3-003-#K),
k o p r t r c ~ i , Hensberge et el. (5-W5-45@,
khwarr, H U ~ ~ o u s s a l n Habt ,
ing et al. [~-~IoM?K), c o u w w m c h w
BlechdOrrNabja,
~r/Bouchet/
G w l f f e s / L u e y / F m 8 8 o ~ U D e H aValle,
~ ~ A u g u s t e I j n RalkowskV
,
Km8mKortew~ayatte.

New Central Computer Facilities at ESO

F& 11982: b r n u s e n PWJsrgensen V
Franx, T w o et rrl. (4-Wl4-45~),Oanrlger et
4. (6-003-45K).Wimt#&cate/
Rdmm,
HamannMIessolowskUKcederke, Mrners at
€11. (2-009-4S@, Rdmers et al. (2-008-45@,
C a u W D t u r k ~ ~ 6dhrIngw/EWhgl
e ,
PimogeslHwstmanm! W w c k e r / S e m /
CnrddaWKowatskYWallirdCollins.

#arch I-:
69rhringsrEbeIln~PW
V-nlSchueeker/S&wW~ W a l l i ~ o l l l n s ,Danzigm
al. (6403-45Kj,W g r o W a d ~ HsdFm
,
bury/Bsrthel, GcMedOgelrnanlAugustetjn,
M o ~ W ~ t V P a s q u i n Mundtl
l ,
EbbffeVNrackel, Hablng et al. (7-00847@,
Couvcrlsler/Bouchet/8Iech~/V~a,
Dami~r/Bouche~ffdLucy/Fran~
M m l D e l l a Vdle, EhulesteWCaradVAmr a n l b Caarer.

ESO Headquarters, a cluster of two VAX 8600
The centre1 computer facilky
systems running the V W M S opemtlng system, will be replaced in the fall of 1m1.
Amt extensive benchmarking and wduatlons of a wlde range of UNlX s@m,€SO
has p m h a s d two Sdbome 5 M 2 1 machines, 40 MHz SPARC technology, running
the UNlX o-ng
system. They are mmpatible with SUN syskm and offer a
symmetric multiprocessor archltectum with high W O - W I d l h . The madrlm m
purcwed from K o m , Echlng w Munich.
tn the came ot Septemk the machines wlll be m a ,
w
m at h
same tlm the support of both UAX 8600 Wlm wfll b~ d e d down with an
antlslpated m v a l in early November. Two VAX 3100 sewers wlll be purehas& to
ensurea minimum VAXlVMS suppart far the user community. However, they will not be
available for mejor computatknal tasks. Vlsitm who Intend to use ESO computing
faciliWes for d m reduction and andyeis we &vised to disctbts h u e with the
V i I n g A s t n o n m Seetron when t h y resame time.
ESO can be contacted through electronic mail using d t h a one of the fdlowlng host
m e s on the n,W W DGAESOSI, SPAN: ESO, NNER eew. uuop, d
Internet: eso. mg. The VAWVlvrS dependant PSI-mall will be discontinued. far E-mail
p u m , default account names consisting of the frat InltM and the last m e
(mmted to 8 c M m ) will be nomrally mallable. It wll 1 I I be pwslble to get
interactive
thmu~heither rn(30W120RPZ400 baud), X.25, Idtarnet or
SPAN.
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1992. MPI TIME, Cwwo&ier/
Oct 1H1: AzropardVBry8acher/LeMarch 1992: F e t a ~ W o r l ~ m n B- w c h e t l B ~ O r r N ~ Ha a, n g at al.
m, BETQV~VR~*&, Gil-rftgKWampl~~NoshivsrIk,
Surdej et el. (2-033- VQC&47flB W d W m Winekei, P W
~
r
i
~ SagliaCo!lessEDunn,
K
~
, 4Kj, Cwoimtiw, Danaigerl-t/
TapMbWQQlIalFmrl-TonIdo, Un Yunl
~ ~ r n o ~ c h ~ u i f c fw ~A c~ /y F ~ ~ ~d ~V O e Vdk
I ~ a CtmmdSantos, Un Y u r d C l m e n ~
hkzaWWla Valle, WestlHainautlMarsdenl Turatto et d. (4-004-499, Tarnmann ef aI. WaelkeWm Winckel, furatto et at. (4-0w
SmW, Hab1ng et at. (74lM47K), KZIufV (l-o2247K), W n g et at. (7-t-008-4710, 4w.
~oerrWTegas,De Boer at al. (39W-43W
F ~ M ~ h r N g v ~ E a n ~ v I t t ~ ,
W . 1m:D a r n e r el al. (6403#lQ,
Spite, DubathMayorMueloz
h g e r k v i s t l W l l l ~ m ~ m m 0 n s l Bertda d al. (1-008-43W, JanrWSacMt,
S m M ~ W h a w F o k , R e i m et al. (2-008-45K), Cwrvokterl
Nov. 1m1: DanJger/BwcheWGouiff~ Mapusson,
g
e
r
l
&
o
~
o
u~ ~
E l~
tueY/Fr8nsson/Mdl/Ilella Valle, W d ~
~ G a u M WNl ,
HainautmnamdenlSrnetb, De Lapparent et MaaelVOalla VdlO.
Counroisier~uchet/BI~~h~~~
al. (1-003-43fq, Glailmgo/8usodCrlsdanV
Sabbadn/CapWlaWTurattdBmeW&lT,B l g m i et d, (8-002-45@, MiIey et
vedori, Surderj ei al. @-OOW3$

-

al. W O t -43K), Sufdej st al.

o,

Butcherhn R a m , Andeman M.IJAndersen Jjhrgensen U.G., NietdFralrt-Bwll8VPoulaiM~d~~/S~rmhl. Oanzioerl

aouchetrcswlffwLwF&m~i
Della Vallq W ~ a l o a u V M a ~ d S m e t t e .

Dec. 1991: HeldMoubd, TarwlghV
D'OdorWWamder/Pet~oshiV81Ik,
M s l f w / S h a w r M I ~ H W P ~ v m t , De
Boer et al. p 0 0 3 4 K ) k n e f d d , M i h l

-

WmhwToCtoy, OanrigerlBadWGouiffes/
l

et

u c y F r ~ ~Valle,
~ k
~ Bow
I b
al. (3-003-43K)
~
~
l Lagranged
,

-

H m ~ e u ~ e u i v 0 r y ~
Madjar.
Heydarl-bAakywI,
Cappellad
~ o l V H d m a r i o .
a.I=: CappellarolCapaccidwl-iW
F B C I ~Fort
~O~
et al. (3-015-4SK), Relpurth,
8urd8j et al. (2-903-4310,
Danlgermucw
G w W i w y / F r a n ~ ~ I / D e f Valle,
la
DanzigerIMoowodtDIlva, Wemer/Dmizlwl
Heber/ti~ermausch, ScRBnbemer/NapfWOtrkllJordan.

Oct. 1s1: Westerlund/Apr~VR*
b ~ l r o ~ h wB, ~ h e l I ~
L e q u ~ n s k a / W e s t d u n dTuratto
,
et at.
( 4 - W 5 K ) , dmW%cketl.

Barbhi

et

W

al.

$-00743K). V i d a l - M a d @ r / w W
~sui~trGry~ge-Hm Wre,
Crlstlani/Milbr/GoIdSChirdt.

Nov. IWf: Couwdder/BlechalBwrchet,
Mwmhiiagner, MwIadDuMWMyor,
Mitey al dm(2-001-4Q. Courvoisier/Bledrd
B w c h ~ a g Surdej
~ , el al.
(2-0Ds-43Q,
Couwoi&r/Blecha/Bwchet/
r l ~ M ~ h V W ~ Caunraisier/-BlecW
,
BwaehetlMmchUWwn~~, gokson/Joly/
MoowoodnOtiva/Wevd, C o u w o i f s k rW
~
BwhVMaraschilWagner,
Cowwlsiwl
B l e c h s / B w c h ~ a ~ I I W w r w ,Cowvolsler/Blecha/BawheVlMaraschVWagner,
Da Bow et a). (5-Mb3-43tq K m I w e f , An&men M. I./Andersen J./Jwgm#n U. G.,
W n g et al. (7-0C4-47Kl, Couwoisler/
B w c h e V B ~ ~ ~ N a I t a o j a , Rottd
~ ~ 1 a n Courmlsterm1w
l ,

-

Fa. 1sSa: SchwdCordEdlai, Oan- ~~~,
Courvoiaier/
z i ! J e r ~ o u d ~ E - a BIedr~wch~UMmschWagner.
zalVWk Vatle, Tammnn et al. (1-022-47@,
Berget sl. (1-0124310 Warnpler et al. (2Ot0-45K?, Hamend W e s w l o ~ ~ e ,
Da~w/BoucheVGouiff~cy/Fr8nssonl

139.IMI: hmiger/Matteu~:1/Zeilinger/
~ I l W B m o n~
, W A m ~ i l l n ~Bare r ,
Meri et d. (2-007-4310, ~wldfrwijbaJong
T I J m m H. E.tNmgm&Ni&en/Harp.
sentvan den M ,Testor, RamelV Da
CostalFo~elI~~INoninb.

Dm. IWf: BianehinVOJla Valle/l)gelmard

OrldBlanehi, ~ h E d ' L ~ i l i n g eRarnparzd
r,
PrugnieVsulentlc/Bica,
De Rulterhb,
~
~
~
~
k
Cowh
v o l s i e r ~ B l e c h e , Bauemrann/TdmperlThomaa/Reinseh/6lnwm

PROFILE OF A KEY PROGRAMME:

A Survey of Nearby Clusters of Galaxies

'Universitd de Montpeilier - CNRS, France; '~terrewacht,Leiden, Netherlands; 30bservatoire de Gen&ve,
Switzerland; 4~artirnento
di Astronomia, Bologna, Italy; 50bservatoire de Meudon, France; 6~sservatoriodi
Trieste, Italy; 7 ~ ~ r d i i tCopenhagen,
a,
Denmark; %FHX USA; 'lnstituto de Astrofisica, Granada, Spain
1. Introduction
Detailed analysis of the structure of a
large sample (well representative of all
richness and morphological classes) of
rich clusters of galaxies may provide
several constraints for theories of the
formation of large-scale structure on
scales of the order of a few Mpc.
Slnce the overall relaxation time of a
cluster is larger than the Hubble time, it
could be expected that present-day
clusters are at best partially relaxed - a
situation which could be revealed by the
presence of subclustering.
The convincing detection of dynamically significant substructure in clusters
may put severe constraints on the
scenarios of formation and on the shape
of the initial fluctuation spectrum. However, this detection, as well as dynamical analysis, requires a large number (at
least 100) redshifts per cluster.
Peculiar velocities of clusters with respect to the Hubble Row could in principle reveal the characteristics of the
mass dlstrlbution on larger scales (such
as the inter-cluster distance). The Cold
Dark Matter Scenarlo, however, does
not predict large-scale peculiar velocities with respect to the Hubble flow for
rich clusters, it therefore appears desirable to confirm e.g. in the Southern
galactic hemisphere the large-scale peculiar motions which have been claimed
to exist (Bahcall et al., 1986) but questioned by other authors. Again, this requires a sultable sample and several
redshifts per cluster.

For each selected cluster, catalogues

analysis, possibly covering almost
equally all Bautz-Morgan morphological
types and having a redshift of 0.05.
This last requirement ensures that we
explore several core radii and cover a
sufficiently large range of magnitudes
on a field of 30 arcmin (Optopus field).
We found 30 clusters (the so-called
"structure" clustets) satisfying all these
requirements. On the other side, we
selected 100 clusters (the "peculiar"
clusters) which are expected to form a
complete sample up to ~ ~ 0 In
. 1
the
Southern galactic hemisphere. This
large subsample will be used to map
and anatyse the large-scale peculiar
motion field. There is a partial overlap
(12 objects) among the two subsamples, giving a total of 118 clusters for the
whole sample. We plan to obtain spectroscopy and photometry for about 150
members of the "structure" clusters and
30 to 50 members of the "gecullar"
ones, Spectroscopy is being obtained
by using the OPTOPUS instrument at
the ESO 3.60-m,whilst CCD photometry (Danish 1.54-m) is required in order
to calibrate our photographic one.

of galaxies have been obtained by sean-

=

ning photographic plates (glass copies
of the red PSS for the northern clusters
and film copies of the SRC survey for
the southern ones) using the biden
ASTROSCAN plate-measuring machine. Objects are selected around the
cluster centre within several Abell radii.
The typical size of a scanning region is
about one square degree for "peculiarmotion elustef and 4 square degrees
for "structure" ones. By setting a
threshold value (typically at 5 times the
sky noise above the background) a list
of objects is then produced. For each
object the following final parsmeters are
kept: (i) the centre of gravity position, (ii)
a photometric parameter, the logarithm
of which is in good approximation a
linear function of magnitude, (iii)the second moment of the density distribution,
which is a measure of the size of the
image, and (iv) the number of image
pixels which have a photographic density above the detection threshold. Stargalaxy separation is performed by plotting: second moment of the density ver-

CCD callbroilon of photographic photometry

- Zero

poinls or photogr. photom. adjusted

-

22

2. Definitionof an Obsewationai
Programme
The preceding motivations have Ied us
to design an observational programme
which has been accepted by ESO as a
Key Programme. We have thus selectd
a sample of clusters of galaxies from the
revised and South extended Abell catalogue (Abell, Corwin and Olowin, 1989);
he sample can actually be divided into
two subsamples since the sdection has
been performed following two different
criteria. On the one side we needed a set
of clusters sufficiently rich to allow a
meaningful structural and dynamical

20
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Figure 1: Phot~mtricparameter m u s 6 magnttudes for the combined data. Straight Nne
cotresponds to the best flt.
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sus photometric parameter. The stars'
locus is wdl defined and separated from
the galaxy one. Anyway, unresolved
double stars and bright saturated galaxies can fall in unproper positions. Visual
inspection of the candidate galaxies and
of the bright stars is performed in order
to avoid misclassification.
The final catalogues are then used to
produce OPTOPUS files in order to
punch the plates (30 and then 50 fibers/
plate) for each OPTOPUS run.
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during the night. Photometric observing between 3900 and 5900A. Since
runs suffered partial bad weather or bad March 1990 the spectroscopic efficienconditions (seeing of about 4 arcsec in cy has been greatly increased thanks to
October 1989) and technical problems a new optical configuration, an in(pointing was lost several times due to creased number of fibers (50 instead of
computer crash) leading however to a 30) and the possibility of plugging the
reliable bulk of data, but on a smaller fibers in the plate at the desk of the
than expected number of objects. These obsenrtng room durlng the previous exCCD data have been processed using posure acquisition. More recently (Octhe IRAF package and a falnt galaxy tober 1990) the availability of the new
photometry package (Lefevra et d., TeMronik CCD detector, having a much
1986) Installed on SUN workstations at lower read-out noise, gave another sip
CFHT. The reduction yields photometric niflcant improvement at the system
parameters (positions, ellipticities, Ra5, overall efficiency makhg OPTOPUS a
3. Obsewatlonsand Reduction
real "industrla!-era" z-machine.
BZ5.. .) for several hundred of galaxies.
So far, obsenrations were made in These B and R magnitudes were then
Spectroscopic data reduction, which
September and Octoiwr 1989, March used in order to calibrate the photomet- includes fibers extraction, wavelength
and April 1990 and September and ric parameter P produ~edby ASTRG calibration, continuum removal and
October 1990 both for spectroscopy SCAN. Taking into account the relative cross correlation, has been performed
(3.6-m +OFTOPUS) and CCD photome- magnitude offset from plate to plate, a by means of FlGARO routines, well
try (I
.54-rn Danish).
linear relation between 6 5 and to^ P suited for our aim, installed in Granada
CCD photometry is being performed was fitted to the combined data (good- and Montpdlier on Vax stations.
in order to calibrate our photographic new of fit 0.98) and shown in Figure 1. Wavelength to pixel solution Is obtained
photometry.
From thls picture, it turns out that the on a long arc (20 mn), exposure of an
For this purpose, CCD frames have dispersion in the correlation between He-Ne lamp taken at the beghnlng of
been taken for each OPTOPUS field, photographic and CCD magnitudes is of each night so as to ensure a high S/N
covering the largest possible range in about 0.25magnRudes and that the even of falnt features. Relative shift is
magnitudes so as to minimize errors In limiting magnitude of our spectrosoopic computed and applied on each subsethe calibration. CCD frames are taken in survey is about 625'21.
quent m frame. Arc frames were taken
both 8 and R cotours, exposure tlrnes
The OPTOPUS multifiber instrument both before and after the cluster expobelng typically of 15 min in and 5 min coupled with Bolter and Chivens spec- sure to minimize errors induced by
in R. Several standard stars and trograph has been used at typical mu- mechanical flexures of the instrument
secondary fields were also observed lutions of about 10 A and spectral range which turn out anyway to be negligible.
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The wavelength sotution obtained by a
3rd order polynomial fit to our data leads
to a typical rms per frame of 0.08 to
0.1 A (maximum value being about 0.3,
0.4 &).
To illustrate the quality of our
data, a set of wavelength calibrated
spectra of decreasing quati is shown
In Rgure 2. The redshifts were then determined by cross-correlation technique. We found that best results are
obtained using as template a galaxy
spectrum belonging to our sample and
having a high S/N, a$ can be seen by
comparing Figures 3 and 4,'which show
the correlation peaks obtained correlatIng the s
m of Figure 2 WIUI a bright
galaxy belonging to our sample and with
a standard velocity template (M32). The
zero pint can be subsequently determined by cross-cwrelatlng the galaxy
template with a few well-known velocity
objects (like e,g. M32, NGC 411 1) of
which we got spectra with dhrent Instruments. Sa far, abwt 3,000spectra
have Wen collected. The efficiency
(number of actually determined veIocitlednumbr of spectra) has increased from about 60% (the first runs)
to about 85% (the last ones) due to
better set-up and .a more efficient
acquisition device leadlng presently to
about 2,000 measured velocities. All
these data haw been reduced and a
histogram of radial velocity for the whole
sample is shown in Figure 5. It can be
seen that the data are peaked at z= 0.05
as we may expect due to our selection
criteria. The errors on the vetocltiee are
obtained following Tonry and Davis pre-

Complete sample

30 kmlsec due to the increased %IN of
the last-run spectra. Comparison to external data is under progress. Finally, in
Figure 7 we show the distribution of v*
locltim obtained in one field of the ctuster A 3662; this is a "structure" cluster,
that is a cluster on which we plan to
perform detalled dynamical analysis.
More data are thus going to be
acquired, neverthetess, even from this
single field we can suspect the presence
of a complex structure (two peaks?).
Further data will allow a check on the

VR (Km ski)
Flgure 7: Wbtributionof the velodties ob&Irred in one Md of tha cluster As=;
Is superimposed.

a grausslan fit

reality of this feature.
In conclusion, the aim of our project is
to give new results bath on the structure
and dynamics of oflustem of galaxies
and on their peculiar motions with respect to the Hubble flow. Far these
reasons we have drawn a cornposlte
sample of more than 100 clusters, for
which we plan to collect a large bulk of
spectroscopic and photometric data.
The Optopus multl-fiber instrument is
particularly well suited to our aim. It
would not have been possible to design
such a large project without a large
amount of granted telescope time as it
Is in the philosophy of the ESO Key
Programmes.
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A Progress Report on the VLT lnstrumentation Plan
S. D'ODORICO, J. BECKERS and A. MOOR WOOD, €SO
1. The VLT Instrumentation Plan
The Very Large Telescope of the
European Southern Observatory is the
most ambitious project in the history
of ground-based optical-infrared astronomy. With its four 8-m telescopes to
be operated as separate units and in a
combined mode and the associated
array of smaller telescopes for interferometry It represents a unique technical
and managerial challenge. Within the
overall project, the procurement, Installation and operation of a set of instruments at the different foci of the array
are in itself an effort much larger than
anything done in the past at ESO or at
any other observatory. At the same time
it is crucial to achieve the scientific
goals of the project. For this reason the
definition and procurement of the firstgeneration instruments was tackled very

early in the project schedule. In June
1989, ESO elaborated and distributed
widely in the community a Preliminary
Instrumentation Plan which was based
on recommendations by the VLT Working Groups, set up to give advice on the
scientific use of the VLT, and technical
work carried out at ESO. Based on the
responses and comments to this Plan,
ESO prepared a revised version which
was adopted by the Scientific and Technical Committee in March 1990. This
Instrumentation Plan now includes ten
instruments and two replicas and a tentative schedule for their implementation
at the VLT. Some of the instruments are
relatively well defined, for others preparatory work is under way to arrive at a
complete set of specifications. A review
article on the VLT instruments has been
published in the Journal of Optics (1991)

Vol. 22, p. 85. Excluded from this plan is
the instrumentation to be designed for
the VLT Interferometer. Figure 1 shows
the mechanicalstructure of the unit telescope and the foci positions and Table 1
lists the various instruments with their
assign& tocation. The complement of
Instruments at the first two telescopes
can be considered as relatively frozen
but the information on the last two telescopes is indicative and might be updated as the project evolves.
A cornerstone of the VLT Instrumentation Plan is the participation of institutes in the ESO member countries in
the construction of most of the instruments. This is a major departure from
the current situation which sees the
quasi-totality of the installed ESO instruments to be the result of internal development. The new approach is dic-

ers (Dlfftaction timlted and Interfernmetrlc Instrumentation), W d r o DTOdorico
(Optical Irrstrumentation) and A Moorm d (Infrared Instrumentation).

2 Status of the Instrument
Projects

This is om of the two instruments in
the Plan to be m l k d under the dlrecf
responsibility of ESO and will be the first
major instrument to Iw installed at the
VLT. It will provide for direct Imaging at
different scales and long slit spectroscopy over the 1-5lun wavelength range
and it is schedubd to be installed at one
of the Nasmyth fod of the R r s t unit tele
scope during the second half of IQQ6.
The Infrared Instrumentation Group is
currently finding its detalled Technical
Specleation and a PrelImlnaty Deeign
and Implementatbn Plan for both internal review and presentation to the Scientific and Technical Committee In
Noverrlbr of thk year.

Rgure 1: Trldhnslonal W of the mheW sfructum of th8 8-m unfr ieleseqpa showing
the m
hbm ofth8 Namyth ( I and Z), C ~ s q d (3
n) arid cwde 14) fPa!

tated by the need to fully involve the ]em is going to be adapted to the
community in the VLT and at the same c h m M 3 l w of the single instrument
tlme to o v e r m e the limitations on
manpower and budget. Only about
10 % of the total VLT financial resouroes
is resewed for instrumentation, even if it
is this VLT component which at the end
sets the quality and the var9ely of the
scientific results to be Wried by tixi
facility. To use the financjal mswrces in
an optimal way, ESO w
p
m to m.for

the lmtmrnent compon8nb to be procured from Industry while the institutes
Will contribute wlth their expertiw,
manpower and free urn of their faclllties.
h i d e this genera! guiddie, the
mhanism of selection of Institutes to
be associated wlth the instrument pro-

under considwatlon, such as the degree
of ddinitlon of the specifications, the
amount of expertise in that specific field
existing in the community and the tlme
avaitable for tho project. Clearly, ESO
k s to exercke in all caws at tight control on the quality, the costs and the
development schedule to make sure
that the K T Instrumentatton Plan fully
meets its scientific goals and is realized
in time and within budget.
In the following paragraphs, we present a short &urn4 d the status of ttre
dlflerent instruments and of the future
actions, The VLT instrumentation effort
at ESO is organized by Jacques h k -

The operation modes of thh istrument, to be built in two capies for the
Gassagrain foci of the first and the third
unlt telescope, are similar to those of the
two EFOSC instruments in opration at
La Silla. Additional features will include
a muitislit unit and optics for polarlmetry
obsarvatlws. A Call for Proposals for
the Design, Construction and Installation of the two copies was distributed in
M a y 1990. Two Proposals were received, one from a consortium of the
Obsewatodes of Toutouse, Roden and
Trieste and the other from a consorHum
of tha Observatories of Heidelberg,
Munich and Gottingen. Both propsals
being of excellent technical quallty, at
the end of the W e w i n g process the
German consortium was selected because their offer presents a vwy significant financial advantage. The contract
negotiations are now under way and the
project work Is planned to start officiatb
in the last quarter of this year. Its
schedule calls for an installation of the
t b t copy of the instnrrnent at the UT1 at
the end of 1998.
2.3 Near-IR High-Resolution Imqing
Camere

This is the fiW lnstnrment to make
use of the Indkrldual a d d foci of the
VLT and Its assuchfedadaptbe opt1w.
tts goal is to do diffract'lon-limited imaging and tow-resolution spectrosmpy In
the 1- to 5-micron wavelength region. It

will do that either directly at the longer
wavelengths, with or without adaptive
optics, or, at the shorter wavelengths,
with the aid of Image reconstmction algorithms dewlaped in speckle tntwferometry. The Call for Proposals for this
insimment distributed in May 1990
listed only the required capabilities. It
left the detailed design up to the proposers. This resulted in two very different proposed instrument realizations,
one based on an all-mirror design, the
other including lenses. The latter, proposed by a consortium of the Max
Planck Institutes for Astronomy (Heidelberg) and Extraterrestrial Physics
{Garching) together with the Obsenratory of Turin was selected after a thorough
evaluation. Its schedule calls for installation on the first VLT telescope in 1997.

TABLE I . Complement of Instruments for the VLT

Medium-Resolution IR Spectrameter/lmager
UV-Visual Focal Reducer/Spectrograph No. 1
Near-1R High-Resolution Imaging Camera
UV-Visual Echelle Spectrograph No. 1
Visible Speckle Camera
Mid-IR Imqer/Spsctrometer
Multi-fibre Area Spectrograph
UV-Wsual Focal Reducer/Spectrograph No. 2
W-Visual Echelle Spectrograph No. 2
Multichannel FTS
High-Resolutlon/VlsibleSpectrograph
High-Resolution/lnfrared Echelle Spectrograph

instrument The results of the study wlll
be used for the flnal specifIcatbns of the
manufacturing contract.

Nasmyth, UT 1
Cassegrain, UT 1
Coud6, UT 1
Nasmyth, UT 2
Coud6, UT 2
&seegrain, UT 2
Nasmyth, UT 3
Cassegrain, UT 3
Nasmyth, UT 3
Nasmyth, UT 4
Combined
Combined

mode, are still being studied and a
10 pm camera with limited spectroscopic capabilities FIMMI) b also being
developed in collaboration with the Service dfAstrophysique in Saclay, France,
2.6 Visible Speckle Camera
as part of the VLT Preparatorj ProTo reach the highest passible, diffrac- gramme. ESO is currently planning to
This is the other instrumentto be built tion-limited resolution of the 8-metre te- issue a Preliminary Enquiry early In 1992
under direct responslbili of ESO. At lescopes (0.01 arcsee) it is necessary to with the aim of establishing which Inleast two identical copies wltl be buitt for use the speckle interferometry tech- stitutes would be interested in parinstallation at two Nasmyth foci of two niqum at visible wavelengths. These ticipating in the development of this inunit telescopes. Based on the ccrnoept have been largely conceived and dc+ strument. Depending on the actual reincluded in the VLT Instrumentation veloped by scientists In the ESO sponse the intention would then be to
Plan, ttw Instrument design aims at a member countries in the last two 6- place a Phase A study contract with an
very high efficiencyand at a maximum cades. These techniques have reached Instiite or Consortium to be followed
resolving power of 40,000. Studies of a level of maturity which warrants the by a Development Contract based on
the various subsystems are now under implementation of a general-user facili- the Phase A results and any relevant
way with the goal to complete a Pre- ty. Although initially planned for a VLT feedback from the TIMMI project obdesign Report: and an Implementation Nasmyth *us,
the Visible Speckle tained in the meantime.
Plan by April 1992 for internal review Camera Is now planned for a mud8
and presentation to the Scientific and focus since the gains In sensitivity re2.8 High-Resolution Specfrographs
Technical Committee.
sulting from partid wavefront correction
The InstrumentationPlan presently inby the infrared adaptive optics mow
cludes
three high-remlutlon spectmoffsets
the
tosses
due
to
the
extra
than
2.5 MUM-Fibre A m Spectrograph
reflections. A call for Proposals for a De- graphs: an optical one to be Installed at
The Focal Reducer/Spectrographs to finition Study of this instrument is to he the combhed focus, an infrared Multichannel FE for a Masmyth focus and a
be built for the Cassegrain foci of the released later this year.
cryogenic infrared echelte s-raph
VLT are designed to do muitiobject
spectroscopy over a field of 7 x 5 arcagain for the combined focus, although
it seems difficult to retain both of the
mln appxlmately. The Multi-Fibre
Spectrograph will be designed to gather
This instrument Is destined for the latter in the basic instrument compleand guide the ltght of objects distributed G a s w a i n focus of unit telescope 2 ment.
Preliminary studies on possible conover the larger field of vlew pf the Nas- where it will provide for direct imaging
myth focus (30 aromhutes diameter ap- and spectroscopy in the 8-14 pm and cepts have bmn carried out. but both
proximately) to the slit of a stationary possibly 20 pm atmospheric windows. the technical data and the scientific remedium-resolution spectrograph. The Because this Is a new but growing area quirements are not sufficiently defined
area spectroscopy option of the same of observational astronomy various op- to start action on the procurement. In
instrument shall be-designed to provlde tions, particularly for the spectroscopic February 1992 (see TAe Messenger
spectroscopic data over a 20 array of
points covering an area of the sky at a
resolution cotr~pondingto the best
seelng conditions at the telescope. In
On July 30,1991 ESO distributed a "Call for Proposals for a DePinltlon Study and
the studla which led to the ddinilion of
Pred~lgnof the MulWbre Area Spectrograph for one Nasmyth Focus of the V L T ta
the VLT Instrumentation Plan, the scienInstitutes and Individuals wlth a potential Interest to contribute to the study. Deadllne for
tific objectives of this type of Instrument
the replies 1s Octaber 31.
were not discussed m any detail and
The study contract to be granted wlll have a duratlon of one year and a predeterhence the technic81 requirements such
mined cost.
as e.g. the number of fibres and the
InformatIan on this Call can k oWned from:
optimal spectroscopic resolution are not
Mr. Qerd Wieland
defined. To fill thi gap, ESO has dlstriContract Procurement Offlee
ESO-Gwchlng
buted at the end of July 1991 (seeinsert
Telefax (88) 320 7327
on this page) a Call for Proposals for a
Definition Study and a Predesign d the

No. 64, p. 59) ESO is organizing a workshop focussed on High-Resolution
Spectroscopy with the VLT. We expect
that the scientific objectives In this area
of research and the different technical
concepts will be thoroughly reviewed
and discussed, opening the way for a
decision later in the year.

then be far advanced and detailed infor3. Upgrading the VLT Instrumentation Plan
mation will be available on cost,
By the end of 1992, seven instrument schedule and foreseen performance.
projects (with two of them f o r m i n g The time will then be rlpe for a critical

the manufacture of a replica) will be in
various stages of development. The remaining three will be in a definition
phase. The entire VLT programme will

review of the entire instrumentation
plan, an assessment of the resources
still available and decisions on additional instruments.

The VLT Adaptive Optics Programme
From April 24 to May 5, 1991, the
current configuration of the COME-ON
adaptlve optics prototype system for
the VLT had its last test run before it
returned to Europe for a major upgrade.
This 11-night run was devoted to
technical tests for adaptive optics and
scientific observations. The COME-ON
system worked all the tlrne fully reliably
and no technical problems occurred.
During the run the seeing conditions
ranged from excellent to mediocre, and
three nights suffered from bad weather
conditions.
The technical part of the programme
included tests of improved and new
software. observations with partial
correction at visible wavelengths, and
recording of wavefront sequences.
Software with specialized routines
depending on the available photon flux
allowed an increase of servo-loop bandwidth from 10 to 25 Hz in connection
with the intensified Reticon and the
electron-bombarded CCD (EBCCD).
With the higher bandwidth and improved modal control scheme the diffraction limit of 0.13 arcsec was reached
even in the K-Band under good seeing

conditions.
In view of partial correction by adaptive optics for speckle and long basdine
interferometry, partially corrected images in the visible wavelength range
were recorded with an intensified CCD.
These recordings wlll allow a detailed
analysis of the image profiles and verification of theoretical predictions for
short- and long-exposure images. For
these measurements an optical path
was installed parallel to the IR camera.
The recorded wavefront sequences
will altow to explore the spatial and ternPoral behaviour of the turbulence-induced atmosperic perturbations and
comparisons with the theory of the turbulence.
The scientific objectives of this nm
included the environment of young stellar objects, asteroids and planets, the
search of the potential third component
of Sirius A, and luminous blue variables.
from the young stellar objects, S CrA is
Of particular interest. It shows a clear

Figure 1: One of the most impressive results with adaptiw optics Is the first direct determination of the rotation axis of an astwoid, Ceres was &sew& on May 5, 1991 wlfh the 3.6-m
telesmpo, using "COME-ON'; and a 3 2 x 3 2 IR camera p ~ u d o n ) .The dala are stlll under
reduction. The image shows C w a at M (4.7 rnkm). At this wavelength, the reflected sular
#ux 1s negligible cornpared to the thermic emission of the asteroid's surface. Previous speckle
obsewatfons, conflmred by photomet& curves8show that the albedo is cansfant over the
swface. The emissiongradient along the S-WN-W direction is then inteupmted asa themic lag
effect of the surface soil8heated by the sun as the asteroid rotates. 'Ihe rotation axis is found to
be inclined 20-30 dogmas to the ecliptic pole direction. Courtesy of 0,Saint-PB and IW.
Combes (Meuda~Oh.)

Ftgure 2: fhe new 52-actuator m l m for COME-ON+ during tests at the Iabwatwy of the
manufactursr.

extension. The observations of the asteroid Ceres were excitlng and allowed
to deduce the rotation axis of that famous small member of our planetary
system (seeFig. 1).
Eta Carinae was observed with a CVF
and a polarirer. In the K-band, one can
recognize hints of the objects observed
in the vlsible range by speckle interferometry, which have a distance of about
0.15 arcsec from the central star. All the

scientific observations requlre a careful
data reduction and analysis. The results
will be published in the near future.
lmmedlately after the run the COMEON system was shipped back to Europe
for a major upgrade (COME-ON+). This
work will be done at Obsmatoire de
Paris-Meudon under the direction of
ONERA The upgrades include a new
deformable mlrror from LASERDOT with
52 actuators (see Fig. 2), an improved

wavefront sensor and EBCCD provided
by LEP (Philips), a faster and more powerbl control computer, and some Improvements of the passive optical and
mechanical components. The upgraded
system is scheduled to be back at La
Silla In July 1992.
F. MERICLE, N. HUB/# and
G. GEHRING, ESO
F. RIGAUT, Observatuire de

Paris-Meudon

A Report on the SEST Users Meeting
and Workshop on Millimetre-Wave Interferometry
22-23 May 1991
The second SEST Users Meeting was
held at ESO Garchhg on Wednesday,
22 May, the first having been held last
year at Onsala. In view of the decislon to
develop the Paranal area for the VLT, it
was felt timely to discuss the possibility
of a miltimetre-wave array in the southem hemisphere, and a workshop on this
subject was held on the day following
the Users meeting. The combination of
these two meetings was obviously
popular, as over 60 persons attended.

The SEST Users Meeting
The Users meeting commenced with
a number of short reviews illustrating
some of the recent scientific results
from SEST: The Magellanic Clouds Key
Programme (F. Israel and J. Lequeux),
CO Rotation Curves of Galaxies
(R. Wielebinski), CO in Centaurus A

Spectral Scans of Sgr 82
(A.Hjalmarsson),
Obsewations of
Planetary Nebulae (R. Sahal), and A CO
Survey of IRAS Stars (L-A. Myman).
These were followed by talks and discussion covering dl aspects of the operation and performance of SEST.
R. Booth summarized recent developments and future plans, and L-A. Nyman, N. Whybom, E Kreysa, and M. 01berg reviewed specific technical areas,
including pointing, holography, receivers (heterodyne and bolometer), spectrometers, observations, calibration,
and data reduction. Some of ths main
discussion points are summarized
below.
Telescope pointing remains a matter
of concern, and efforts to improve it
were outlined. Inclinometers placed on
the horizontal part of the fork above the
azimuth bearing showed a temperature
(A. Eckart),

dependent tilt of the telescope axis
amounting to a daily variation of about
6".First attempts to improve the pointing by including the inclinometer data in
the pointing solution are disappointing,
givlng an improvement in the rms error
of only 0.7". However, these results are
very preliminary. The overall pointing
rms is still about 3" in both coordinates.
The interferometer telescopes at IRAM
show similar axis tilts, so the problem is
apparently inherent in the design.
The surface accuracy is another area
of concern. Holographic measurements
of the SEST reflector surface and its
subsequent adjustment led ta a significant improvement in the profile (ms
60micron), However, a subsequent
readjustment has increased the error
again to around 75 micron. Unfortunately the satellite whlch has been used as a
beacon for the holography measure-

Snow on La Silla!

Heavy smwfdl on June 18, 1991 W m m & the La Sllla Obsetvatwy for a few d8ya into a wlnter landsmpe. fhe above photagmphs were
taken on June 20 by Erich Schumann.
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ments is no longer available to us, so
other measurement techniques are being investigated.
As for receivers, SEST continues to
operate with the Schottky systems for
both the 100 GHr and 200 GHz bands,
The 230 GHz receiver will soon (August)
be replaced by an SIS mixer on loan
from Srnithsonian Astrophysical Observatory. Intermediate frequency amplifiers in both receivers have been replaced by wide (I
GHzj band H E W amplifiers in an attempt to reduce the noise
at the band edges. Another 1 GHz AOS
Is on order from the University of KBln.
This and the purchase of a new frequency synthesizer wlll facilitate simultaneous observations in both the 100 and
200 GHr bands.
The 350 GHz SIS receiver *onstructed at Onsala was completed In
January and installed on ihe telescope
for testa in April. Unfortunately it has so
far proved to be impossible to fabricate
SIS junctions of suflciently small area
and hence the noise temperature of the
receiver is about 3000K SSB.It Is hoped
that better junctions will be built in collaboration with the University of Cambridge Metallurgy Depment and that
the receiver will be Installed next year.
The I-rnm bolometer receiver being
built in collaboration with the MaxPlanck-lnstitut fur Radioastronomb,
Bonn, is virtually complete and will be
installed on the teIescope in late August.
This system should then be routinely
available and, because of Its high sensitivity, should make more pointing
sources avallable.
Particular problems identified at the
meeting were pointlng jumps (possibly
associated with the axis tilt), the need
for better receivers at the "work horsem
frequmcbs, and a local oscillator instability which had c a u d spurious low
level wings on narrow lines. The last
problem has been fixed but it is important that observers are aware of it. It was
suggested that a SEST Bulletin Board
should be established in the Garching
computer system so that users can be
informed about changes and problems.
Suggestions for possible future developments which were discussed included receivets at lower frequencies
(ct 00 GHz), the 1SO GHr band, and
higher frequencies (410,480 GHz) VLBI,
focal plane Imaging arrays, the development of a wobbling secondary, and the
(eventuJ) move of SEST to the Paranal
area.
However, for the Immediate future it
was generally agreed that we should
concentrate on improving the pointing
and surface of thetelescope, and equipping SEST wlth Ustate-of-the-art" receivers at 100 and 200 GHz.

Workshop on Millimetre
Interferometry

There was clear enthusiasm for a
southern array. But how could funding
be achieved? Could we approach the
EEC, or could a consortturn from indivldual countries ke put tagether? In this
context, the Japanese plans for a new
millirnetre army possibly in the southem
hemisphere raised the interesting possibillty of collaboration with the Japanese
astronomers. Whlle no char answers
were forbcoming, the idea that a working group should be set up to consider
funding as well as an optimum m y
design was thought to be a reasonable
conclusion of this first meeting on the
subject.

In order to provlde suitable background for this subject and bring all
participants up to date on relevant developments around the world, this workshop began with reviews on existing
rnilllmetr8-wave interferometers: The
lWcM Interferometer on Plateau de Bure
(S. Guilloteau),the Berkeley Interferometer (C. Masson kindly presented a mvlew
prepared by J. Wetch), the Calteeh
Milllmetre Interferometer (N. Scovllle),
the Nobeyama Interferometer(K.-I. Modta), and tvllllimetre VLBl (L.B. Bath).
Planned and proposed developments
were then summadzed: the Australia Te- P.A. SHAVER, ESO, and
lescope at Milllmetre Wavelenghts (L R. BOOTH, Onsala Space Obsewatmy
Staveley-Smith), the Smlthsonian SubMlllimetre Array (C. Masson), plans for
interferometry between the JCMT and
CSO telescopes (R. Hills), and the NRAO
Mlllimetre Array (R.Brown).
The subject of a p o ~ i b l emillimetre
m y near Paranat was then introduced
wlth thrm talks on the site and atmospheric conditions. M. Sarazln described the site, and summarized relevant measurements made in the ESO STAFF MOVEMENTS
sRe testing campaign. He showed in
particular that the wlnd, an important Arrivals
parameter for exposed antennas working at high frequencies, appears to be
BASBIUR, Mushfa (Dl,Project Control
lower in the valleys than on Paranal aManager
self. A. Ardeberg and R, Martln p m
ENG, Wltlem (NL), Admlnistratlve
sent4 results from independent meaAssisCantllnvoice Control
surements of the water vapour content.
GUNTHER, Pet~r(DK), Accounting
While there are differences st111 to be
Assiscant
HANSEN, Karin (DK), Administrative
understood, these two studies both
Clerk (Personnel)
show that the Paranal area is suitable for
KOEHLER, Bertrand O,Project
observations at least to 3 mm.
Engineer (VLT Interferometry)
A lively discussion then followed on
PELmER, FleyniwlNL), Fellow
the idea of a mllllmetre-wave interSCHWEMMER, Erika (D),Administrative
ferometer at Paranal, Introduced and
Clerk (Personnel)
stimulated by a talk by R. Booth which
f IGMANN, Fran~ojs(F), Student
outllned a posslble concept conslstlng
of 10x 8 m antennas arranged in an optimum configuration with regard to the Departures
equivalent interferometer beam. He
Europe
considered that such an m y could be
BROCATO, Enzo 0,Fellow
bulR for about DM 50M and suggested
DUMOUUN, Bernard (F), Head,
that we In Europe should consider ways
Photopraphlc Laboratory
of rahlng money In order to achleve a
JANSSUJS, Lucas (B), Building Project
useful millimetre array on Paranal as
Engineer
soon as posslbte.
LUCY, Leon (GB), Astronomer
Various views were expressed by the
OQSTERLOO, Thomas (NL), fellow
participants. These ranged from the
MEUNS,Tom (B), Student
political through the practical to the IdeChlle
al scientific concept. A case was made
JARVLS, 8rian @US),Fellow
for great6-r sensitivity, more I l k that of
SCHUSTER, Hans-Ernll (D), Pstronomsr
the proposed US mllllmetre array which
would consist of 40x80 m antennas but
Transfers from ESO HeadquartersIn
will cost at least $120M. It was pointed
Garchlngto VI;TytSite In
out, however, that none of the existing
Chile
mitlimetre arrays Is as sensitive as that
DE JONQE, P d r (NU, ConstructIan
proposed by Booth and that the southSIte Manager
ern hemisphere Is virgin territory for
ESCHWEY, J8rg (O),
VLT Project Civil
Engineer
such an instrument.

Impressions from the XXI IAU General Assembly
For the first time in its 72-year history,
the International Astronomicat Union
held its tdannual General Assembly in
South America. From July 23 to August
1, 1991, about 1200 astronomers from
aH continents met at the San Martin
Centre in Buenos Aires at the River
Plate. This was somewhat less than in
Battimore in 1988, but a very respectable number in view of the tong travel
distance to the Argentinian capital for
many of the participants, and certainly
sufficient to make this a most memorable and useful meetlng. There- was a
wealth of interesting scientific talks and.
as is usual at IAU General Assemblies,
much discussion about policy matters
of common concern. There were three
very well presented Invited Discourses
and seven one-day Joint Discussions, in
addition to the fully packed programme
of the 40 IAU Commissions.
A full report wl appear next year in
the 1AU Transactions and Highlights.
However, for the benefit of those
IW6ssenger readers who were not present in Buenos Aires, we bring here a
small selection of personal impressions,
mostly written by participating ESO astronomers. These reports are of course
very fragmentary, and it is certainly not
possible to do full justice to all the exciting events at such a large meeting.
Some of the accounts have been
adapted from the excellent dally newspaper, Cruz del Sur (see below); the
unsigned notes are by the editor.

The Inauguration
The General Assembly was formally
opened on July 23 by the President
of the IAU, Professor Yoshihide Kozai
from Japan. During the immediately
preceding Inaugural Ceremony, short
speeches were given, several by the
organizers and Argentinian dignitaries.
The Chairman of the Local Organizing
Committee, Roberto Mendez, was
happy to see so many astronomersfrom
all over the world. He was followed by
Fernando R. Colomb, his counterpart in
the National Organizing Committee, and
Esteban Bajaja, President of the Argentine Astronomical Association. Dr. Mendez and his collaborators carried the
enormous burden of the successful organization of the General Assembly and
all participants owe them a great debt,
also in view of the very difficult financial
situation under which the preparations
were made.
Followinga welcome by the Secretary
of Education and Culture of the Municlpality of Buenos Ares, Osvaldo E. Devries, the President of the Argentinian

Figure 1: The logo of the 21st MU General
m@bwer parf depicts pad of all
ancient circular pattern showiw a n i n e
polnted star within a dwble circle of stones.
Each star was set upon a plaffom which was
2 metres high and betwaen 8 and 10 metres
in diameter. Fwrteen of these p l a m s have
been found in the Argentinian Province of La
Rioja; they undoubtedly date back to the La
&mda civilimtion which flourished in nwfhwest Argentina between 650 and 800 A.D.
The circular pattern endoses a diagram that
shows the well-known wnstellatlon of the
Fouthem Cross { C w del SurJ.
ASeiTIbw.

Republic, Carlos Menm, entered the
hall, together with Radl F. Matera, Secretary of State for Science and Technology. After brief speeches by the Secretary of State and the IAU President, President Menm addressed the audience in
his native language, of which a masterful simultaneous translation into English,
the working language of Astronomy,
was delivered by his interpreter. The
President stressed the potential for discoveries in this very old, and yet so
modem science. He mphaslzed the importance for the search for the deepest
truths and the possibility to approach
these matters from the scientific as well
as from the theological point of view. He
wetcomed the manned exploration of
space and the opening of new vistas for
mankind, and he was impressed by the
international character of our science.
He thought that he saw 1200 "stars" in
the auditorluml His speech was greeted
with enthousiastic applause.
The Inauguration was accompanied
by a musical interlude by the excellent
Brass Quartet of the La Plata University.

First Planet Outside the
Solar System?
Perhaps the most sensational scientific news presented at the General
Assembly was the announcement, by a

group of astronomers at the Jodrell
Bank Radio Observatory near Manchester in the U.K., of the discovery of what
appears to be a planet In orbit around a
pulsar. A scientific account appeared on
July 25 in the scientific journal Nature
and this news generated an enormous
interest among the participants as well
as the media representatives, present at
the GA. There were daily reports in the
newspapers and lV interviews; few GA
participants escaped from being asked
about their personal opinions about the
scientific impbations of this major discovery.
Observing the pulsar PSR 1829-10,
discovered with the Lowell 78-rn telescope in 1985, during more than three
years, A Lyne, M. Balles and S. Shemar
found that the 330-msec period is modulated with 8 msec over a period of 184
days. Assuming a pulsar mass of 1.4
sotar masses, this can be explained by
the existence of a planet with t 0 Earth
masses in a 0.7 A.U. circular orbit
arwnd the pulsar.
Most participants agreed that the observations are correct beyond any
doubt, and that the above explanation is
the most straightforward one. However,
it seems very difficult to understand how
such a planet could have survlved the
blast from the supanova explosion that
created the pulsar somewhat more than
1 million years ago; this age is deduced
from the period derivative of the pulsar.
One possibility is that the planet was
captured In some way. Some astronomers would not exclude that the near
coincidence between the 184-day
perlod and one half of an Earth year may
have some significance and that the observed efiect might possibly be explained In some other way.
Whatever the outcome, this is a most
exclting discovery and once again reminds us of the fact that while observational astronomy may be progressing at
a breathtaking speed, nature may still
have many more surprises In store for
US.

A Missed Opportunity
In spite of often heard claims to the
contrary, IAU General Assemblies do
occasionally become the stage for the
announcement of important new discoveries.
The most prominent case in 1991 was
undoubtedly the detection of a planet
around the pulsar PSR 1829-10. On July
25, it figured prominently on the first
page of the Crur del Sur, the very useful
daily newspaper of the General Assembly. In the articles, it was said that the

presentation of the data would take
place in room "M",which was not in the
San Martin Cultural Center but in a
building one block down the street.
I arrived there Intime only to find out
that Room 'M" was the venue for the
meetins of the Working Group on Ap
Stars! i n the programme P& of the
'Crur del Sur", I then found the correct
place: back to San Martln! There, all
elevators were busy, and when 1 finally
arrived on the 4th floor, the discussion
of the paper by F. Graham Smith had
just begun.
So, I had missed a historical event
and was reminded of what I knew already: big conferences require careful
preparation, also and in particular on the
part of the participants. D. W E , ESO

-

Cruz del Sur
Throughout the Buenos Aires General
Assembly, the participants were kept
very well informed about scientific news
and views, changes of programme add
other practical matters by means of a
dally newspaper with the appropriate
name Crur del Sur (the Southern Cross).
The editors were Patrick Moore and
John Mason (U. K.), well-known popularizers of astronomy; they were
supported by Argentinian photographer
Osvaldo Marcarian (a rather astronomi-

cal name!).
Cruz del Sur careid

repwts about the
observatories in Argentina, participants'
opinions about a great variety of matters
from the running of the GA to contraversial scientific issues - and scientific
highlights, including the possible dia
covery of the first planet outside the
solar system and the latest news from
the Hubble Space Telescope. A number
of ESO-related Items, from Admve
Optics to MIDAS, were also prominently
featured.
To produce a four-page newspaper
every day durlng ten days requires st*
ly nerves and a certain ability to manage
without too much sleep. In the morning
of July 31, the editorial tgam left thelr
office at the San Martin Centre at 2
o'clock to catch a few hours sleep at
thelr hotel. They expected to be back at
work again at 6 o'clock to continue the
typesetting of the tern of IAU Resolutions whtch would be discussed the
next day.
However, when they arrived, they
found the Centre on fire (see below) and
it was only after some rather agitated
hours that the written material and the
editorial computer finally could be rescued from the office on the second floor.
As a consequenoe, instead of the dry
IAU Resolutions texts, the last Issue of
Cruz del Sur carried a detailed report

-

&re 2: The inauguraliWr of the XYI IAU GeneralAssembly at tne S8n M m n mtte n suenos
Aires on July 23, 1991. At the centre the Prasidenf ofArgentine, Carlos Menern, #anM by the
President of the IAU, ProkSSOT Y. K d (to the lem and the &Cmtw of Slate for Sclsm and
Techndogy, M I E Matem.

about this dramatic event, unique in the
history of IAU.

Astronomical Technology
Dudng a meeting of Commisssion 9
(Instruments and Techniques), the current devetopments in the area of adaptive optics were reviewed. Since the last
IAU GA In Baltimore, where the related
technology as well as several prototype
developments were discussed, adaptive
optics has been successfully tested with
the VLT prototype s p t m COME-ON.
The scientific results inctude the imaging of q Carinae and the determination of the axial inclination of the largest
minor planet, Ceres (see also page 13).
This impressive result is based on the
diffraction-limited imaging with this system and was reported by F. Rigaut at a
Joint Meetingof Commissions 25 and 9,
dealing with the performance of infrared
m y s and the scientific results obtained
with these devices.
The recent declassification of d e
fense-related activities in the United
States, including the successful tests of
artificial guide stars. is likely to give
adaptive optics in astronomy a major
boost.
During the Commission 9 Working
Group Session on Detectors, various
overviews were presented on the current status of large-fomat CCDs used
at the major observatories. 2048 x 2048
pixel arrays may soon become the standard. An important question raised In
connection with h e use of arrays of this
sire, or even larger ones is: how can the
current read-out time of several minutes
during which the Instrument as wdl as
the telescope are idle be efficiently

-

used?

-

In a meeting of the Working Group on
High Angular Resolution Interferometry,
which suffered under the circumstances
after the fire on Wednesday 31, only
very short status reports on on-going
projects and related technologies were
given. However, this WG has a Newsletter which is jolntly published with NOAO
and which hdps the members to stay
up-to-datewith the new developments.

F. MERKLE, ESO

Astronomical Education in
Argentina
Several meetings about Education in
Astronomy were hetd in conjunction
with the XXlst General Assembly.
At the Buenos Aires Planetarium, a
meeting took place on July 22 with participation of educationally oriented IAU
astronomers and local teachers of
natural sciences. Presentations were
given about modern means and
methods, by which the pupils and students can experience up-to-date astronomy and astrophysics. There was a
very lively discussion and it was repeatedly stressed how important it is to
stimulate enthousiasmfor this extremely
wide subject, by judiciously selecting
and explaining those topics wMch are
reasonably easily accessible to the students. Astronomy opens the roads to
many other subjects.
The relations between professionals
and amateurs were discussed durlng a
one-day meeting on July 21, also in
Buenos Aires. The services of amateurs
to astronomy were highly lauded and
many examples of gocd amateur work
were presented by members of "Amigos
de Astronomla", a Latin-American
association.

Venusian Nomenclature
Once a year, the IAU Working Group
on Planetaty System Nomenclature
meets to decide about the naming of
newly-discovered features on the major
planets and their moons.
This time, the main subject was Venus. Following the lamented death last
year of the Chairman of the WGPSN,
Harold Masursky (U. S. A.), Kaare Aksnes (Norway) chaired the meetings,
which concentrated on the naming of
the many features on the surfaces of our
sister planet, recently discovered by the
highly successful US spacecraft
Mageilan.
The names must be given according
to certain rules. For example, no duplication is allowed and the names must
not have any political, military or contemporary religious meaning. No person
can be honour6d unless he or she has
been dead for at least three years.
Venus was the goddess of beauty in
ancient Rome. It is therefore a natural
decision that Venusian nomenclature
shall be feminine in character, although
same nasty tongues have commented
on the hostile conditions on the surface.
Among the names put forward by the
WGPSN and later ratified by the IAU
Executive Committee were Joliof Curiaj
Callas, Woolf (VirginiaWoolf), PIaf (Edith
Piaf) and Stuart (Mary Queen of Scots).
Less widely known are perhaps Xiao
Hong, A-Taymurlyya, EErxeben and
fltibu, named after a Chinese writer, an
Egyptian author, a German scholar and
a Japanese Haiku poetess, respectively.

A Newcomer's View
Buenos Aires was my first opportunity
to participate in an IAU General Assernbly. The atmosphere of such a meeting,
wlth huge numbers of astronomers
worklng In different fields present, is
very special since the discussed topics
cover almost everything In contamporary astronomy.
Besides the dellghthl Invited Dlscourses, my own Interestswere focussed
on extragalactic astronomy and the bordering fields. There were very Infomathe presentations about results of
space missions like ROSAT, C08E and
the Hubble Space Telescope. Iespecially enjoyed Prof. Tamper's review of the
ROSAT survey and Dr. Bohronger's talk
on X-ray obsenrations of galaxy clusters, from which It was posslble to learn
that the gas in these objects is often
very clumpy, indicating that these
galaxy clusters have not yet relaxed.
Dr. Eergeron talked about the huge
gaseous disks whose existence may be
Inferred from the absarptlon lines that
are seen In the spectra of soma quasars.

They pose a ppuale to galaxy "builders",
since the observed element abundances indicate a substantial enrichment when compared to the primordial
abundances. Prof. Pagel told about the
chemical composition of HI1 regions,
and I found that the talks by Dm. Maeder, Fairall, Bruzual, Broufman and
many others were also most inspiring.
Just one month before the General
Assembly, 1 finished a prolonged stay at
the ESO Headquarters in Garching, and
it was a pleasure for me again to meet
on another side of the world many of my
friends from this organization and also
to enjoy two well-organized ESO exhlbitions open during the General A s m b l y
period in Buenos Aires.
P. TRAAT, ESO and Tartu, Estonia

This remarkable persistence ought to
set an example for other astronomers,
who may have forgotten what it mearts
to participate for the first time In a large
international meeting. The Peruvian astronornes pwlcipated in the courses
given by foreign lecturers at their University within the IAU Visiting Lecturets
programme which was established here
in 1984, thanks to the efforts of Dr.
Maria Luisa Agullar.
"The IAU General Assembly was great
and it was a fantastic stimulus for us",
they said on the last day, "it was definitely worth the journey!" However, they
were slightly worried about the return
trlpto Lima ...

The Longest Travel

I had the privilege of reporting to
Commission 27 (Variable Stars) about
the work of two young Polish students,
A. Pigulskl and D. Bomtyn, both at the
Wroclaw University.
Cephei is the prototype of the class
of fl Cep variables. It has a pulsation
perid of 0.1905 days. It is also a
member of a multiple sydern; there is
one visual companion at magnitude
13.4 and another one with separation
decreasing from 0.25 to 0.07 arcseconds in less than 20 years (as seen
by speckle interferometry). The pulsation period of fi Cep underwent a
sudden decreaw of about 0.00001 day
around 1920.
Period changes are common in fl Cep
stars, but could never be satisfactorily
explained by any mechanism. However,
Pigulsky and Boratyn have now analysed all photometric and spectroscopic
data which have been collected during
more than 70 years. They were able to
show that the period variation of /3 Cep
can be completely explained by the
light-time effect induced by the motion
in the binary system. From this, they

Many participants in the XXlst IAU GA
had long travels behind them when they
arrived In Buenos Ares. However, the
longest and most difficult voyage of all
did not originate on another continent,
but was certainly that of three young
Peruvian astronomers, Rafael Torres,
Rafael Carlos and Jose Huisacayna of
the San Marms University in Lima.
Leaving their native city already on
July 15, they first took a bus to Tacna
and then continued by car to the city
Atica in northem Chile. From here they
travelled to Santiago de Chile by bus
and on to the Argentinian border on the
Santiago-Mendoza road. To their dismay, they learned that the high Andean
pass was temporarily closed because of
exceptionally heavy snowfall, so they
went back to Santiago and then onwards by bus towards the south. They
were lucky to cross over the mountains
into Argentina at Bariloche and on they
went by bus to Mendoza. Finally, after
an odyssey of no less than 11 days, they
arrived by train in Buenos Airesl

L

About Cephei

Figure 3: At the ESO exhibition in the G a N h Gall&l Planetarium in Buenos Aires.

Etectromagnetic radiation from large
meteors had been searched for without
success, but Colin Keay decided that R
would be worth to investigatethis possibility further. A careful examination of
the radio spectrum revd6d that radio
emlssion at frequencies in the audible
range was not ruled out. Indeed, tests in
"quiet" (anechoic) chambers with human subjects exposed to an electric
field varying at audio frequenclss re-

object. The ballots were opened and
counted on July 24, and me name "iAUn
was found to be the winner, by a small
margin. Runners-up were Hipparch,
Ptolernaeus and Pascal. It Is expected
that the number 5000 w l be assigned
to an object by the Minor Planet Centre
next November.

vealed that some had a far lower audftory threshold than others for perceiving
White Dwarf Masses
such swnds; it was noted that floppy or
frizzy heir was a great help. The explaAt one of the Commission meetings,
Dave Fatham reported on the work of nation is that hair (and some atbr materials) may sometimes act as transduchis Argentinian student Guillerma Torres
ers,
converting the radlo energy directly
who had anaiysed the radial velocity
into perceptible sound.
curves of several dozen metal-poor halo
A definite proof that this explanation
G-type dwarfs.
was
correct was finally obtained when a
The purpose was to study the effect
Very-Low-Frequency signal was actualof binarity on the astrophysically very
ly recorded in Japan at the exact time of
important Initial M a s s Functlon (IMF),
a
brigth Ferseid fireball. It is believed
i.e. the distribution of masses of newt
h
a
t thls "electroptmnlc" phenomenon is
born stars. No difference was found bealso responsible for reports about
tween single field stars and the com- sounds psmkred at the time of espepanions to the sample stars. The only
disturbing feature was a narrow peak at cially intense auroral displays.
The era of Audioastmnomy has
about 0.6 solar masses for the mmpanopened1
ions! After a short confusion, however,
the answer was quickly found: having
originally been the more masshe com- Molecular Hydrogen in
ponents, these staw had already Galaxies
evolved to white dwarfs which typically
During the scientific sessions of the
have a mass of 0.6 solar masses.
Several observational tmts have Working Group on Dynamics and tntermeanwhile confirmed this hypothesis, nal Motions in Galaxies (Commission
28), R. Allen summarized the r m t reand the IMF is therefore not in jeopardy.
D.W E , ESO sults from high-resolution radlo observations of spiral galaxies relatingto density waves.
The new radio maps of Messier 83
Strange Sounds in the Sky
and 51 make it possible to compare the
The participants In a meeting of Corn- posltion of different gas components
mission 22 (Meteors and Interplanetaty relatlve to the dust b w in detail. This
Dust) learned that a very elusive suggests that H I may not be the most
phenomenon, by many thought to have important gas component, but is rather
a non-physical origin, after all is a real a product of molecular H in which star
physical effect.
formation occurs after a shock. FurtherThe President of this Commission, mare, high-resolution polarization meaColin Keay (Australla), r e p o m h6w he s u r e m a indicate the direction of the
finally, after more than a decade of re- magnetic field which can be used to
march, has been able to show that re- determinethe gas flow.
ported swnds, allegedly heard in conP. GROSBaL, ESO
nection with passing bright fireballs, are
not just a psychological effect, but can
be explained by the little-known "dec- Minor Planet 5000 Named
trophontc" phenomenon.
for IAU
Chinese o b s m r s described h d n g
The naming of mhor planets is the
such sounds already in the year 817
AD. More recently, in 1978, a strange responsibjllty of Commission 20 (Posisound (a "swish")waa heard by as m y tions and Motions of Minor Planets,
as one third of the witnwhen a Comets and Satellites). At the time of
fireball of magnitude -16 passed over the General Assembly, 4877 minor
an a m of Sydney In Australia However, planets fn the solar system had been
the meteor moved high above the den- numbered and as the 5MMh discovery
ser park of the atmosphere through a was approaching, this Commission
near-vacuum, so how could sound arranged among its members a competitlon to declde upon the name of this
waves be gmerated?

Recent studies have shown that there
may be many more minor planets In
earth-crossing orbits than previously
thought. Improved detection techniques
have resulted In an ever increasing rate
of discweties of such objects.
This has led to an upward revision of
the estimates of the rate of colllstons
with the Earth. It is also now a widespread belief that the catastrophic event
which contributed to the extinction of
the dinosaurs 65 million years ago was
probably caused by the impact of a
minor planet or comet with a diameter of
perhaps 10 kllometres. Smaller Impacts
ere also known, like the 10 Megaton
Tunguska event In 1908. The greatest
risk to the Earth's population is found to
be associated wlth Impacts of minor
planets in the diameter range from 0.5 to
5 kilornetrss. There may be more than
10,000 such objects In orbits which from
time to time bring them very near the
Earth. We were remlnded of this when a
1 0 - 2 0 d r e "bouldw" passed within
200,000 krn of the Earth in early 1991.
In view of the mounting interest in this
a m , as expressed by solar-system astronomers from several countries, IAU
CommIsslons 4,7,9, 15, 16,20, 21 and
22 decided to request the creation of an
I N Working Group on Natural NearEarth Objects (WGNEO). A corresponding resolution was formulated and was
passed by the General Assembly. The
WG will endeavour to stimulate cooperation among the various groups of obsewers and thewetlcians and will act as
an intematlonal focus point for the
world-wide efforts to learn more about
this type of celestial objects.
The Chairman of the WG is Andrea
Carusi (Rome, Italy), who Is also Preddent of Commission 20 (1991-94).

also obtained a preliminary solution for
the orbii of the system, which has a
period of 42 years.
fhis work not only represenb a
brea!&rough in this field, it Bso proves
that it Is worthwhile to observe bright
stars, and that it is crucial that such
observations continue during many decades. Only small telescopes are
needed for this type of work.
C. STERKEN, Brus88ls, Belgium

Dangerous Impacts

The Molecular Mass in the
Gataxy
Among the many interesting Items
discussed by Commission 34 (Interstellar Matter) were the conditions prevalent
Inthe IS Medium that leadto star formation end, on the other side, the Interactions of newly formed stars with their
immediate neighbourhood.
A very central question to this field is:
how large is the mass of molecular
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material in the Galaxy? A consensus is
still lacking about the value of the conversion factor required to obtain the
molecular hydrogen mass from CO observations. It may span an order of magnitude, depending on the metalticity of
the material.
M. ROSA, €SO

If Contact, then

...

Durlng a meeting of IAU Commission
51 (Biomtrorromy), a "Declaration of
Principles Concerning Actlvlties Following the Detection of ma-Terrestrial Intelligence', accepted by b e Intemational Academy of Astronautics, was dls-

cussed.
Although this event may still seem
very unlikely and extremely remote to
many, It does no harm to be prepared.
The text is therefore reprinted here in an
abbreviated form, in particular since it
cannot be excluded that one d our scientist-readers may need to consult it
sometime in the Mure . .
The Declaration begins with the recognition that the search for extratemstrial intelligence (Sm)
is "an Integral
part of space exploration and is being
undertaken for peaceful purposes and
for the common interest of all mankind".
Since any initial detection may be incompiete or ambiguous, 'it is essential
to maintain the highest standards of
scientific responsibility and credibility*,
and various principles of behaviour are
laid down in what followe:
1. Any individual or institute believing
that any sign of extraterrestrial Intelligence has been detected, should seek
verification and confirmation before taking further action.
2. M o r e making any such announcement, the discov~ershould promptly
notify all other observers or organizations which are parties to this D8cIaration. No public announcement should
be made until the credibility of the report
has been established. The dismvwer
should then inform hh national authorities.
3. After concluding that the discovery
is credible, the discoverer should inform
the Central Bureau for Astronomical
Telegrams of the International Astronomical Union, and also the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
Other organizations to be notitled
should include the Institute of Space
Law, the lntematlonal Telecommunication Union (ITU), and Commission 51 of
the International Astronomical Union.
4,A confirmed detection of extraterrwal intelligence should be disseminated promptly, openly and widely
through the mass media.
5. All data necessary for confirmation
of detection should be made avallabie
for further analysis.

.

6. All data relating to the discovery
should be recorded, and stored permanently in a form which will make them
available for further analysis.
7. If the evidence of detection Is in the
form of electromagnetic signals, the
parties to this Declaration should seek
international agreement to protect the
appropriate frequenclss. Immediate
notlce should be sent to the SecretaryGenerat of the ITU in Geneva.
8. No response to a signal or othsr
evidence of extratamstrial intelligence
should be sent until appropriate international consultations have taken place.
9. The $Ell Committee of the Interntional Academy of Astronautics, in coordination with Commission 51 of the
IAU, will conduct a continuing review of
all procedures relating to the detection
of extraterrestrial intelligence and the
subsequent handling of h a data.

sldn Meeting was held about the "Development of Antarctic Astronomy". Fif-

teen speakers from ten countries surveyed the possibilities of establishing an
international astronomical observatory
In one of the most hosdle areas on this
planet, on the high plateau In the eastern part in Antarctica, more than 4000
rnetrw above sea level. Here the temperature may drop bdow - W C , the
humidity is extremely low (the yearly
mowfall is I- than 10 mm equivalent
raln) and the mean wlnd speed is only
about 3 dsec.
Such a site would offer several advantages, especially for work In the Infrared
pmt of the spectrum and also at
mi tlimetre wavelengths. The continuous
antarctic night would allow 24-hour
access to a large part of the southern
sky and the smlng may p s i b l y be very
goodReports were presented abut astronornlcat
research which has been
On the Future of Existing
carried out at the Swth Pole with smalPhotometric Systems
ler, transportable telescopes. A Center
Astronomical photometry Is facing a for Astrophysical Research in the Antcrlsis every new detector has caused a arctic (CARA) has recently been set up
proliferaton of new photometric sys- In the U.SA.
The mesting decided to submit a fortems, lacking proper standardization
and calibration. From patst experience mal resolution to the second session of
one can only fear that the situation will the General Assembly about the c m become worse with the growing appli- tion of an NU Working Group to study
cation of CCD's to astronomical pho- all aspacts of antarctic ast~onomyand
to work towards the establishment of an
tometry.
The time had therefore again come for international obsewatory on that contiCommission 25 (Stellar Photometry and nent. The resolution was duly passed by
Polarimetry) to re-examine the funda- the General Assembly on August 1.
mentals of photometry. The current situation can only be cured if we:
WUPPE
return to the &aching of the fundaIn a meeting on the contribution of
mentals of photomeby;
- design and develop standardized and polarimekq to astrophysics, K.H. Norduser-friendly reduction programmes, siek, co-Principal investigator for
incorporated in large data-reduction WUPPE, the UV polariximeter of the University of Wisconsin, gave a first report
packages (like~IDM);
propose a new standard system that on the results obtained for early-type
is open and well-sampled, and which stars during the ASTRO-1 mission with
allows transformation back into well- the Space Shuttle.
Only two or thres 8e stars had been
known systems such as UBV, or
put on the target Hst, just enough to
Geneva:
have many (500) filtersets manufac- confirm what theory predicts, since this
theory was in extremely good agreetured and distributed;
have small networks of automatic tG- ment with ground-based data. Basicab
ly, the polarization curve should closely
lescopm to set up the system:
design a New Teohnology Photorne- match the stellar cmthuum flux which
ter (Fourier Transform Spectrometer, Is partly scattered towards the observer
Fabry-Pdnrt. etc.) for use at large (or by a flat cimumstellar disk and, accordingly, is partly polarlred.
very large) telescopes, and
Very much to the surprlse of everypush for the realization of a standard
one, the UV pelarizatiofi curve showed
photometric light source In orbit.
C. SERKEN huge, broad depremions. This is probably due to the absorption of the
scattered ltgM by Fell ions in the disk.
An International
While Fell lines form very broad quasiObsenratory in Antarctica? continuum
complexes in the W, they
Astronornsrs have a tradition of plac- are more isolat6d in the optical region.
ing observatol-19s In remote places. At In fact, the W i i n d n o b w m could
this General Assembly, a Joint Commis- Identify all fortner noise spikes In their

-

-

-

Figure 4: The ESO exhibilion at !he San Martin Centre attracted many ~ i ~ i t 0 ~ .

ground-based data with sharp Fell
Ilnes.
This appears to be one of the most
exciting results for Be stars in many
years!
D.BAADE, ESO

The ESO Exhibitions in
Buenos Aires
As was the case at the XXth IAU Gsnera1 Assembly In Baltimore, ESO was
represented in Buenos Aires WWI a
stand in the exhibiion area.
Under the title 'The VLT Observatory", ESO showed the current status of
the VLT project by means of photos,
videos and a new model. Furthermore,
recent research results as well as technological achievements at ESO were
presented. Four daily MlDAS demonstrations attracted many visitors, and R.
Warmels and P. Grosbal were busy answering questions from an interested
audience.
The many visitors from non-member
countries bore witness to the strong,lnterest of the worldwide scientific community in the activities at €SO, and our
stand favourably located at the entrance In the exhibition area soon developed into an important meeting
point, not only for the ESO staff present
-many of whom took turns at the stand

-

-

- but also for astronomers from ESO

tion to these demonstrations some sammember countries and non-member ples of the MlDAS documentation were
displayed.
countries dike.
During the GA many people showed
While the exhibition at the General
Assembly was open to participants only, their interest In the MlDAS project, in
ESO took advantage of the increased particular astronomers from developing
public awareness of astronomy by countries. Among these, roughly 25
showing its large exhibilon in the attrac- people made requests to receive detive surroundings of the Galilm Galllel tailed documentation about MIDAS.
Also, in the GA newsletter, C r u del
Planetarium.
This public exhibition was opened a Sur, an article was published that gave
few days prior to the Genera[Assembly. an ovenview of the functbnalities at the
The speakers at the inauguration ware command level; it also described the
Prof. L. Sendon de Valery of the existence of MIDAS programming enviPlanetarium, Prof. J. Sahade, former ronment.
Given the very positive experiences
President of the IAU, and €SO astronomer R. West, while Prof, A. Corne- obtained from the MlDAS demonstralo, Director of the Planetarium, had tions, plans are now being developed
prepared a short but impressive for a more advanced display of informaplanetarium show especidly for this fes- tion about MIDAS.
For this purpose, a set of exhibition
tive occasion.
C. MADSEN, ESSO
panels will be produced which will,
whenever appropriate, be included together with the lap-top In the already
ESO-MIDAS at the General
existing ESO exhibition.
Assernbly
R. WARMELS,ESO
The ESO exhibition at the General
Assembly of the IAU was enhanced with
a portable lap-tap computer, running New Working Group on
under the UNlX operating system and
Wide-Field Imaging
with the X I 1 windowing software. At
The Interest in photography among
regular intenrals, this equipment was
used to demonstrate ESO's image-pro- astronomers has been steadily decreascesslng system: ESO-MIDAS. In addl- ing during the past years. This Is of

course due to the advent of nnw and
more sensitive detectom, like CCD's.
The IAU Working Group on Photogra-

phy (under the auspices of Commission
9) has recognized this development for
some time and has discussed what to
do, also In view of the continued need to
ensure the avdlability of large photographic plates for the world's big
Schmidt telescopes.
At the same time, there has been a
growing awareness of the usefulness of
digbed, computw-readable sky surveys. While they may not retain the full
information of the corresponding photographic plates, they are certainly very
handy for the convenient production of
finding charts, otc.
Commission 9 therefore decided to
dlsconkinue the WG on Photography,
and to create a new Working Group on
Wlde-field Imaging with the following
main areas of concern: 1. Sky Surveys
and Patrols; 2. Photographic Techniques; 3. DigitIration Techniques;
4. Archival and Retrieval of Wide-fleld
Date. As can be seen, the new WG
incorporates the functions of the earlier
WG on Photography, but places the usa
of photography wlthin a wider context.
The Chairman of the fAU WG on Wldefield Imaging (1891-94) is R.M. West
(€SO).
One of the most urgent tasks of the
new WG will be to look into the possibiltty of re-activating regular patrols of the
northern and southern sky; such patrols
were untll recently carried out at Harvard (USA) and Sonneberg (Gwmany)
and have repeatedly shown their value
for the study of the long-term behavlour
of variable objects. This will include a
careful consideration of the desirable
characteristics of such patrols, for instance field size, angular resolution,
limiting magnitude, spectral passband@), ob~rvingstrategy and, of
course, the corresponding choice of detector and telescope optics.

Fire inthe Martin Centre
On the next-to-last day of the General
Assembly, the San Martin Centre caught
flm When the participants arrived for
the morning's sessions, they were
greeted by black clouds of smoke and
hectic activity by the municipal fire
brigade. It later became known that the
cause most probably was a cigarette
butt in a trashcan In the subterranean
Parking lot, right under the exhibition
area;the floor under the ESO Exhibition
got so hot that parts of it began to
bulge. Fortunately, then were no
casualties, although two of the brave
flmmen had to be treated for smoke
poisoning.

It was of course excluded to hald the
scheduled meetings In that building,
and it looked as if the rest of the GA
programme was in jeopardy. However,
the bcal organizers, headed by Dr.
Mendet, together with the IAU General
Secretary and his semtmial staff, did a
most wonderful piece of improvisation
and were able to secure rooms in a
neighbouring Plwa, so that only a handful of meetings had to b cancelled. In
particular, the important Joint Discussion on the results from the Hubbb
Space Telescope could start with a delay of only 80 minutes and by running on
a continuous schedule untll 7 o'clock
that evening, virtually all of the presentstlons were saved.

Is of questlonabie value. The HST PR
people &Illuse what I call the "WeightWatch&
trick of before and after
photos" which can be very deceiving, if
not downright dishonest. For example,
two Images of the centre of the globular
cluster 47 Tucanae, from the 2.2-m at La
Silla (exposure time 2 sec through a
6-filtre) and from the HST (39 mln at
2000A), which were shown on the front
page of issue No. 10 of the daily tAU
paper C m del Sur are not at all comparable. If we had spent a few more
minutes of 2.2-m time, gone to the trouble of detmlning the PSF (image
shape) d that exposure and made, say,
20 iterations with the Lucy image-sharpening routine, our picture would have
been very similar to that of the HST,at
least the "contrast" between the two
Space Astronomy
would have been of a different order
"A crisis in space astrophysicsHmay altogether.
My thoughts that Wednesday, in addlbe too extreme a view, but accurate
tion
to the pleasure of these results,
atornlc data are lacking for many ions
were
of the fantastic telescope HST
and transitions, now observabIe with
high spectral resolution, particuIarly In would have been if its primary mirror
the UV with the Hubble Space Tele- had been up to the original specificascope. A Joint Discussion on Needs and tions. COSTAR may still do It, after
Availability of such data brought to- 1993. It is also an Incentive for us at
gether once again the group of phys- ESO to continue to perfect the NTr and,
icists whose forefathers founded the As- not the least, to build the VLT to specifitrophysbl Journal in a simllar situation. cations and according to the estab(Almost) a whole day of mostly scl- lished schedule. We must also strive to
ence presentations on "First Results team how to make the best possible use
from H W was to conclude the series of of the superb seeing on La Silla and on
Joint Dicwsions. Reportedly, the pro- Paranal whenever It occurs. The HST is
ject with its "hot" topics was, however, a complement to our telescopes: It Is
not responsible for the unfortunate also a challenge to the ESO team's inH. VAN DER LAAN, ESO
break-out of fire early that Wednesday genuity.
morning in the Conference Centre.
M.ROSA, ESO

New IAU Members

New Results from the HST

The General Assembly admitted

abwt 800 new individual members,
bringing the total to about 7,500. It is
The last day of the IAU General
predicted that the IAU may have 10,000
Assembly was for me the most memormembers by the turn of the century,
able, not only for the fire, but especially
causing some concern about the practifor the HST presentations in Joint Discality of retaining individual membercusslm VII.
ship, a most valuable IAU feature, and

The auditorium was better than the
standard ones at the St Martln Centre:
the presentations were more professional: you could easily hear and see
what was being presented, people had
thought about the strucutm of their talks
as well as about the sequence of the
several related topics.
The UV spectroscopy from the GHRS,
which I saw there for the first time, was
superb, a dream come true for many an
astrophysicist. The few FOS results Colin Norman showed in his summary also
were most promising. The FOC is clearly
a well-deeigned instrument and, given
enough telescope and computer time,
mwes frontiers.
Contrarily, In my view, the huge effort
going Into producing "beautiful images"

unique among the international scientific unions.

Resolutions
The IAU General Assembly passed 7
resolutions of which the full texts wlll
duly appear in the 1AU Bulletin. Several
of these are concsmed with adverse
Influences on observational astronomy,
In particular the continuing fight to avoid
the intrusion of orbital and groundbased radio transmissions into the astronomically important wavelength
bands, ag. the OH windows.
One of the resolutions is extremely
complex and deals with the new Reference Systems which will n o w be
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cide to participate k one of these GA
Symposia only, and not in the entire GA,
as is the case in some other International scientific unions.
Whatever the outcome, future IAU
General Assemblies are likely to be diiferent.

IAUGeneral Assembb
The General Assembly accepted with
acclamation the Dutch invitation, most
eloquently presented by Prof. H. Habing, to hold the Z2nd IAU Qeneral
Assembly in The Hague, the Nether-

lands, during the month of August 1994.
The exact dates and the duration will
depend upon the outcome of the dlscusslon in the IAU Executive Committee
about the future format of the General
Assemblies, as mentioned above.

How Hot are the Molecular Clouds at the Galactic Centre?
M.GERIN

',

N. BEL C.T C H O B R O U T S K Y ~Y.-P.
. ~ ~ V~I~A U
'Observatoirede Paris, Section de Meudon, France; ZLaborafoirede Radioastronomie, ENS,Paris, France

1. Introduction
The refinement of infrared and radio
technology and the new ground-based
facilities have allowed to penetrate the
interstellar gas which hides the Galactic
Centre in the UV and optical light. These
observations have revealed the complex
nature of the central parts of our Galaxy
and have raised some puzzling questions. In particular, the heating mecanisms of the Giant Molecular Clouds are
not understood; the molecular hydrogen
density is high (although not so high as
In the hot cores of galactic clouds) and it
seems that a pervading high temperature could be found Irrespective of the
galactocentric distance. Many estimates of these temperatures have
been attempted; for example, Wilson et
al. (1982) 111found a rotationaltemperature of metastable levels of NH3 as high
as 175 K (and this is an underestimate of
the kinetic temperature); Morris et at.
(1983) [2] found uniformly high temperatures 30-64) K over a few hundred
parsecs around the Galactic Centre. A
high level of the kinetic temperature is
confirmed by the detection of emission
lines of SiO as seen In our previous
observations (see the report by
Sandqvist, 1989) [3] and Gerin et al. &4].
The molecule SiO has been searched in
several galactic molecular clouds; it has
been observed only toward sources
with a kinetic temperature greater than
30 K (Ziurys et al., 1989) [5].Here, we
report on recent observations of the 20
and 50 km/s clouds and we shall focus
on the determination of the temperature
through a large part of the clouds.

'la

115 GHz with an SSB receiver temperature of about 300 K; the image band is
attenuated by more than 10 dB. The
I-mm receiver is buitt in the same way
with a receiver temperature of about
700 K. The observer tunes the receiver
from the control room with a friendly
tuning programme in less than ten
minutes in most cases. The spectra are

analysed simultaneousIy by two acousto-optic
spectrometers of
high
(0.04 MHz) and low (0.7 MHz) spectral
resolution. The first one is of limited
spectral range (80 MHz) and is useful to
study the line profiles while the second
one has a larger bandwidth (500 MHz).
All results are reported in FA,
the antenna temperature outside the atmosphere.

HN"C. St0 and H"CO+
+20

-

kms-' cloud

HN'=C, Sio and H"CO+
3.50 kms-' Cloud

-

2. What We Observe
We used the 15-m radlo telescope
SEST operated conjointly by ESO and
Sweden. The observations were done in
March 1991 with good weather conditions. The 3-mm receiver system consists of two cooled Schottky mixers
covering the frequency band 80-

50

0

-50

Flgure I (a): Spectra obtained for the 20 knds cloud toward the direction a (1950)- 17h 42rn
29.4s, d (1950) -29"03'3Iu.(b): Spectm obh'md for the 50 km/s ckrrd toward the direction
rr (1950)= 17b 42m 40s, d (7950)- -28"58'20': All the offsets are labelled in arcsmmds. The
rest frequency ranges from 87.1 to 86.6 GHz; we see in particular the intense J-2- I fransition
of sio.
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120"x120"; assuming a galactic centre
distance of 8.5 kpe, these areas are
roughly speaking 7 x 3 pc for the 20 km/
s and 5x5 pc for the 50 km/s.
In Figure 1, we present the spectra
obtained toward each offset for the two
clouds. The spectral range (87.1 to
86.7 GHz fw the r& frequency) is such
that the J-1-0 transition of HN1'C
(87.091 GHz), the J=2-1 transition of
SiO (86.743 GHz) and the J=1-0 transition of Ht3CO+ (86.754 GHz) are
selected. On both maps, we can see
that SiO is present wwywhere and Is
fairly intense (except in the last offsetof
Sag A 50 km/s which was not obsenred);these galactic mntm molecular
clouds are the unlque sources of widespread SiO in our Galaxy. We sdected 3
positions in each cloud to obsenre more
molecular tines. As we are Interested in
the temperature, some examples of the
spectra we use for our purpose are p r e
sented. Figum 2 gives the J K ' ~ ~ (K=o-3) and the JKzSK-dK (K&0-3)
transltlons of CH3CCH and the
JK~SK'4K(K=0-4) of CH3CN for the
20 km/s; thew symmetrical top molecules were chosen because they are
supposed to be good therrnometsrs for
the interstellar clouds. In each case,
only the lines for K-0, 1 and 2 are
clearly identified; for K r 3, the signalto-noise ratio is bad and we have to take
the numerical values that we dwtve wlth
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a pinch of salt+ Flgure 3 gives the same
transitions (with same remarks) for the
50 kmts.

3.What We Deduce
Figure 4 gives the rotational diagrams
obtained with the transitions JK
(full symbot) and JpSK-dK ( 0 p sym~
bol) for increasing values of K, and respectively for the methyl acetyIene and
the methyl cyanide; these diagrams are
given for one particular offset in each
cloud. The column density of a level has
been o w n e d with usual hypotheses
such as optically thin transition. On Figure 4, it Is dearly seen that the dispersion of the points for CH3CCHis low and
is within the uncertainties: t h full
~ and
open symbols for ~ c K can
h be considered to be on the same line. The stmight
lines which am the best fits between the
open and the full symbols are almost
and give a unique tem~ superimposed
K
perature (the dope of the Hne is 117')
which can be considered as a kinetlc
temperature; we find TMn=50 K for the
20 km/s cloud and TM, =.70 K for the
50 km/s cloud. For CH3CN, it appears
that the representative points of each
K-ladder are aligned on nearly paratlel
lines which lead to a unique rotational
temperature, T,= 10 K for both clouds.
The slopes of the lines which fit the
points J =constant are nearly parallel
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The system tempmure varied between
350 and 700 K at 3 mm, with a c o r m
spondlng noise level of 50 mK In 4
minutes of inbgration. The sky subtraction was done by switching the telescope between the source and an adjacent position In the sky. First, we moved
the tdescope to a position known to be
free of emission; since this procedure
gave bad baselltles and a high noise
level In some spectra, we preferred to
use a rotating mirror to switch the beam
to a position 12' away at a rate of 6 Hz.
This procedure gives good baselines
but may alter the strong lines If there is
some emission in the reference beam.
We observed some lines both in tho
SgrA and SgrB2 clouds to compare with
existing line suwep of the SgrB2 cbud
and to check the temperature scale. We
found general good agreement, except
between the line intensities towards our
extend4 sources measured with the
SEST and with the IRAM 30-m t e b
scope.
The half-power beam size of the SEST
varles from 44" (115 GHz) to 65"
(80GHt), so we chose a map spacing d
40". The observations were centred on
the direction a, 6 (1950) = 17h 42m
29.45, -2V03'31" for the 20 km/s
cloud and a, 6 (1950) = 17h 42m 40%
-2P58'20" for the 50 kmls cloud.
The total areas covered tn the SiO map
are mspectlvely 1Wx160" and
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The Absolute Magnitude of RR Lyrae Stars
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Introduction

some of them have been published by RayleighJeans tail of the energy dlsRR Lyrae stars are one of the stan- Cacciari et &I.(1987, 1989a, b) and tribution and is therefore less sensitive
to the temperature and its "anomaliesw,
dard Indicators in the distance scale. Clementlnl et al. (3 990).
We have therefore taken JHK obserRecently it has become evident that
Knowing their absolute magnitude, we
may determine such basic astronomical the use of Infrared JHK photometry vations for three of the previous objects,
parameters as the distance to the allows a more accurate application of namely RV Phe, W Tuc and UU Cet, and
Galactic Centre and the distances and the 8-W method. As shown by Jones et their absolute magnitudes have been
ages of the Globular Clusters, which al. (1987), Liu and Janes (l9BO) and detemined uslng two slightly different
have a cosmological connection with Femley d al. (1990), the use of the in- formulations of the B-W method, 1.e. (a)
the Hubble constant. They have also frared magnitudes and colours (in par- the SuriaeeBrightness(SB)method, as
. been observed in other galaxies of the ticular K and V-K) minlmizee the dis- described in Cacciari et al. (1989a), and
Local Group where they swve as an crepancy between photometric and @) the Infrared Flux (IF) method, as deimportant check on othw distance indl- spedmsxpic radius determinations on scribed in Femley et al, (19fH). These
the descending branch of the light are at present the two most accurate
cators, notably Cepheids.
Despite intensive observational curve, which is presumably due to the and widely used techniques to derive
efforts over many years, there is still presence of non-LTE conditions in the MdRR), and both are capable of deteruncertainty in the absolute magnitudes pulsating atmosphere. This effect In- mining the absolute magnitude with an
of these stars, and in particular over the hibits the application of the B-W method error of f 0.15-0.20 mag. Although this
variation of the absolute magnitude with In the visual region over that phase degree of accuracy is not sufficient to
chemical composition. RR Lyraes have range, but does not significantly a m resolve some ofthe Important questions
[ F d H ] in the range from solar to several the infrared region which falls In the related to the variation in absolute maghundred times deficient, and some work
suggests there is no variation of &solute magnitude with FeIH] (0.g. the
statistical parallax method, Barnes and
Hawtey, 1986), whilst other work suggests the variation may be as much as
one magnitude (Sandage, 1989).
Among the methods used to determine the distance and the absolute
magnitude of RR Lyrae stars, the
Baade-Wessetink (B-W) method is particularly powerful slnce it is the only one
that uses the intrinsic properties of the
star, i.e. luminosity, colour, and radlal
velocity variations over the pulsation cycle. In its original formulation (Baade,
1926; Wesselink, 1946, 1969) the B-W
method uses the IlgM and colour curves
of the variable to derive the variation of
the angular dlarneter 0 over the pulsation cycle (0-cp). The radial velocity
curve Is used to derive the variation of
the linear radius R+q. From the com1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
parison of the 0 - q and R+tp variations the distance and the absolute
magnitude of the star are then derived. B-V O b 0 ~
I
0.5 1
In I686 two of us (C.C. and G.C.)
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
started at ESO an observing programme
aim& at the collection of vlsual photo- V-R Omo
electric photometry and radial velocity
I
0.4
data to apply the Baade-Wesselink
,
I
I
t
I
method to a number of field RR Lyrae
stars. In collaboration with Dr. Pr4vot of
the Obsewatoire de Marseille and Dr. H. v-I "2.
0.8
Undgm of ESO, 7 flsld RR Lyraes have
I
1
1
been observed with the 1-m E6O tela0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
scope and the 1.5-rn Danish telescope
Phase
equipped with C O W E L The data for
these stars and the 5-W malysls of Figure 1: Ught (I/, J, H, and 4 and d w r (8-V, V-R and V-l) curves for W Tuc
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Figure 2: Radial W m i W curve for W TUG

nitude of RR Lyrae stars with period and
metallicily (such as the age of globular
clusters with a smaller uuncertalnty than
the current 2-3 Gyrs), it can be substantially improved by enlarging the
statistics, i.e. applying the methods to
as many stars as possible (see Sandage, 1989, 1990 and Sandage and
Cacciari, 1990. for a review and detailed
discussion of this and related problems).

The Obsemations
Both SB and IF methods require very
accurate photometric(BVRNHK) and radial velocity data as input parameters,
the knowledge of reddening and

metallicity of the star, and a model atmosphere for the proper metallicii and
gravity. The Infrared Ilght curvee for the
three stars were collected between October 19 and 28, 1990 using the 1-0-m
telescope at the European Southern
Observatory, La Silla, Chile (Cacciari et
al., 1991). The WRl photoelectric p b
torn*
and the radial velocities of the
three stars had been obtained In previous observing runs at La Silla (Gacciarl
et &I.1987,
,
1989b, and Clementini et
al., 1990). M e visual photometry is on
the Johnson-Cousins photometric system. The Walraven photometry used in
the I f method is by Lub (1977). The
radial velocRles were obtain6d with the
GORAWEL
photoelectric
scanner

(Baranne et d. 1977, 1979; Mayor,
1985). The accuracy of the CORAVEL
radial velochles of an RR Lyrae star depends on the metallicity, the average
colour of the star, and the phase at
which v, Is measured, the correlation dip
being shallower and less well defined
when the star has earlier spectral type.
Typical accuracies for individual data
pints are f1-2 km/sec for the radial
velocity data, and k0.01-0.02 mag for
magnitudes and colours. The photometric and radial velocity data for one of the
stars, namely W Tuc, are shown h Figures I and 2 as an example.

Analysis and Results
For the three programme stars, RV
Phe, W Tuc and UU Get, we have
adopted respectively
-1.5,
-1 -35, and -0.90, and E(B-V)=0.015,
0.005 and 0.025. We have then applied
the IF and SB methods as described in
detail in Fernley et at. (1990)and Cac-

-

ciari et al. (1989 a) respectively, avoiding
the phase lntewal around maximum
llght since the stellar atmospheres are
presumably in non-LTE and static model
atmospheres are therefore not adequate
to describe their characten'stics in that
interval of phase. During the ascending
branch of the llght curve there is consldsrable evidence for a shock wave in the
upper atmosphere of RR Lyrae stars, as
Indicated by ernisslon in the Balmer
lines and an ultraviolet (U-B) exms
(Preston and Paczynski, 1964). This is
clearly shown h Figure3 where we report three ordets from the CASPEC
echelle spectrum of an RR Lyrae star in
the globular cluster M4 that one bf us
(G.C.) had obtained in a previous &swing run at La Sllla. The spectrum
carresponds to (ps0.96, i.e Justbefore
the star reaches the maximum light. The
presence of these emissions Is generally
interpreted as due to shock waves
caused by the putsation being "out of
phasd in the higher layers of the atmosphere. As materialfrom the new pulsatbn cycle drives outwards It collides
with mateflat failing in from the old pul-

Table 1: Swnmaty ofresults. The two values in the SB method are ftvm optical dm (deft) and p-K)cubm (righo.

Flgure 3: 7Wee wdem kom a CASPEC s w
tnrm of varAabIe V29 in the globular cluster
MQ.
spectnrm rorrespondsto cp 0.96 of
ttm putsation cycle d the star.
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h i n d for the three stars are
summarized in Table 1, w h m the ovtput parmetem from visual and V-K
colours In the SB method we shown
separately, and one can sm that the two
methods we rather consistant, in particular when the (V-W oolour is wed in
the SB method.

The present types of analysia have
bmn previously applfedto a number of
deld RR Lyrae stars by many authors.
The most recent compilations are given
by Cacciah et al. (1991) and Jones et al.
I19911, and Include 24 stars that have
been a n a l y d using infrared data. We
refer to these papen for more details
and references. From these data one
dwives a relation between the absdute
magnitude of the RR Lyrae stars MV(RR)
and the metallicity (see Fig. 5):
~ ( R R ) ~ O . l 9 F e / H ].Oi
*l

1

4840

4880

4880

(Cacciari et al., 1991). The slope of this
relation la however still somewhat w n troversial, as Jones et &I. (1991) found

4900

Lambda
sation cycle. The resdtlng collisions
produce both the Balmer Hm emission
and the (U-B) excess. Figure3 shows
that some emission occurs In weak metal lines as well.
To avoid these problems, the I f
method has been applied over Uls
phase Interval AT-0.05-0.85, the 88
method plus V-K colours has been applied over the phase interval
AT-0.10-0.80, and the SB method
plus visual colours (1.9. V-R and V-I)
has bean applied on an even more restricted phase range (varying from star
to star) to avoid addltlonal distortlorn In
fhs flux distribution that do not normally
occur in the infrared range. The B 4 c p
and R+gr flts for W Tuc are shown in
Figure 4 as an example. The angular
diameters B have been derived using as
temperature Indicators the V-R, V-l
and V-K colours respectively in the SB
analysb, while the entire spectral range
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Introduction
The Information currently available on
the electromagnetic emisslon of normal
galaxies at long wavelengths (A a 100 +
3000 pm) is still quite sparse and serious
discrepancies are found among d i -

ent observations. Only very recently the
improvement in instrument sensitivity
has allowed exploration of the galaxy
subrnm-mm continuum. D ~ Gon
rnillimetre continuum emission of galaxles are mainly confined to active galax-

ies (both AGNs and starburst galaxies),
because of their enhanced nuclear
emission, white onlv a handful of normal
spirals have k e n - observed so far at
these wavelengths (Chini et a]., 1986,
Stark et al., 1988; Eabs et al., 1989).

The IRAS surveys have shown that
the far-IR spectra of late-type galaxies
are mainly of thermal origin, due to dust
grains present in thelr Interstellar
medium. However, far-tR rneasurements are not enough by themselves to
estimate the wetall dusk content, since
an Important fraction (often more than
50 %) of dust is expected to be colder
than 20 K and therefore its emisslon lies
at A > 100 pm Therefore, in order to
study the characteristics of cold dust,
which are important to understand both
galactic evolutlon and star-formation
processes, subrnm-mrn photometry is
needed. The continuum flux in this
spectral range is linearly related to the
temperature, mass and opactties of dust
grains, and Its measurement pmdes
an alternative way to estimate these parameters.
Ttw exploitation of the high sensitivity
achievable by bolometer detectors
(Kreysa, 1990), together with the high
spatial resolution of large antennas such
as SEST (with a FWHM of 24") is expected to strongly Improveour knowledge of the galaxy spectra and of the
total amount of dust present in the interstellar medium, b spatial distribution
withln the galaxies and its relationship
with other bask components, such as
the atomic and molecular gas, the stars,
etc.
We have started an observational programme whose alm Is the Investigation
of the 1.2-mm continuum emission of a
complete sample of galaxies setected
from the IRAS Polnt Source Catalogue,
for whieh optical photometry and spectroscopy are partially available. The
sample comprises 61 galaxles with a
60-pm flux above 2 Jy in the sky region
delimited by the equatorlal coordinates
21 h < RA. < 5h and
22.5" < i5
< 32".The compteteness of the Sample ensures that unbiased estimates of
the crucial parameters (such as the
average m m to far-IR wavelength flux
ratlo and the bivadate luminosity dlstrlbuttons) could be obtained. This will
eventually allow the detwmlnation of the
local luminosity functions of galaxles
at 7c 1 mm. Several important applicatbns of thls analysls can be envisaged.
k t us mention two among others.
(1) A reliable determination of the
galaxy bcal luminosity at A = 1 mm,
added to obsewaitons of the extragalactic background being currently
performed by the COBE satellits, and
to ground-based milltrnetric suweys,
Planned h the near future with the use
of bolometer arrays, may tell us some
thing new and fundamental about the
Cosmic evolutlon of galaxies and of #air
dust content (Franoeschini et at. 1990).
(2) A better knowledge of galaxy conUnuous spectra In this energy domain

-

-

-

-

will allow to refine the estimate of me
contribution of known discrete souto the cell-to-cell fluctuations of the
Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)
at s m d and intermediate angular
scales. Frano~schini
et al. (I 9891, on the
bask of theoretical modeis of dust
emission spectra of galaxies, have
shown that such contribution may be
significant even at 1 mm, that Is near
the peak of the CMB spectrum. Eventually, the detection of any intrinsic anisotroples of the CMB would crucially rely
on a correct subtraction of the normal
galaxy contribution
A successful observational run performed last year at SEST has already
provided us wkh some reliable detections and upper limits for half of the
sample objects falling in the 6 range
from -2F.5 and -2V.5. We brbfly
report here on results of these observations and on problems raised by a comparison with previously published data.

-

O b s e d o n s with the
SEST Telescope
The observations have been performed during September 1990 using
the 15-rn SEST telescope at La Silla
equipped wfth the 3 ~ blometer
e
of the
MPtfFl (Max-Plan&-lnstitut fur Radioastronomic).
The filter set coupled to the atmospheric transmission window provides an effective wavelength around'
1.25 mm. The beam site is 24" (HPBW).
Source position was found by pointing a nearby radio-loud quwith
strong milllmetdc fluxes. Pointing accuracy was most of the time better than 2"
and was checked each hdf an hour.
Beam-switching Is achieved by a
chopper wheel hated In the rweiver
cabin, switching the beam ON-OFF the
source. This, coupled to the nodding of
the telescope, results in a three-beam
technique whlch allows comparison between the source slgnal and that from
two opposite empty regions of sky. The
chop throw was set to be 70",which Is
targer than the optical dlameter of the
sample galaxies. Each source has been
observed 11-200secondswith n dependIng on the expected 12 mm intensity.
The latter has been approximately
evaluated extrapolating the IRAS
100 pm flux using a thermal spectrum
with an opaclty spectral index b&ween
1 and 2.
Atmospheric transmlsslon has been
monitored by frequent skydip. Uranus
has been used as primary calibrator by
assuming a weighted effective tempemture at thls wavelength of Elf 1 K Sevoral quasars have been used as secondary calibrators mainly to detect sky
Mations during the obsewatlons. The

overall accuracy on the detected fluxes
was good (- 10 %) because of the
optimum atmospheric conditions.
Twenty-eigM objects have been observed, for 12 of which reliable fluxes
[better than 3 stgma values) have been
obtained. The observed values of the
rnillirnetre flux have been corrected for
the overail system response and Kcorrection.
For each source the ratio

has
been computed. The lRAS fluxes have
been taken from the IRAS Point Source
Catalogue, slightly modified to account
for colour and K-corrections.

The Avemge mm to Far-IR Flux
Ratio
Histograms of the ratio

are

reported in Figure 1. Panel (a) refers to
those data without any aperture corrections. A technique of survival analysis
has been used to make full use of the
information content in the lipper limits to
the 1.25 mm fluxes. In this way we have
estimated an average flux ratlo
4

lw#m

(2.02f0.36)lo4.
Right-hand side panels of Figure 1
also report flux ratlos derived from data
collected with the IRAM 30-m antenna,
whose results have already been reported in this JoumJ (see No. 61
September 1990, p. 44). We find In thls

-

case

(1.51f0.12)10-3 banel

(b)).

The same analysis has been applied
to the Cini et al.3 (1986) data on 26
s p k l galaxies observed with the lRTF
3-m telescope. The histogram of their
mm to far-IR flux ratios Is plotted in
Figure 2. The survival analyak provides in this case a substantially higher
value for the average ratio
= I-4 I r3.
An opposite indication comes from
observations at 350,450,800 and 1100
pm performed by Edes et al. (I 989) on a
few nearby galaxies. In contrast with
Chini et al.'s results, these authors claim
that the energy distribdon in the far-IW
submillimetric range is well fitted by a
thermal emission of warm dust at 30-50
K, which implies a substantially lower
value for the average mm to far-1R flux

ratio. Inded, by extrapoteting their
model to f .25 mm, we find in this case a
value smallw by at least a factor of 2
than that implied by our observations.
The discrepancy is wen larger with
Chini et al.'s results (more than a factor
of 10 in this me).
Some other sub-mm observations are
not even commensuratewith ours. Stark

SEST

no-comeation

Aperture Corrections to mm
Fluxes

i

7
no-oorreotion

In order to wnsldsr the whole effect of a
gaussian beam on the detected fluxes, a
convolution of the beam-shape wlth the
light profile of the galaxy mlllirnetric
emisslon must be done. We suppose
that the rnlllirnetric light proflle Is exponential with scalelength.,,a
We have
considered the following two hypotheses:
(1)The radial dtsblbution of cold dust
closely follows that of the blue light. In
this case the rnlllirnetric scalelength
, ,a is equal to that In blue light, a., The
corresponding average flux ratios after

conectlon for apemre are
5.28 1

=

for the SEST sample

I00pnr

= 2.92 10" for the RAM. Therefore, on
average the detected fluxes must be
corrected by a factor greater than 2 (see
Fig. 1 panels (e)and (4).

(2) the second hypothesis considered
here takes into account that the
millimetric scale length Is one third of
the optical one:, ,a
&,. In thb case,

-

we find as mean ratios:
lom3for the SEST sample

= 2.76

=
100pm

1.51
for the IRAM sample. In thls
case a large fraction of the mlllimetrlc
flux would have been detected (Flg. 1
panels (c) and (a).
From these slmple considerations we
have shown that the millimetrlc fluxes,
hence the amount of cold dust in galaxles, are crucially dependmt on the sire
of the objects at mlllimetre wavelengths.
It Is not clear how far we can compare
these results with the data obtained by
ChlnI et al. on large splrals (1986). The
optical dimensions of their objects often
exceed that of the beam width and in
Figure 1:(4Lhs cumulalius pmbebility distdbutions of th8
ratlo for the SEST [left- some cases thls is also true for the chop
throw. From this palnt of view, they
hand-dde panels) and /RAM m p l e s (right-hand-side panels). The distn'butlons haw been
reconstntcM wlth detection-and-bound tedrniques. Panels (4and (4) report the distributions could have underestimated to some exbased on fluxes wmwut 8ny aperture ewrectrons; panels (c) and (4those besed on fluxes tent the mllllmetric fluxes. On the other
comcted un&r the hypothesis that the mrn Ilght profile has a scale-lmth % ~ q u eto
l one hand, there Is evidence that most of the
thrrd of the optical one, 4;
panels (8)and (0 refer to the hypothesis that mm light profiles follow fluxes reported in the IRAS Polnt Source
those in the optical. The amws mark the average values.
and Small Wended Source Catalogues
are significantly underestimated for extended objects (see RIce et al., 1988;
et al. (1988) mapped four Virgo spirals at cy and suggest how further investiga- Young et at., 1989). So, thelr mean
180 and 36Q prn at a spatial resolution tions might he helpful in elucidating this
could have been someof
45", but with a poor S/N ratio at questlon. Beam-aprture corrections ratio
360 p.m. Thronscrn et al. (1987) observed may contribute to explain these dis- what overestimated.
only the very centre of large active crepancies. Unfortunately, the lack of
galaxles at 1.3 mrn, sampling a too small knowledge of the spatial extension of
portion of the entire galaxy disks. There- galaxies at long wavelengths hampers a
fore, they probably lost most of the precise estimate of this effect. More- The Far-IR Extensionof Normal
Galaxies
rnlllimetric flux.
over, in some ON-OFF observations, the
To conclude, galaxy spectra in this beam separation was too small in comThe obvious solution to the problem
spectral domain, hence the total amount parison with the l a w r optical dimen- of estimating galaxy broad-band specof dust, are uncertain by up to one order sions of the objects, and only a gradient tra In the mm range will be to use arrays
of magnitude. We will briefly discuss in the emission has probably been mea- of botometers, when available (Cunningpossible origins of this large discrepan- sured.
ham and Gear, 19901, to cover the entire
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blue-llght Dg Imphotat diameters tums

out to be O.98f 0.25, which m m s that
on average galaxles have far-IR extendons comparable to their optical slzes,

prove the estimates of n u m b m n t s
and contributions to the disc
background. Obmations by FIRAS on
CQBE wodd eventually detect such a

quite In agreement wlth prevtously men- background.
tioned results. In this case, however, the
omwed mean of the ratio of the h c tlve far-IR aperture diameter A, (which
include half of the galaxy's light) to the ChrnlR.1 q s a KMWl E.0 M W r P.Q.,
1886, Astm. A s t m ~186,
, LB.
isophotalradius for
Ob1of
Cunningham. C.R., and Gear, W.K., 1980.
sample, turns out to be alnmi half of
sPIE
on mom,cel
that of the blue light: c ( ~ I I> R
,mmhtlon
Pfst
0.17, < (A$o)B > 0.35. This d h mm,
ence Indicates that the IR emlsslon Davles J.I.,
1990,Mun. Not. Roy. Ask. SOG,
246, s o .
could be more centrally concentrated
l 3 k s SA., Wynn-Wllllam C.G., Duncan
than that of the blue Ilght.
W.D., lW,Astrophya J., 359,859.
A more mntrally concentrated mm
Fmcmchlnl
A, T M I L., DanL., De
with respect to the optical may
RQW 2: 7he =me as Fgwe 1 f
wthe Chlnf emission
ZoM G., 198Q, Astrqph. J. 53d 35.
be
due
to
the
effect
of
extinctton
on
the
et al, 's n35ulh.
Frarwschlnl A., Danese L, De Zuttl G.,
blue radiationtoward the central -Ions
M~
P., Toffolattl L, 1990, Procedlngs
of the galaxies. This Indlcatlon agrees
of the 29th Ubga Astrophysical Collwulum
wlth reci3nt relnterpretatlons of the optlF m Qwwld-bamd to sp8cal galaxy profiles whbh seem to show
sub-fnrn -y,
79.
optical extension of the gdaxy. The use non negllglble Ilght absorptions In the Kmys E,, 1990, Proceedings of the 2Bth
LIB@ Astmphysld ~ ~ b q u l u r Fn m
of large enough beam apertures, some galaxy cores (Valentljn, 1890 and 1991;
Wund-hs& to Spme-bdme Sub-mm
times larger than the diffraction limit, Davies, 1090).
-Y.
with c m t mm telescopes is discuurRice W., Lwrsdale Cd., Sol*
B.T.,
aged by the dramatic increase of the sky
Neugebauer O., Kopan EL, Uyod LA., de
Conclusions
noise with respect to diffraction-limited
Jong T., Habing H.J., 1988, Asrr@. J.
observations.
Our knowledge of galaxy sw&a In
Suppl., $8,01.
The alternative is to obtain infoma- the submm band is d l l subject to rele- Stark A, Davldson JA,Platt S. 1888, astrotion on the spatiat distribution of light vant uncertainties. Should galaxy sizes
J., m r 650.
emission at submm-mm wavelengths at such wavelengths be comparable, or Thronson H., Walker C.K, Walker C.E.,
Maloney P., 1987,
J., 318, 645.
by suitably mapping some bright nearby even larger, than those in the optical
sources This will be the goal of wr next light, then mm emission and the m- Valentljn EP*,1W0, Natwe, 848,153; I Q B l ,
The Mmamg6r@@,
45.
b w l n g runs at La Silk.
spending amwnt of cold dust in the
Let us briefly diswss currently avail- interstellar material would & signM- Young J.S., X k 8.. Kenney J.D.P., Rlce W.L,
Isss, &qph, J, supp,., 70,6W.
able Information on the subject
cantly larger than expected. Detailed Wahscomt R.J., de Jong T., Wesseliua P.R.,
A direct comparison of optical and obsewations are planned to clarify this
lQ87,&trwr. R9hnph.., 181,225.
far-IR profiles (at h = 50 and 100 prn) has issue.
been done by Wainscoat et at. (1987) on
Several impomnt consequences can
three nearby edge-on spirals using the be misaged.
lRAS GPC (Chopped Photometric
(A) Since the millirnehlc flux is proporChannel) Instrument. Unfwtunatdy, tonal to the dust mass emitting at these
rtrefold
edge-on galaxies do not allow a detailed energies, the amount of cold
in
rE ROSETrA NEBULA
study of the radlal disk stwctum. How- galaxies coutd have been und-iever, a comparison between the far-IR mated. This fact could lower the gas-tou-Hte
ls sww,,,d
Of
emission along the rnajw axb can be dust ratio (<
>
dm = 570f50)
~
~
in
l
eansteikth~
performed with the o p t W old-disk light.
Molnooeros fltm U n b m ) . In Its middle Is #a
From their study of NGC 891 it seems c b M for S P M S from CO and far-1R sfe//arc~usfer~ ~ ~ 2 2one
4 4of ,the yowpst
that the 1Wym emklon is more ex- measurements (Young et at., 1989), to of lfs kind known. 73edistance ro he nebula
tended than the 50-pm one. They sug- values oommrable to that observed In and the duster Is about 4000-5000 lightyears.
gest that the cold d i e Intersellar
(<
>
l h m la little doubt that t/m ywng s r m
compnent dominates with respect to the ISM of the
less than 1 mllllon pm old
they
a#
the optical omission at distances be- is roughly 100).
were bwn In the Rosetta Nebula and have
(6)Tlw contribution d discrete souryond 9 kpc from the centre. For the
mly-tlybecwne
vklwe,mk
other two objects (NGG 4565 and AIGC cm to the fluctuations of the Cosmic tbyhve blown awthegesmddustfm
5907) similar far-IR and optical light pro- Microwave Background at small and in- tw I
.~-s
~
I
~
files can be inferredfrom these obsenra- terrnediate scales Is strongly sensitive
m~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t d it d ya s a nw
of
tiona. This seems to Indicate that the to the gataxy spectra In the long d a r k l a m whleh are caused byfhe shedowcold dust emission at mm wavelengths wavelength speckd domain (Frances- I n s effeet of dwt clouds. Its red &ow Is
by me Imt ~~ hvdmgsn
might be quite extended with respect to chin1 et al., 1989). An enhanced thermal
the warm component and the optlcal dust emission from nwmal galaxies with
and
dh%reMf C
Q hues
~
emission, although IRAS maps at large respect to current estimates would ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ b ~ t
radll are too noisy for any Mnitive con- evenkrdly prevent detections of any inmls photo is a
fmm
trlnsic aniaotroples of the CMB.
clusion to be drawn.
bladr&-wh&
photos obtained wlth the
For a sample of large galaxies partially
(C) Mom precise deflnikns of galaxy Em
SchW
at La S ~ BOb,
resobed by lRAS (Rim et sl., 1988) the spectral enwgy distributions and local server: D. w;
b
C.
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mean ratio of the far-IR (g0 pm) DlRto luminosity function would allow to im- haadsen,
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Giotto to Visit Comet P/Grigg-Skjellerup in 1992
G.SCHWEHM, ESTEC, Noordwok, the Netherlands
MORLEY, ESOC, Darmstadt, Germany
H. BOEHNHARDT, ESOC/mbp, Darmstadf, Germany
The Mission Background
Shortly after its successful encounter
with comet P/Halley on March 14,1986,
Which provided a wealth of exciting new
data, the G10lTO spacecraft was put
into hibernation with the prospect to
reactivate it later on and to retarget it for
an encounter with cornet P/GriggSkjellerup in 1992.
After nearly four years in hibmatbn
the spacecraft was reactivated on February 19, 1990. Subsequently, the
check-out of the spacecraft and the scienfffic paybad demonstratd that
G10lTQ is In a state to support such an
extended mission and that a complement of at least six
of the original
eleven science instruments was functional and able to provide data of high
q W i during a second cometary enCounter.
Science investigation, which can be
made with this payload, Include:
characteriratlon of the changing
features of the solar whd flow and
observation of cometary plck-up ions
and anomalous acceleration
determination of electron densities
observation of upstream waves, determination of the location of the
various boundaries @ow shock,
ionopause, cometopause, etc.)
observation of the magnetic pile-up
region and cavity
determination of the dust spatial density and size distribution and of the
optical properties of the dust grains
discrete gaseous emissions
combined dust and gas densities
Despite the fact that the Halley Multicolour Camera (HMC) will not provide
any Images of the nucleus the aperture
of the HMC is blocked most probably by
a pbce of the outer straylight bail9 that
has been severely damaged during the
close encounter with PRlalley and that
the Neutral Mass Spectrometer had all
detectors damaged, ESA's Science
Programme Committee confirmd the
high scientific value of a GIOTTO ExW e d Mission at Its meeting on June
12 and 13, 1991.
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et very attractive for an encounter with
GIOTTO on July 10, 1992, Just 12 days
before perihelion passage of the cornet.
Table 1 contains the most recent orbital
parameters of P/Grigg-Skjetlerup determined at the European Space Operations Centre ESOC In Darmstadt. The
times are ephemeds times ET, the angles are referred to the ecliptic of mean
equinox 1950.0 and the definition of the
non-gravitational parameters A1 and A2
is that of Marsden et al. (1973). As can
be seen from Table 1, the non-gravitatlonal forces are found to be small and
perhrb the cometary motion only
slightly.

The Visibility Before
the Encounter
For the forthcoming perihelion
passage the visibility of P/GrlggSkjellerup from Earth starts In JulylAugust 1991 (morning sky). The comet can
be observed from both hemispheres of
the Earth up to about May 1992. It wlll
stay relatively dose to the celestial
equator (between +I 3 and -6 deg declination). The number of dark hours per
night is higher for observers located in
the northern hemisphere until April 1992
(see Fig. 1). Though the visual brightness of the cornet may be rather faint
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For most apparitions the visual brightness of PIGrigg-Skjellerup was estimated during about a two-month time
intervat before and after perihelion
passage. Only very little is known about
the light curve outside this arc of the

0
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Jupiter famlly of comets. The perihelion
distance of 0.99 AU - together with
other characteristics makes this corn-

fhe Light Curve

m 9LT

0.

With an aphelion distance of 4.94 AU
cornet P/Grigg-Skjellwup belongs to the

(see fig. 2), measurements of astmmetrlc posltions and physical properties of
the comet can certainly be obtained by
large telescopes during this time interval.
W ~ i n two months before the
GlOTFO encounter with P/GriggSkjdlerup the comet will be observable
from the southern hemisphere only. The
brightness and activity of the comet will
Increase towards perihelion passage.
However, Intensive observations may
suffer from both the rather moderate
total coma brightness (about 13 mag b
the maximum; see Fig. 2) and the small
elongation of the comet from the Sun
which will result in just one to two hours
observing time at low elevation in the
evening sky. However, scientific observatlons, both astrometric and astrophysical ones, collected during this time
interval, will be of high importance for
the success of the fly-by and the Interpretation of the GEM data.
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the krth. The find targeting crf GIOnO
forthe fly-by wilt be prfmby ESOC
about 2 days before encounter at the
latest. H o w m , in any case GlOtTO
will pass the orbital phoe of the comet
from Mmh to South during the en-
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EXPECTEO MAGNlfUDE
of comet PAWgpSkjd-

figure 2: p&f&d
~MI&US and total m m
unfll the GEM munm.
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orbit, Some partly puzzling - measurements of the nucleus' brightness are
available from the 1986/87 apparition of
the comet. The total and the nucleus
light cum of m e t P/Grigg-Skjelierup
is plotted in figure 2. The data were
calculated from the light cuwe c o d -

c i m published by N d m o and Green
(199lj.
From the bghnfng d 1992 mill the
QlOTTO encounter the nucleus brightness should increase only slightly from
about 20.5 to 19 mag. For the total
coma brightness a maximum value of
about I 3 mag a n be expected around
perihelion passage which is close to the
GlOrrO @-by. T h light c u m
Nakano aml Green indicates that the
oomet may show a rathar late onset of
signfificant ~ o m adevelopment and a
steep brightness increase pre-perfhe
lion. However,this predlctbn of the early coma activity may be prone to m r s
because of the fragmented ohmational coverage of this phase during prevIom apparitions.

The Fqr-by of GIlOrrO
Aner the encounter with CDW
P/
Halley on March 14, 1986, the GlOn"O
spacecraft was put into hibemation, an

in I=

this trajectory change GlOrrO was
agaln put l n t ~hibernation. It will be
reacthated In May 1932 for the preparation d the comet flyby.
Based on the present knowledge of
the G10'rTO and P/GrigpSkjeIlerup orbits the GIOll'O fly-by at the comet will
take place on July 10, 1092 1525
f 00:10 UT at 1.01 AU dlfrom the
Sun and 1.43 AU distance from the
E M I . The relatlve fly-by velocity wlll be
13.99 kmla. Figure 3 sketches the preencounter approach of both objects together with the respective position of

-

tions.
In 1992, high-quallty astrometty of PI
Ijlrigg-Skjelhrup Is needed at ESOC for
thefinal Eargatingof GlOmO towards an
optimum fly-by at the comet on July 10,
1992. The importan- of ground-based
astromeky for the orbit determination of
P/(3rigg-Skjellmp is even higher than
during the Halley c a m m n m 1985/86
s i w for GlOlTO there will be no Pathfinder Project (Mumch et al., 1986) using obsmations from other cometaw

missions. Therefore, ESOC is seeking
the d i m cdlahatlon with pmfmsion-

al o b s e m whO are able and willing to
o w n astrometric po~itionsof PIGrIgSkjelhp in 1991/92 before the encounter. The obswum should be able
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operations state of minimal on-hoard
activities without conftd from Earth. In
F e h q 1990 GIOTO was readvatad
by ESOC for tit0 first ever swing-by of

an interplanetary space probe at 5m.
The swing-by w a successfulty perf m e d on July 2, 1990. GIOTfa was
redirected to an encounter with comet
P/Gtigg-Sk~lenrpin July 1992. After

A Requestfor Astrometty
Cornet P/Gr&$kje1lerup was observed during all I3 apparitions since
1922. Because the 1967 apparition was
the, last one before the G10lTO swingby at the Earth on July 2, 1990, which
r e d l M the satellitetowards P/Grlgg
Skjdbrup, ESOC has instigated an a p
peal for astrometdc measurements of
the comet to the obsewers. Altogether
80 accurate position measurements
were obtained more than double the
number collected in 1982 and several
times as many 3s at
other appati-
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Table I.
Orbital P a m ~ t e r of
s C

mPm

w
m
PerfhetionTlme
PerIMon Distance
Ecoenh.lcity
Atgurnent of Perlhelian
Longitude of Asoendlng Node

Inellnation
Non~vitathd
Parameter A1
Nongravitationd P-ter
A2

to communicate the ammetric psC
tions of the comet to ESOC within a few
hwrs to two days after o b s e m f i In
Order to l l o w an immediate update of
the cometary orbit for the fly-by planning of GEM. All poshions of the m e t
reaching ESOC M o r e July 8, 1992, will
be consjdered in the planning for tha
G I m O encounter. However, of highest
priority fM the fly-by targdhg €We
Position measurements of P/G-8kfellerup obtained within two months
before the encounter. During this period
the comet w l be best obsenrable from
the muthem hemisphew though It

ESOC Flight Dynamics
1992/07/10.60226 IT

19W07/22.13729 I
T
0.9$46882 AU

0.w43388
359.27507
Pl2dM59 deg
21.1041 I dsg
4.0fS3 E-8 ~ u / d a p
-0.0012 E-8 W d a f

might be a difficult task since the comet
will be faint and close to the horizon.
Obmatlons are M n g planned at €SO
Lg Sllla, in collaboration with R. West,
who also observed Halrey In 1986. For
the jmpmvemmt of the arbii determine
tion accuracy so far unpublished position rnemurernents of the comet ob-

&In& dufing previous apparitions (in
particular In 1987, 1982, 1937) are very
welcome at ESOC.
Astronomers. who are interested to
contribute to the PIGrigg-Skjdlwp astram campdgn for the GlOUQ flyby may ccotact for further information:

T m r Morley
d o Hermann Boenhardt
C/O

ESOc/ECD/OAC)
Robert-Bmh-Str. 5
DSlOO mswt
telex: 41-94-53 EU D
telefax: +4g-8151-90-496
phone: 49-61 61-80-2448 Moriey)
49-0157-80-2g10 &, Boehnham
emall: TMORLEY@ESOC.~ITN!T

r.

Morley)
HBbEHNHA@ESOC.BITNET
(H. BoehnharUt)

Marsden, B.O., Sekanina, Z.,Yeomans, D.K.:
1073, CQrnets and nongravltational forces.
V. Astrwr, J. 78,211 -226.
Muench, R.E, S@wv, RT.,Jordan, J.F.:
1986, Pathfinder -racy
irnprwement
bf m
e
t Halley tmjechy for QIOTTO
navlgNS2l, 31 8-320,
Nal(ana, 8,G w a D.W.E.: 1691, rw2 Comet Handbook, lnternatsonal Comets Quarterly IWa, SAO publlcatlon.

The Vaca Muerta Mesosiderite
H. PEDERSEN, Copenhagen University 0bservatory, Denmark
H. LINDGREN, €SO,La Silla
C.DE BON, University of La Serena, Chile
The lonely Atacama desert is a perfect
place to study distant celestial bodies in
the space around us. The following story
shows how this may be dons, not only
through powerful astronomical telescopes at isolatd mountain-top observatories, but also down on the barren
desert plain in a much more direct way.
We have just completed a detailed
study of a gigantic, but little known
meteoritic impact in a remote region of
the Atacama Desert. Over a period of
four years we carefully searched a large
area in the middle of nowhere and cob
lected seventy-seven specimens of the
Vaca Muerta VDead Cow") meteorite
with a total mass of more than 3400 kg.
This meteorite is of the rare stony-iron
type (mesoslderite) and our finds have
more than tripled the available material
of this type which is of great importance
for the study of the early history of our
solar system. We did this work In our
spare time and should like to express
our great appreciation for the excellent
Collaboration with meteoriteoriented

scientists in various countries as well as
with the Chilean authorities.
Two of us are used to observe remote
objects in space, but it was really great
fun for once to do down-to-Earth astronomy and to work with our geologistcolleagues!

The Fall of the Vaca Muerta
Meteorite
In addition to the large planets and
their moons, there are many smaller solid bodies which move in elliptical orbits
in the solar system. They come in all
sizes, from minor planets with diameters
above a few hundred metres, to metresized rn&eomids (boulders) and down
to microscopic dust.
From time to time, a small dust grain
from interplanetary space enters the
Earth's atmosphere with a very high velocity, often of the order of 10 k m l a or
more. It is immediately heated by the
friction with the air and begins to glow;
this is what we call a meteor (a "shoot-

ing star"). Such events are very frequent
and can be seen on every cloudfree
night. More rarely a larger object, even a
small boulder, may enter and will then
be seen as a bright bolide. It leaves a
luminous trail across the sky which can
sometimes be seen in full daylight. If the
boulder is big enough, a part of it will
survive the descent through the atmosphere and will hit the ground, where it
may be found as a metaohte.
About 3500 years ago, a large
meteorite with a mass of several tons
and measuring at least one metre
across felt from the sky over the central
part of the Atacama Desert in northern
Chile. During its rapid passage through
the Earth's atmosphere the big stone
disintegrated into numerous smaller
pieces which impacted in the desert
sand over an area of some 20 km2. Here
they remalned in well-preserved condition, due to the extremely dry conditions
in the desert.
The fall-zone lies in a vety remote part
of the desert and most of the meteorite

soon after, the exact location was completdy forgotten.
For more than 100 years, nobody
knew when the Vaca Mu&a meteorite
had fallen. Howsver, In 15S5 the site
was rediscovered by Edrnundo Matinez, following a lengthy study of the
old accounts. At that tlme Martinez was
a student of geology at Unlversidad dd
Morte, Antofaghe still lives there,
while he runs a travel agency in San
Pedro de Atacama, a small town h the
middle of the Atacams d m .

Searching for the Pieces
In addithn to a few fragments which
had been collected and worked on by
mlners in the last century (in order to
extract the valuable Iron-nickel clumps
w#hh them), Manez found one big
mure I: rnis phofo shows w Lindgren at
a miner's dwot of m t a from ?ha Vaea body which had not been molested. His
brother spoke of this discovery to on%of
M m ("mad WY)mewre, Just &f
us @dB), and soon thereafter we de~~a
neld #p in the fa/iam.
This sfonflmmeteorite fell abwt 3 5 0 cided to embark upon a scimtiflc study
~ a g o i n t h e C M / m ~ & s wata
t , of the area.
site &out 60 km inland fmm the coastal city
Thii involved a rather painstaking onQf Tanal and
f W km Irwn ~ / W ? Bthe
/,
foot search of the fall area, which we
s i 8 e d W O ' s V L T ~ t g r y7MTheeMe
.
found to measure about 1t x 2 km. The
&mkehrto many smaller fmgmenfs, wMeh are distribution of the repovered pieces Indisp&owwa2Uh?~.
Sdms of thesep
h m Bmt discovered cates that the meteorite entered from
by m h in t h early
~
1B8OJs, who thought East-South-East, i.e. it tlew over the
that the h v y stonrw contained dlw. W high Andes mountains before the imcrdhxted many of the lager f m g m t s and pact. One of the largest fragments hi
wwkedwrsomeolthminwde#toextract the ground with wch a force that a 10Me V a I konnlckd&
~
hIda
metre cratw was excavated to a central
738 rneie&tic sfonas in the m u n d a#
depth of almost 2 rnekes.
ckkw than the other atones in this abdutw
Intotal, we Iceated77 specimens durbamm desert. Some of the miners' sfone ing ten expeditions to the area between
toolsm~Inthe~nd.l7#da&w
February 1987 and Jmmy 1991.
Wm on the sand Indkate therf the &?men&
have been M e d on, mom then me Twenty of these pieces had dready
hundred yvam ago.
H o w , rwd ofthe sevenpaeven fmgmen& of iiw VaEa Muwb meteorHe which
hwa w w m d m untouched by the
miners.

fragments escaped notice until recently.
However, some of them were collected
already In the 1860's, when prospectors
first travelled through this inhospitable
reglon in search of precious minerals.
When they found some heavy masses
which became shiny when polished,
they thought they had hi upon a silvermine. They collected some stones and
brought an unknown number to the mining town of Coplapo, perhaps more than
I 000 kg altogether.
Most of this material was probably
discarded, but some stones (in total
about 45 kg) found their way into mineral collections and were mcognjred as
meteoritic. A few years later this meteorgiven the name "VacaMuerhe
h'' (the Dead Cow) after a M
Y dry
riverbed (Quebrada Vaca Mu-,
but

been displaced and partly worked on by
the miners (Fig. 1); this was also hdlcated by some artifacts from last mntury which were found nearby, including
mining tools, cooking utenstls, cans,
beer and cognac capsules, copks,
horse-shoe nails, parts of boot soles
and a coin from 1871. But 67 specimens, ranging from a few gramrnes to
one piew weighing no -1
than 309 kg,
were fwnd in "virginwcondition, 1.e. undisturbd since the fall, except for some
eroston. Such pieces are pWkularly
vduable for metgwltlc studies.
We have now prepared a very detailed, scientific account of this work
with the title "Vaca Muerta Mesosidwite
Strewnfield" which will soon appear in
the international Joumel MeWtlcs of
the Meteoritical W i , the world's
foremost authority in thls scientifl~field.

The W e r M c Study Begins
All meteoritic material has now heen
recavered and la safety kept in Chilean
collectrons. in particular at the Universldad de La Serena and also at the
Musm Naclml de Historla Mural,
Santlago de Chile. The combined mass
a d s 3400 kg and the meteorite is
themfore by far the largest known in Its
class; this typa of met&
is much
more rare than the common stony and
iron meteorites.
Detailed laboratory analysis of the
Vaca Muerta meteorite has begun and it
is slowly unveiling its dramatic story. Its
age has been dated by radiochemical
methods and minemlog[cal studies are
made of its composition and internal

I
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Figure 2: Twelve small masses of h Vaea Mmia Meteorite wfih a total mass of 9.7 kg, as
they wwe found In the Atacama M.From lefl to right: Holger Pedemn, &nut de Bon
(sonJ, Cmut de Bon (father) and Ham Lindgm.

structure. The tlme of the fall was determined as 3 500 1300 years before present by means of Carbon-14 dating by
A J.T. Jull of the University of Arizona.
Tucson, U.S.A. This technique is based
on the fact that whlb the meteorite is
still In space, it is continuously bombarded by cosmic rays, Leading to a
Pattlcular internal proportion of Carbon12 and -14 atoms. As soon as It passes
through the Earth's atmosphere, it fs
shielded from cosmic rays and the proW i o n begins to change as the
radioadve Carbon-14 atoms decay. A
measurement of this proportion will
themfore indicatethe time since the fall.
Some of the minor planets, along with
the comets, are thought to consist of
material that dates back to the very beBinning of the solar system. The minor
Planet from which the Vaca Muerta
meteorite derives is about 4500 million
years old and therefore nmly as old as
the solar system itself.
The early Ilfe of this minor planet was
obviously very violent. At some time a
partially molten, volcanically actl*vebody
moving at high speed through the solar
System collidd catastrOphically with a
Wllic-core minor planet. When the
finely intertwined materiak cooled and
solidified, they formed a cosmic breccia
(mixture of minerals) whlch was half
stony and half metallic. Later, alter an
unknown period of time, this minor
planet split into a, swam of smaller fragments, some of which now fall to the
Earth at rare moments. One of them was
the Vaca Muerta meteorite.
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New ESO Publications
The kllowlng ESO Workshop Proceedings are now avallable:

ESO/EIPC Workshop
"SN 1987A and other Supernovaen
The prlce of thls 758-pa@ volume, dked by I.J. Danzlger and K. Kjlr, Is DM 80.(Including packing and surface mdl).

3rd ESOIST-ECF
Data Analysis Workshop
This volume, d h d by P.J, Grosbel and R. H. W m e l s , mntalns 238 pages and Is
offered at a prlce of DM 30.- (packing and surface mail Included).
Payments have to be made to the B O bank account 2102002 wlth Cornmenbank
Mtlnchan w by cheque, addressed to the attention of
ESO, Financial %Ices

Karl-Schwanschlld-Gtr. 2
D-W 8046 aarchlng bet MIinehen
Plaase do no?forget to I n d i a your full address and the tlUe(s)of the Prooeedlngs,
Other ESO publications mcently published am
YLT Report No. 6& "Field and hrplt RoWons for the VLT 8-m UnH Telaaieope~~~
(Eds. G. Avila and K. W l r e n m .
VLT Report No. 64: VLT Comblned fmwr fffl~lellcywlth Optla1 Flbresu (Ed. Q.

Avlla).
E W Teehnlccrl

No. 15: UA Study of the Potential of H e t e M e d Hal*
gmphle S p e e t r o W for Appllcatlm In Astronomy" Qds. N. Dougtas, F. M-wlnkel, H, Butcher and S.Fmdsen).

This particular kind of stony-iron
meteorite Is known from about 30 other
locations only. The amount recovered at
Vaca Muerta has tripled the material
avallable to laboratory study. When fully

andysed, the seventy-seven "dead

cows" from Atacarna wlll undoubtedly
provide us with much new insight into
the enigmatic history of the early solar
SyStf3m.

GPO Observations of a Geostationary TV-Satellite Quartet
H. BOEHNHARDT, Dr. -Remeis-Sternwarte, Barnberg, Germany
1. Introduction
ground, the Individual spacecraft have
During an astrometiy campaign on to be kept in control boxes of certain
asteroids a test was performed to ob- latitude and longitude Intervals, The reserve geostationary satellites with the spective control boxes are in inclination
GPO 40-crn astrograph at ESO IASilld below 0.1 deg for all four satellites, in
Chile. In several nights from April 10 to longitude within 18.7 to 18.9 deg West
22, 1991, spacecraft located at geo- for both TDF satellites, within 18,9 to
stationary longitude 19 deg West about 19.1 deg West for OLYMPUS and within
35800 km above the equator were 19.1 to 19.3 deg West for TV-SAT-2. A
photographed with the GPO. At thls lon- violation of ihese so-calted deadbands
gitude in total four telecommunication by one of the satellites may not only
satellites are operated by three different cause problems for the users on Earth
control centres, i.e. TDF-1 and TDF-2 because of fading signal strength, but
by CN€S Toulouse, OLYMPUS by Tele- may also be a risk for the spacecraft
spazio Fucino under contract of ESA themselves in particular if the longitude
and TV-SAT-2 by GSOC/DLR Oberpfaf- wlndow of a neighbouring satellite is
entered and a collision of both satdlltes
fenhofen.
In wder to guarantee the contact with may occur. Since perturbationsfrom the
the fixed mounted user antennas on Earth, the Mcan and the Sun cause a

geostationary satellite to drift away from
its nomlnal position, the control centres
have to correct the orbit regularly both in
lncllnation and In longitude by so-callad
"station-keeping manoeuvres".

2 The GPO Observations
The geostationary longitude 19 deg
West over the Earth equator compares
to #e telescope coordinates of +4.6
deg in declination and hour angle 3 h
52.8 min East for the La Silla observatory. During the about 30-minute time interval of dark-room work per night on
order to change plates for the asteroid
programme) old ORWO ZU21 plates
found In the refrigerator of the telescope
building were exposed wlth the tele-

stationary satellites like the 19 deg West
quartet are usualIy ope#$&
with
perigee pointing approximately towards
the Sun. Themfore, the daily longitudinal
and radial ilbration is synchronized,
which can clearly be seen in Figure 1. All
four spawaraft moved from East towards West during the observing in-

tenral.

Flgure 1: Multi-expowre of the gmstatianety quartet at Longitude IS deg West obtained on
April 22,1991. In total I f five-minute 49xpogure8 w m taken stwthg every MI hour from 0 LIT
onwards in or& to dmonstrete the daily Iibrarian of Ihe
North Is up and East is to
the lefi. lh Image scale is 0.70 x 0.26 deg. The satellites moved b m E b t towerds West
durlng the observing night. TI = TDF-1: T2 = TDF-2; OL OLWPUS; TV- TVSAT-2.

m.

-

stars appear as dark lines across the
field of view, while the geostationary
objects are black dots or short trails (see
Figs. 1 and 2; the poor quality of the
images is due to the rather old plate
material used).
Since the satellite orbits have an lnclination usually different from zero and
the orbital eccentricity is not exactly
zero, the geostationary spacecraft perform a daily libration which is a superposition of a latitudinal, a longitudinal
and a radial motion similar to 3-dimensional Ussajous figures. A part of the
daily libration of the four satellites is
visuallred in Figure 1 in projection onto
the celestial sphere. This imam ohtained on ~ ~ r22,i i1991, contains in
total I t five-minute exposures with
starting time each full hour. However.

w-4-<.,-,; .

This picture also illustrates the daily
brightness variations of the three-axis
stabilized &lkes because of the tmporal changes In the phase angle Sunspacmft-obsmer, All four satellites
are brightest around 1 UT (second exposure), I. e. when the Sun Is in "opposition" to the satellites. Furthermore, the
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exposures 10 and 11 obtained at 9 and
9.30 UT, respectively, did not depict the
Spacecraft at all, probably because
most of the satellite surfaces seen from
La Slla were In shadow.

3.The DeadbandViolation of
OLYMPUS
In the sequence of exposures obtained between April 17 and 20, 1991, a
So-called longitude deadband violation
Of OLYMPUS was documented by
chance (see Figs.a-f).It occurred because of altitude controt problems due
to onbaard sensor errors. For cornpadSon on April 10 and 11, 1991, all four
spacecraft were positioned within their
Control boxes (see Figs. 2a, b). On April

17,1991, OLYMPUS was already about
to pass its eastern longitude limit (see
Fig. 24.It entered the neighbouringTDF
control box and can be seen between
TDF-I and TDF-2 on April 18,1991 (see
Fig. 2d), end even east of both TOFs on
April 19, 1991 (Fig. 28). The following
day it drifted back to its nominal control
box (see Fig. 2f) where It was found
insids agah on April 22, 1991 (see
Fig. 1). Fortunately, thls "excursion"of
OLYMPUS out of its control box has
caused no hazard to the neighbwring
TDFs. However, the control centres cer-

to measure the angular distances between the spacecraft. These angles can
be transformed Into projected Intersatellite d&ances in kilometem with an
accuracy of less than I km in geostationary orbit. This is at least of the order
or even better than the accuracy of the
proximity check using radio tracking
data. merefore, the optical observations may be useful as an addldonal
check for the orbital proximity calculations of wloeated gmshttonary
satellites.

tainly try to avoid such contingencies
during normal operations, in particular
for colocated spacecraft like the quartat
at 19 deg West.
The astrometric plates obtained on
the geostationary satellites can be used
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Mini-Workshop on Large-Size CCDs at ESO
S. D'ODORICO, T. DUCROS, 0.I WERT and R. REISS, €SO
Which is the maximum size of a highquality scientific CCD detector that industry can now deliver? How can the
UV-blue quantum efficiency of the devices be enhanced? What are tho best
design approaches and the limiting performance of CCD controlle~?These
questions are puzzling engineers and
Scientists who have to do with the d d nition, design and procurement of the
detectors and thdr control systems for
astronomical applications. Projects like
the Instruments for the ESO Very Large
Telescope stress the need of devices of
large dze and state-of-the-art performance In order to take full advantage of
h e larger collecting area of the telescopes. To focus on these o p n questions and to obtain a snapshot of this
fast developing ff eld, ESO organized on
June 18th and 19th in Garching a miniWorkshop on "Large Size CCD". Invited
were representatives from European
groups with a proven experience in this
field, a few experts from overseas and
speakers of CCD manufacturers with an
i n t m in the astronomy market. The
workshop was organized in three sectfons dedicated to CCD Controllers,
CCD Operation/Testing/Design and finally to Presentations from industry. The
workshop programme (see box) gives
titles and authors of the tatks whereas
the paragraphs below summarize status
and highlights of the various topics, as
seen through the (possibly) biased eyes
of the authors.
In the fleld of CCD CONTROLLERS, a

variety of systems have been developed
at different observatories wlth the aim of
optimjzing those operating parameters
which are of relevancefor the astronomical applications.
The analog section of the controlter is
beside the intrinsic quality of the CCD

tile dominating part as far what concerns the final quality of the signal processing and the CCD scientific data.
The intrinsic CCD read-out noise has
been significantly irnprovd in the last
years due to the progress in the semiconductor technotogy and thls devetop-

PRESENTATIONSAT THE ESO CCD WORKSHOP
F. Bortoletto, Obs.of Padova: "AcWty of the Italian CCD working group"

J. Bregman, Radiostwewacht, Dwingeloo: "Perfmance of CCD controller systems
built for the 4.2-m WHT at La Palma"
P. Miiller, Unlverslty of Bonn: "Flexible CCD Controller for BOCCIA"

C. Can, CEA Saclay: 'A high performance rnlcmsequencerbasedon logic cdl maysn
R. Relss, ESO Garching: " P w n t and future CCD contmllm at S O "
A. Blecha, Obs. de Genbve:"High level Interactivecontrol usingthe CCD with asmall
tetascope"
K.Relf, Universltyd Bonn: "BOCCIA: the Bonn CCD imaging and analysing project"
M. Roth, Munich Universlty Obs.: "PhotomeMc CCD test facility and t e l m p e
slrnulatw"

P. Jorden, RGO, Cambridge: 'The operation of large EEV CCDs on the WHT at
La Palma"
J. Geary, Harward Smithsonian Obs.:"Cusfomdeslgn of CCDsforastronomyV
R. F. Nielsen, Copenhagen University Ms.: "CCD developmentat Copenhagen
University Obs."

J. Geaty, Haward SmlthsonlanObs.: "Thlnnlng of LargeCCDsn

G.Wecklw, EQ & &, U.S.A.: "EG & G Retieon's commitment to scientific imagerspresent and future s t a b w
A. Jutant, Thornson, France: "TMS' CCD produetian and large CCDs"
U. Fiedler, Tektronix, Germany: "Status of the Tektronik TK 2048 imagers"
R. Bredthauer, LOR& U.S.A.: " m e area astrormmbal imagers at LOR4Lm
F.J. Pool, E N , U.K.: "Recent developmentsof CCDs at EEV"

In the section dedicated to CCD OPERATIOWESTINWDESIGN, the presentations of J. Geary from the Harvard
Smithsonian Center provided updated
information on two areas of crucial Importance. Speaking about "Custom Design of CCDs for Astronomy", Geary
pointed out that in the past the design of
astronomical instruments had always to
adapt to the light-sensitive area format
and pixel size of commercially available
CCD detectors. The development of
custom-designed CCOs with guaranteed performance by the industry resutts
in relatively high costs. Lack of the
sophisticated design equipment need4
for the work made it impossible for the
customers to contribute in an active way
to the CCD layout work. Through a collaboration with R. Bredthauer of Loral
(formerly Ford Aerospace) a new approach for CCD custom design has now
been successfully made,where customer and industry share part of the design
and test work as well as the fabrication
risk. Due to the re~etitivestructure of
CCD light sensitive areas, the design
of the actual CCD semiconductor
layout can be done for a single fraction
of the CCD structure by the potential
user himself on a commonly used IBM
cornpatible PC with Autocad Software.
During this design work it is possible to
create or to borrow all the unique structures of the CCD (output amps, bus
inputs, pixel cell). Useful is here the
cooperation among potential users with
their own design libraries. The resulting
file is then transferred to the CCO
manufacturer now acting more like a
simple CCD foundry, who can edit the
file with a standard text editor and introduces some replication factors for the
repetitive parts (pixels, phase structures). The file (now containing the
whole CCD structure) is finally converted into a CAD File for lithography
with reticle masks. After the CCD production on the wafers the testing effort
is again shared between the customer
and the manufacturer, with the latter
doing the basic on-wafer electrical testing while the flrst carries out the timeconsuming image and full performance
tests. When the wafer quality is high and
the manufacturing process clean and
well tested, one wafer run can produce
a relatively large amount of useful devices at a low cost and with a reasonable manpower investment.
A few runs of custom-designed wafers have been successfully completed
at Loral. The Danish CCD gmup coordlnated by Johannes Andersen has
shared the costs of one of these runs
and is expected to receive the first
CCDs by the end of the year. An exam-
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Rgure 1: How to maxlmize the CCD sensitive area out of a IO-crnwafer: this photograph
courtesy d Ralph Rorentin Nielsen - shows a l P c m silicon wafer by L o r d (formerly Ford
to sawing. The CCD layout by
Aerospace) containing four 2048*, 15-pm buttable CCDs
J. Geary of the Haward Smilhsonien Center for Astrophflics Includes four 2888 x 512-ldrn
CCDs for spectmcopic applications in the free space of the w8fw.

ment has forced a requirement on the
analog chain to be based on circuitry
design with a 1 electron equivalent
noise. Overall system noise levels of
3-4 electrons have now been reached
In optimal operating conditions at various observatories, approaching with
CCDs the performance of photoncounting detectors. In spite of various
developments concerning analog drivers and video circuitry, there has been a
relative standardization of the principles
of the video signal processing. Improvements are still to be expected by the use
of improved components and carefully
tuning of the analog modutes.
Concerning the digital controller section the current systems (e.g. the VMEbased €SO system) are routinely
operating at a good level of reliability.
Main disadvantages are their hardware
complexity and a high power consumption, besides a great variety of sometimes not standardized interfaces to the
host computer. Facing the challenge of
telescope arrays like ESO's VLT, the
retiability of each CCD system has to be
improved drastically in order to ensure
the operation of multiple systems at the
various foci and telescopes.
A way to reach this aim and to improve at the same time many other
features of the CCD control system is

the use of Digital Signal Processors
(DSPs) and Tmsputers VPs) which
have become cornmercially available
during the last few years. Basically being a special species of mieroprocessors, TPs offer an increased capability of standard links to the outside world,
e.g. the host computers, a low power
consumption and less complexity of the
surrounding digital circuitry. Moreover,
they can also be used to collect and
optionally preprocess large amounts of
digital video data, The higher flexibility
simplifies the implementation of multiple
windows/binning, CCD mosaic operation, and total software control of all
static and dynamic CCD voltages.
These integrated devices are now established from different companies with
standardized interfaces and seem to be
well suited in leading to very small, lightweighted and reliable systems possibly
attached to the CCD cryostats. Several
observatories (RGO, Cerro Tololo,
Padova and ESO) have now controllers
based on Transputers at various stages
of development. Unlike the other groups
which are using TPs combined with
conventional digitat circuitry, ESO currently investigates the use of a combined system of TPs and DSPs. This
system aims at combining the interface
advantages of TPs and the quick, ex-

pie of

a custom designd CCD wafer is PRESENTATIONS FROM INDUSTRY.
The participants had the opportunity to
shown in Figure 1.
What is the major drawback of cus- hear reports on the latest products from
tom designed CCDs7 With d l their inter- most of the mdor manufacturers of sciesflng advantages, they remain front entific CCDs, as shown in the list of talks
illuminated devices with no sensitivity In on page 43. On the size of CCDs, the
the astronomically very important UV- trend is clearly dominated by the need
blue spectFal reglon. In his second talk to maxlmize the number of devbes
at the workshop, J. Geary dbcussed the which can be fMed on 10 cm wafers to
Problem of CCD thinning and the com- reduce the costs. This explains the
Panies/taboratories who have aoquiw success of the 2048~,15-p-pixel forexperience In this field. Various mat which allows to squeeze 4 devices
mhanlcal/chemical processes of on one wafer as shown In Figure 1. Imwhole wafer or single cut CCD thinning proved performance was also reported
have been used with d i r e n t degrees due to the progress In microchannel
of success. RCA more than ten years technology fur a high CTE at very low
ago, TeMronix, EG&G Reticon, mom- light levels and the Ughtly Doped Drain
son and EEV in the recent past have all (LDD) on-chip preamplifier for lower
successfully produced thinned devices noise and higher gain.
On the performance of CCDs that a
. with enhanced UY-blue sensitivity. Tektronlx seems at present to be the only potential customer can get now off-theone who regularly masters the process shelves of indu8try, we suggest to conon devices as large as 50 x 50 mm. Thin- tact the commercial agents of the cornning experiments are a h carried out at panbs. As a pdsional guldellne, we
the CCD Lab of Mike Lesser at Steward give below a summary of the situation
Observatory, at the lab of Danbury Optl- as obtained from our notes on the pre
Cal Systems and at the David Samoff sentations and the date s h W distrlResearch Center. These are potential but& at the workshop.
EG& G has obtained good wsults
addresses for CCD customers with a
batch of printed wafers to thin, but the with 'I200 x 400, 27-pm-pixel thinned
rate of success and the cost of the devices and is currently redesigning thm
chip support for Improved flatness.
Process are still not well defined,
Thornson CSF has produced thinned
The final session was dedicated to the

devices in the 5122 format and has
made plans to develop a 2 OM2,17-pmpixel, 34ge-buttabb, thinned device.
T-nix
announced the availability
of hte
ri
20a2, 24-pm-pixe1, thinned,
CCD for July 1991. The device is offered
with a guaranteed performance and it
appears the only one of this size available on short term. The price was not
named at the workshop, but Tektronix is
now willing to quote it.
Richard Bredthauer of the CGD laboratory of Loral presented their resub on
CCDs of different formats, like the
204s2, IS-pm-pixel and the 40*,
7.5prn devices.
EEV now delivers front-illuminated
devices with up to f 242 x 1152 pixels
(22-pm size) and has announced a
2186 x I 152 pixel CCD, buttable on two
sides. They ako obtained good results
in Mnning smaller devices.
Beslde the presentations, the workshop offered many opportunities including a nice dinner In Munich to
discuss the various topics, and to share
know-how and expertise. We have Uw
f d l n g that the meeting fully met its
main goals, providing an updating view
of the subject and favouring the collaboration between the different groups
and wlth the industrial suppliers.
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The Use of Photography in Astronomy:
Some Thoughts about Schmidt Telescope Wide-Field Work
R.M. WEST, ESO
1. Introduction
During the past decade, a revolution
has taken place in the field of astronomical detector techniques, and astmnomers all over the world are profiting from
new digital devices like CCDs and
photon-counting detectors. Indeed, it
might appear that photography, previously so widely used in astronomy, wilt
soon be a thing of the past in professional work, no longer of any value in
front-line investigations.
bong the various types of groundbased astronomical Instruments now in
use, none has been more intimately
connected to the development of lrnProved photographic methods over the
Past decades than the large Schmidt
telescopes. The future of the photographic detector in astronomy is therefore Iargely dependent on its useful application at Schmidt telescopes. In this

artlcle 1 shall explore a question that is
now being posed at many observatories: is it reasonable to continue to
use photographic plates In Schmidt telescopes or has the time come to alm at
a rapid implementation of CCD techniques, also here7
In this connection, it should be r e
membered that "an astronomical insttument is only as good as the scientific
resuks /? producesn.This maxim Is not
always kept in mind and around the
world there are quite a few examples of
"seniof telescopes with associated
methodology which for sentimental or
traditional reasons continueto be in use,
long after it has been shown (in other
places) that their ability to produce good
science of current relevance has begun
to decline. Moreover, it is not always
fully appreciated that It is the science
resulting from an instrument that defines

its current value in a global context, not
the technology it employs.
In addition to the fundamental l i m b
tions imposed by the funds available In
any one place, there may of course be
other, perFectly valid reasons, for instance long-term continuity of observational programmes and the availability of
well-established calibration systems,
which makes it advantageous to keep
using certain telescopes, auxiliary instruments and associated methods,
aIso well beyond thelr prime years.
However, In the ideal case, and certainly
for most front-line research programmes, it is clear that failure to adopt
new and improved technology and observational methods will eventually result in slower scientific progress and
ultimately, in falling behind the rest of
the world. R is also a question of the real
cost of the observational data if from a
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certain moment a new method allows TABLE 1.
the same astronomical informationto be
gathered at signMcantly tower expensa in time and manpower, then a Quantum efficiency
70-80% at peak mmitlvlty
change-over ought to M seriously wnS k @ixels)
> 20,0002
max. 2,WP
ddered.
mn-llmr
basically tlnear
The questim above can then be refwOynamlc range
mulated: would the intrcduction of CCD
o ~ of m
the most important, hitinsk propties of the photo@aphic and CCD techtechnique6 in Schmidt telescopes en- C
niques (opticalr e g h ; statue 1991; a 15-pm "ske Is aswmed fw the photopphk Hte,
h a m their a b i l i to produce good $13- tWmsponding to 1 aresec h tei8scapH of the F 3-me& Ctm.).
ence?
The most Important, intrinsic properties of the photographic and CCD tech2Current Use of Schmidt
ntques are compared in Table 1.
Astronomical observations, including
Telescopes
Both typos of detector demand very
those made with Schmidt telescopes,
carsful handlimg. To ensure the best use
All of the world's large Schmidt Me- provide different types of infwmatlon
of CCDs, it is necessary to obtain bias, scopes (9-g. with aperture above 50 cm) (data) which may be classified into a
flat-field and dark frames, and the elimi- cumtly rely on the use of large photo- number of natural areas (not necessarily
nation ofartificial and natural blemishes, graphic plates, which permlt the simul- in order of perceived Sgnificance):
e.g. cosmic-ray events, implies tlme- taneous registration of direct images or
c~asumingwork which is not necessari- slitless (objective prism) spectra of ob- 1. Discomy of new objects
ly "easier", but perhaps better controll- jects in sky fields of the order of 2 Astrometric positions (a, 8) of indiabte than the deltcate hypersensitization 5' x 5" or larger, with angular rmduvidual objects
and processing of photogwphic ptates. tions that in most cases are equal to the 3. Photometric intensiff- of the radiaIn this connection, it is an interesting instantaneous local seeing.
tion I (A, fl received from individual
fact that only h e photographic emulsion
Schmldt plates are used for a great
objects
is at the same time detector and storage vatiety of astronomical programmes. 4. Defection and charactm*mtlon of
medium and that therefore the impor- Some of these do not fully take advantemporal variations In pasition (h,
tant question of complm archiilng of tage of the large field which is the maln
and intensity (Ilght c u m ) of indithe raw obmrvational data for the bene- virtue of Schmidt telescopes, and could
vidual objects
fit of Mure uswa Is a priorl taken care of well be carried out with other Instru- 5. IdentlfrcaUon of larger structures and
in photography.
their surface characteristics, includments. There are in the liierature many
On the other h d , the dlgital output examples of re#arch programmes with
ing higher-order clustering of indifrom CCDs is perfectly sulted for direct photographic Schmidt telescopes
vidual objects
input to computers, thereby streamlln- whlch are concerned wfth individual obing the reduction procedures and, jects w h e small angular dimensions
How well is the wide-field Schmidt
above all, dlmlnating the need for a wwld make them fit into a normal CCD photographic technique dolng in these
preceding transfer from analogue densi- frame. In these cases, it would clearly arms7
ty to digW numbers via more or less have been more efficient to use the CCD
noisy registration devices.
1. D18coveries. There is IMle doubt
technique at another telescope, atIt is therefore clear that the main ad- though such an instrument may not that Schmidt suwejls in different colvantages of the photographic plate over have been accessible to the astmnorn- ours, direct or through an objedive
the CCD are its larger sire and the ease ers concerned.
prism, as well as Schmidt patrols, conwith which me OM
data can be
"Marrow"-field Schmidt work will not stltute-one of the most successful techarchived. W M n the foreseeable future, be further considered here and in what niques of identifying (i.e, discovering)
no CCDs, not even mosaics, can be follows, I shdl restrict myself to sky sur- particularly "interestingn new objects,
expected to approach the field sire and veys (coverage of a major part of the due to the ability to cover large sky
thereby also the total information stor- sky, often in several colaurs) and sky fields at high angular resolution and at
age capacity of large photographic patrols {repeated coverage of the same regular tlme intervals. A well-known expl&S.
part of the sky).
ample is the Patomar 48-in Schmidt
But am these advantages irnpwtant
Schmidt plates, whether obtained for (Oschin) telescope with which large
erwugh to warrant further use of the large sky surveys or for less oomprehen- quantities d pecullar objects have been
photographb method in existlng large she programmes, and whether originals Identified for subsequent, detdled
Schmidt tetescopes? Would R not, wlth or high-fidellty copies, sewe several studles with the 5-rn Hale telescope.
the shorter exposure times needed, IM
scientific purposes, of which the follow- Most new minw planets and a large
posslbb to cover the same total sky ing are particularly important:
fraction of h new comets are still
field in the same time with multiple CCD
found on Schmidt plates and all major
Record for later research (0.p. to sunreys of particular objects, e.g. emisexposures? And why should we concheck the previous behaviour of an sion-line stars, planetary nebulae,
tinue to use photographic methods at
object d current interest)
large Schmidt telescopes, when the digalaxies and galaxy clusters, continue
Inventory of objects in a particular to be based on Schmidt plates. Some
gital detectors are so much mwe wcusky arm (9.g. to produce catalogues discoveries also includethe archival use
rate and uc~eanm?
of all objects with rnlcular c h c - of Schmtcft plates; a recent example is
As we shall see below, a more deMstics)
tailed analysis Indicates that the photothe identiflcatlonof the progenitor of the
(Optical) Identification of objects bright supemova 1987A in the LMC with
graphic technique is still supenbr for
(radlo. X-ray, gmma-ray .)
wide-IIdd, high angular resduhn
a surprisingly blue colour and early-type
Serendipitous discweries (e.g. of spectrum; thls uobsewatlm" W a diSchmidt
minw planets, comets and variable rect impact on model calculations of late
objects)
evolutionary stagm of heaby stars.
3

..

Figure 1: The enormous amount of information contained on a single Schmidt plate is illustrated by these four images. which were reproduced
from an exposure of a sky field in the Miiky Way band, obtained with the ?-metreESO Schmidt t8lBCcrpe On a red-sensitive emulsion (Plaie
5714; ESOKRC W d 5 I& 120 min; 25 Ju(y 1M4;seeing 1 arcsec). The fuil plate measures 30x30 cm (upper right) and covers a sky area of
5.6x5.6 degrees. The other three images (cormtercIockwise)are 3 . 6 ~
36x and 360% enlargements of an area near the globular cluster NGC
6325, seen above the centre of the plate. The field edges measure 1W ,160 and 16 amec, respeciiwk; and the total piate area corresponds to
1611, 16,000 and 7,6#,WD such &Ids. The Nmitlng magnitude of this E S W ) plate Is about 22. Observer: 0.Pizaro. Photog~aphicwork: H.
Zodet.

-

2 Astrornetry. Due to the absence of
an all-sky, accurate astrometric net with
suflcisnt density for CCD work (- 1 star
per square arcmin) -the HST Guide Star
Catalogue may be well suited for guiding purposes, but not for astrometry at
the sub-arcsecond level -the only existing method for the determination of
accurate asttometric positions of objects too faint to be observed with meridian circles is to use Schmidt plates on
which a sufficient number of brlght as-

trometric standards are visible. The absolute position of a faint object (0.g. In
the FK5 system) must either be measured directly on a Schmidt plate or,if It
is only visible in a narrow-field, deep
CCD frame, by transfer of local secondary standards from a Schmidt plate to
the CCD fleld.
3. Photometry. Absolute photometric
accuracies of the order of 0,07 mag
can normally be achieved on well*-

*

posed photographic plates for point-like
objects which are at least 3 mag above
the plate limit. It is posslble to improve
#is value somewhat by having many
photometric standards in the immediate
m a , but Ute intrinsle non-linearity of
photography and the need to establish a
unique intensity calibration for each
plate restrict the ultimate level of precision. Thls compares to f 0.01
0.02 mag in good CCD frames (total
counts per object > 10,000) and illus-

-

trates an important limitation of the
photographic method. However, the
possiblity to measure on the same plate
a very large number of objects mdes
Schmidt photomet?yideal for statistical
investigations whlch do not demand the
highest accuracy.
4. Yariabllky. Photographic Schmidt
exposures are a rich source of discovery
of variable objects and a b w for many
long-term variability studies. They hclude photometric variabll@ of quasars
over many decades, the large-scale investigation of variable stars in selected
Mltky Way fields and, In particular, the
ident!flcatton of falnt, high proper-motion objects, e.g. whlte dwarfs. So far
the vadabitii has most often been atablished by the use of bllnk comparators, but m e recently automatic
methods (computer-"blinking") have begun to produce important results.

are inherent in the two types of detectors in order to better ludge how the
intr0duGtbn of a CCD into one of the
existing large Schmidt telescopm may
influence Its observational potential.
R Is impodant to emphasize that here
it is not the question of installinga small
CCD chip into a large Schmidt telescope: this would immediately rob it of
its unique wide-field capability, the importance of which has been demonstrated above. Nor is It likely that k
would be technically feasible to have a
dual system, wRh the posdbllii to
change between large plates and the

fields could only be fully covered by a
photographlc plate. The use of multipleSIP techniques, 9.g. in the planned fibre
optics spectrographs, will only pennit
the simultaneous registration of a
minuscule fraction of the light that is
collected and focussed by the tele
scope.

Exbadon of 1nformaUon. Next, the
extraction of lnformatfon from photographic plates has always been a bottleneck in Schmidt work. However, there
are positive developments. During the
past years, it has b m increasingly
CCD camera and Its cooling system. realized that photographic plates conThe mechanical adjustment of a large tain a greater wealth of Informationthan
Schmidt telescope is extremely critical thought before, and that their potential
and frequent exchanges wwld most hEts not been exhaustively exploited in
certainly lead to inferior performances. the past. This is demonstrated by the
Present Schmidt tetesoopes are obvi- Impressive results obtained with the
ously optimized for photography, but it photographic amplification, masking
wwld of course be interesting to con- and stacking techniques which now
struct smaller, lntmedlate-field Instru- make it p w l b b to recognize and
5. Large Structures. The identifica- ments which are optimized for the measure extremely faint objects which
cannot be perwived by dlrect, visual
tion and study of large structures, like large& available C C h .
inspection
or even by microphotometric
Milky Way cim and clustm of galaxies
measurement
of the plate. At the same
at intwmedlate distances, is obviously
time,
much
effort
has been put into imfacilitated by the availability of wide-fietd
proving
the
exbadon
of data from
exposures. The importance of all-sky
Regular users of Schmidt telescopes
photographic
plates
by
means
of fast
work Isamply illustratedby the scientific are well aware that in wide-field work,
manning
m
t
c
r
o
p
h
o
t
o
m
~
but
there
impact of satellite tervatwies like the quality and the astronomical value of
a
n
only
a
few
devices
in
the
world
in
the
lRAS and ROSAT; It has a direct bearing the photographic plates depend on a
technological
front-llne
which
are
also
in
on the study of the largest structures in very large number of factors, not all of
regular
use.
Main
areas
of
future
imthe Universe and Its evolution. Whl le the whbh can be fully controlled. Inthe ease
CCD technique lets us study the finest of sky suweys, of which those In the provement are increased speed and exdetails In individual objects, the estab- northern (Palomar) and the southern sky tension of the dynarnical range by
lishment of large samples with ctaan (ESO and UKST) constitute the most means of better sources of illumination
definition crlteria is only possible wlth comprehensive observing programmes and faster A10 converters.
wide-field instruments. When combined pmsently undertaken with photographic
Archival storage of photographlc
wlth the high angular resolution and Schmldt telescopes, the quality of the plates. Photographic plates are stored
comparatively falnt IimRing magnitude final product, i.a. the Atlas copies, is under very different cond1tIons at the
of present, large Schmidt tdescopes, it among others influenced by the seeing, world's observatories. Whlle some plate
is also possible to observe at the same the mechanical perforrnanoe of the tele- vaults have advanoed climatic control,
time smaller details within larger struc- scope, the processing and copying of In other plplate libwka form part
turn; some examples am the overall the plates and the archival conditions.
of book Ilbraries and the plates are
structure of the Gum Nebula, the Intrit c k of technological progress. themfore subject to variable temperacate network of thread-like nebulae In Perhaps the most serious problem in ture and humidity. Old envelopes are
the arm of r( Carinae, and the complex pment-day astronomical photography often dangerous to plates, since they
of interstellar reflection nebulae, near Is that for qulte a few years, no new, contaln traces of bleaching and/or colthe south cdestid pole. In thb cunnec- Improvedemulsions have become avail- wring agents. It is unfortunately also
tlon mwt atso be mentioned the objec- able; the latest major advance in the true that not all plate archives proM from
tive prism technique, which makes It photographic field was the introduction m associated m O n t relrieval system
posslble to obtain large numbers of of the llta emulsion h 1970, followed and at some observatorfes there b
spectra of stars and small nebulae some years Later by the TP-2415 emul- no access to the plates for outside resimultaneously and which is unsur- sion, Ukewiss, most of the photo- searchers.
passed for deep studies of the overall graphic techniques which are now in
In this connection, there are intereststellar distribution in the Galaxy.
use were already fully developed more ing developments whi~haim a? the diIn summary, it is obvious ttlat photo- than 10 years ago. Thus the field of glthtion of existing photographb sky
graphic wide-field observations with astronomical photography, in the tech- surveys, although it is not yet technically
Schmidt telescopes play an important nical sense. is in a period of stagnation, posslble to store the complete Informarole in cumnt front-line obsewational with correspondingly little incentive to tion of a major sky survey in digital form
astronomy and would also continue to new investments in photographic tech- at an affordable cost. However, the
niques by the observatories. This is also avallablii of computer-readable dlgital
do so In the near future.
Mected in the decislon not to include copies with less resolution and smaller
any
photographic equipment in the new dynamiealrange than the original survey
3.Limitations of the Methods
generation of super telescopes, for In- plates wllt be very useful for many purIt Is now of Interest to look more stance h the €SO 16-m Very Large Te- poses, eg. the preparation of finding
closely at the critical Hrnitations which lescope, even though the large focal &arts for observations.

ArcRMng. Probably the most serious
problem is that there is still no cheap,
When compared to photography, the univeFsally available storage medlm for
main drawbacks of the CCD technique CCD data, Magnetic tapes are stitl used
are the smaller frame she and the d- in most places to provlde a temporary
Val problems, whlle the total mst may record of raw CCD data and the rapid
accumulation of these tapes, in particuPlay a smaller role.
Field size.The currently largest CCDs lar because most CCD exposures are
in common use in astronomy have 2000 comparatively short, Is of major concern
X 2000 pl$
fields. 4000 x 4000 pix2 in many places, lncludlng the European
arrays have baen expedmentalb tested Southern Obswvatwy. Unless the tapes
but it will still be some time before a are transcribed to a more stable
reasonable number become available. It medium, 8.g. optlcal disks, It must be
seems realistic that mosaics of up to feared that a significant fraction of the
four 2000 x 2000 pix2 CCDs may be valuable data will become unreadable
available to observers in five yews time. and therefore lost wlthln a few decades.
Such a device would cover about 1/25 Aso the long-term stability of optical
( - l o x lg4 of the Schmidt field. With disks L &Ill rdatlvely unknown. The
We present sensitivity ratio (e.g. 75 :31, problem of organizing and retrieving ln,the total CCD exposure time nec8ssary formation in a data base of several
to covw the same field to the same Tbytes should rid be underestimated
limiting magnitude as one photographic either.
Cost A complete, topqualhy CCD
plate wodd be similar; this however,
does not take into account the non- system far use h astronomy implies
negligible read-out time (probably 25 x a capital expense that may exceed
2 to 3 min) of the enormous data quan- US$ 100,000. and therefore be beyond
titles. The curved focal field in present the financial reach of most smaller obSchmidt telescopes may be another ob- senratories. A CCD can of course be
stacle. In the ESO f/3 Schmidt, the focal used to obtain an unlimited number of
Position is critical to wRhln 10 pm, frames, and when the total costs are
compared to a wwahrre of 25 prn calculated, the need for archlvlng of the
from the centre-to the comer of a 3 x 3 CCD data must also be taken Into
c d , 2000 x 2000 pi$ CCD chip; this account. This involves the time-canmay necessitate the insertion of a field sumjng transfer to the final storage
flattening lens. The proper recombha- medlum and the curnutdie cost of
tion of the IndMdud frames into a larger magnetic tapes and/or opticat disks as
unfty, when needed, may also constitute welt as the associated computer hardan added difficulty.
and softwm. Whough In photography
L 2 CCDs

--

the capital investment at the Mescope
and in the plate processing laboratory
may be smaller than the above figure,
the total costs are not necessarily SO.
The 1991 price of one 14 x 14 inch
spectroscopic plate Is below 100 US$,
but in recent years Kodak has repeatedly Increased its pprlces for astronomical
emulsions. For a qualified astronomical
exploitation of the plates, it Is furthermow n-ary
to acquire (or have
access to) a fast measuring machine
and a photographical laboratory equlpp d for advanced plate manipulations.

In summary, It appears that the
photographic technique has virtues
which make It better suited than CCDs
for wide-field, hlgh-angular molutilon
Schmldt telascope work, at least until
further notice. Notwithstanding the
shortcomings of the photographic plate,
its large slm and archlval properties
make It indispnsablefor the permanent
recording of large sky m a s during optb
cal sky surveys and patrols. As mentioned above, thew Is a great current
Interest In all-sky work and the Intimate
collaboration between such instruments
working In different wavebands, on the
ground and from orbiting satellites, is
absolutely necessary for the study of the
largest structures In the Unlverse and
therefore of its evolution.
For more than 100 years, the photographic technlqua has guaranteed a
continuous record of the vldble sky, of

Figure 2 An astmnomicc~Iplate arehive. Each wrpboard in the ESO plate vault at the Headquadm in Garehing contains up to t,500 Schmidt
ptates. rn plates haw &en
to rhe &t ANSI archival s t a n d a d wkh a minimum m b n t of W u a l active s i k In the muIslonlon
7he tempemure and the humid& in fhe vauk are s t l y controlled, and acmlmted aging iesfs indicate th8i the img# on t h e plates will
m m i i wiry UrH:hangM dwlng many rnntwles. It is, howmer, likely that they will be digitired some time In tha (not very near) Mure, once
SufKeimtiy compact and equptly stable stwage media far d i g M data have besm developed. d.t@mph: #.-H. Heyw

immense and lasting value for astronomical r m , now and in the future. Sky surveys and patrols must conthue, lest Mure generEltlons of astronomers will blame us for not having
done our histotical duty. When camfully
processed and properly stored. photographic plates can last for centuries,
while there is at the present no guarantee that even a M o n of the many CCD
frames obtained during the past ten
years will also be accessible, say,
100 years from now.
It must be stressed that the p m t
condusim does not apply to work at
lower angular resolution and with smal-

ler instruments: there are several examples of the- great uMllty of wlde-angle
CCD work, for instance the extensive
monitoring of Comet Halley's GO+ tall
with a 640 x 1024 pix2camera at t~ SPla in 1986. It wwld be highly ddrable in
the future to mmpkment large Schmidi
surveys with very-wide field patrol exposures by spmiallrad lowmIutlun

CCD cameras.
There Is little doubt that CCDs and
other digital detectors will ultimately replace the photographic plat= h al! instruments, and also in the large Schmidt
telescopes. But this step shodd only be
taken when these detectors haw be-

come big enough not to compromise
dw efficient and exhaustive exploitation
of the unique scientific capabilities of
wide-field Schmidt work and when the
CCD archiving problem has b e n satisfactorily m k e d .

I am very thankful to Martin Cullum,
Bo Reipurth, Massirno Tarenghi and Edwin Valentijn, who suggested a number
of Impwtant improvements to this ar-

ticle.

CASPECysNew Look
L. PASQUINl and A. GILLIOTTE, €SO,La Sitla
1. Introduction
CASPEC, the 3.6-rn Cassegrain
Echelle Spectrograph, is one of the 4
high-resolution (HR)spectrographs presently available at La Silla. Together with
the EMMI hlgh-resolution mode, CASPEC is the only HR spectrograph capable of reaching relatively faint objects
and, thanks to the crossdispersed wders. to record large wavelength ranges
(up to 1400 A in the present configuration) in only one frame. Since the highresolution mode of EMMl Is available In
the RED arm only (i.9. for wavelengths
redder than 4000 CASPEC wilt probably remain for the next years the only
HR spectrograph available at La Silla
capable of reaching faint objects in the
BLUE and in the near UV. Recently it has
been successfully used at wavelengths
as blue as 3130 8( (Baade and Crane,
1991).
ESO has started a programme to upgrade the instrument in order to increase the performance of CASPEC; we
report hew the recent improvements
and we anticipate some of the changes
foreseen before the end of the year. For
a general description of the instrument
the reader is referred to the ESO CASPEC Operating Manual (Pasquini and
D'Odorico, 1989).

a)

2 fhe New Detector
Since September I990 a new detector is available for CASPEC: it is a 512 x
512 Tektronlx chip (ESO CCD 161, with a
pixel size of 27 x 27 pm. Its characteristics and response curve are given In
Figure 1 (Sinclaim, 1991).
This chip is in several aspects much
better than the old RCA 8, previously
mounted on CASPEC; In particular:

It has a larger format, which allow a
wavelength coverage up to 1400 S( in
one frame.
It has a lower Read-Out Noise (RON)
(- 10 e- compared to
28 em).This
greatly increases the instrumental performance for low S/N observations,
where the RON is the dominant source
of noise.
It has a very good cosmetic, no offset
columns and no Interference fringes; all
these characteristics are essentiat for
the correct reduction of Echelle data.
The efficiency of CASPEC with the
31.6 Ilnes/mm echelle plus short camera
and CCD 16 was measured through
wide sllt (4 x 4 arcsec) observations of
the standard star Feige 56 (Stone,
1977); results are presented in Figure 2.
We note that, in order to compute the
data points of Figure 2, the echefle orders were not merged: electrons at
wavelengths appearing in mom than
one order were measured separately
and then added up.
The CCD response curve shown In
Figure 1 was obtained after UV flooding,
a procedure which enhances the detector sensitivity at wavelengths below
4300
When the efficiency tests
were performed, the UV-flooding was
not properly working; as a consequence, the points of Figure 2 in the
Blue and UV ranges must be considered
only as tower limits to the real instrumental efkiency.
The points of Figure 2 must be taken
as indicative only, because when considering a reat science exposure, possible slit losses must be taken into
account. With this configuration, however, these losses are not expected to
be very important; In fact, a good spectral sampling (2 pixels FWHM) is obtained with a sllt width of
300 prn,

-

-

-

-

which corresponds to 2.12 arcsec on
the sky. This aperture is much wider
than the typical seeing registered at the
3.6-m telescope.
In Rgure 3, the expected S/N per pixel
as a function of the integration tlme and
the stellar magnitude is shown (continuous lines). In our calculations the stellar
light was considered to spread over 3
pixets in the direction perpendicular to
the dispersion (one Tektronix pixd cotresponding to 0.648 arcsec in the sky
with the short camera) and an airmass
equal to 1. We flxed the CCD RON to
10 em/plxelOnstead of the nominal 8,8)
because this value seems to be the
most common at the telescope.
In Figure 3 are also ptotted similar
curves computed for the RCA (dashed
Ilnes, Pasquini and DIOdorico Ig89); despite the lower quantum efficiency of the
Tektronix with respect to the RCA, its
bigger pixel size and lower RON allows
to reach fainter objects.
The new chip, on the other hand,
suffers some limitations, the knowledge
of which is important for the users:
The 27 pixd slze limits the maximum
achievable resolving power to R
18,WQwith the Short Camera.
With the Long Camera a resolving
power almost two times higher can be
obtained, but with no order overlap. In
such a configuration, in fact, the portion
of the spectrum covered by each order
is only 46 40of the wavelength ranges
reported in the Thorium-Argon reference spectrum (D'Odorico et a!., 1987).
By tilting the crossdisperser it is possible to observe any portion d the orders
0.0. not necessarily the central part), but
this adjustment can be made only in the
afternoon, during the set-up procedure
and it cannot be changed by the observer during the night.

-

After saturation the CCD shows some
remnants, which may last up to a few
hours: special care (in particular In taking flat fidds) should be used En order to
avoid overexposure.

ch@C ~ c ~ ~ ~ * s
Type:
Serlal Number:
Formak
PIxel slze:
Image sire:
Convsrstm factor:
Nolm level:
Linearity:
Blmishes:
Dark eumnt:
Charge Transfer Eff.:

1115-3-8 (806-7468-73.
512 x 612 plxets, 50 pm-mm plxexels Inthe horizontaldirmtlon.
27 x 27 m k m .
15.8 x 13.8 mm.
Normally uaed at 1.7s-/ADU ( W n 20, HCK-I2 on Gen V Camera),
app 8.8 e- RMS at W n 20 VCK-12).
Better than f I %. CCD saturation Is about 100,000 e'lplx.
There are 3 parallel traps to b~ mapped.
The mean dark is app. 12 e4/plxlhrat I80 K.
Measured CTE Is 0.999093 in both d M b n s (1.e. 09.3 % after
1000 transfers).
R.Q.E.: Measured at 180 ld Sw below.
Operating temp.: 180 Kelvin.
Cosmle Ray Events: 2.9k0.3 events/rnldc&, 1.e. app. 333 events/hr for the edre chip.

3. Filters
Partially related to the installation of
the new chip is the cholm of the filters
now Inserted in the filter wheels:
Neutral Density (ND) Filters: because
the internal quark lamp used for Flat
fidds Is rather red, it was impossible to
Obtaln low- to intermediate-level flat
fields for wavelengths above 5500 8(
with the filters previous1y used. We have
therefore inserted a higher density filter;
Table 1 displays the new ND wlmel Con-

-

buration.
Colour Filters (CF): Three new colour
filters were inserted, mostly to facilitate
flat fielding in the BLUE and In the UV.
The response curves of the available
Wlour filters are shown in Figure 4. The
new CF wheel has the followlng configuration:
Filter 1: (RG630, unchanged): It is a
Long-Wavelength Passband (LWP), to
b used for Th-Ar exposures at
wavelengths longer than 6250 A In order
to avoid possible contamination from
second-order strong lines.
Fitter 2: (ffi530,unchanged) As filter
1, but wlth a cut-off at 5350 A.
Filter 3: (BG24) This filter is particularly important for Flat Fields at central
wavelen hs between
4000 and
5000 it lowers the instrumental response in the red part of the spectrum,
avoiding a too strong intensity gradient
behymn the bluest and reddest orders.
and ':
NG5 and BG3)
filter 3, but used for bluer wavelengths.
Colour filters can also be inserted in
front of the rear-slit viewer and of the
small-fleld cameras. Those filters are

-

TeMronlx TEK 512M-12, Wnned, backside Illuminated.

RES PONSlVE QUANTUM EFFICIENCY

-

$

~ o s Hrecommended
~
for observations
in the UV and in the INFRARED in order
to avoid miscentring due to the differential atmospheric refraction. The TV
cameras have a spectral response
peaked in the visible part of the spectrurn. These filters can be used only on
relatively bright: sources. For these absewations and for observations requirins very precisepositioning of the abject
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TABLE 1: New ND wheel -mt?on.
Wheel
posm

Neutral
density

n1tw

I
2
3

2.22

RG 630

1.91
1.37
087
0.51

a
5
9
0

4

5

C&r

BG 24
UQ5

BG 3

0

4000

5000
6000
Wavelength

7000

Mgwe 2: O W 13.8-m tehsmpe + CA5PECPhorl Camera and 31.6 I l W m m echeIIe)+ CCD
16 efrkim
cum.

Despite the baffling, external light can
dl penetrate Into the spectrogmph in
presence of a strong sourcq observers
are therefore mommended to switch
off the ItgMe In the 3.6117 cage when
dolng ~allbratbnsand dark expowe$.
The efffciency of the crwdhperser
was checked by & w i n g a standard
star at 6Q50 A. It was found to be very
close to the manufactutefs specifications, indicating that no degmdatron has
otcutred since the first Instdlation of the

InstrumenL
6. Future IrnproVBrnmtb

h p i t e these Improvements, some
work
Is stlll mcewy in order to fully
0
0
1
2
3
4
5 exploit the potentid af CASPEC and to
make it more user friendly; some irnIntegration Time ( Hours )
plemsntations, concerning a bettsr detA g u r e ~ ~ e x p e c t e d ~ ~ ~ m ~ p e r ~ r t t ~ A ~ a s* ~o nf o~ f Ht h~ e~~ ~~ d~ tf ~ i e w m ~ t
d-t
mm ConthUOM /h&
and TB- €0 m
x ahlp;
fine8 and V mftwm
the
of
~ y m ~ C t h ~ ~ . f h e ~ k v ~ ~ ~ c o r r s E d e r e d f 0 s p r e e d 0 ~ 3 a~~w,BTBunderstudy.
rrdd~&~u~~
in WdirsoaM-kto
mdgpembn;pirslske&27xZ7pm forM TeMmhrand
menmstep
wdl mst
15xl5pmfW~RM
Wm of a new RED cmsdiyemer in
the coming months. This ~ d i s p a
in the slit (I.& accurate radial velocities) wavelength and resolution in few will enhance the performance of GASit is strongly rewmmndedto orient the minutes; two W t e s and two TS
PEG fw wawlengths longer than
are presently available. Maintmmce of
5500 A, glvlng a btb match beslit along the pdlactb angle.
such an ins2rumt Is therefwe a major tween the spectrograph and the chIp
char~cteristlw.In fact, despite a goad
task. In addition to the regular m
a
m
i
name, wM~hhcludes cleaning of the quantum efficienq of the Tekhnix in
AS
h
m
slit jaws, checking and leaning of all the red, the final CASPEC performanIt has hknown for a long time that the funct'mand a new optlcal dgn- am limited in this spectw reglon by the
~
parts close to poor response of the pmetlt m d l s CASPEC pmented &r
pronounced ment, aN t h mechantcal
shifts, which were &dent w-er
the the beam area m e painted black, in p m r (fig. 2.3 In b q u l n i and
positbn of the telescope in the
was orrla to avokl spurlous Mections. This D'Odorico, 198Q).
chand during long expaurn on has sdved the p r o b h of scattered
taint objects. Th- shin8 were rnostty light affecting the 2-3bluest orders that Aoklowledgements
wldent in the dlmction papendlcular to a p p a d when the new CCO (which
We are grateful to J.L. Uzon, G. Rupthe dispersion and they produced 8 d8- owm a larger m a with q e c t to the
grasldon of the data, spreading the RCA) was used with the 52 linedmm precM and S. DyOdoricufor their conspectrum o w swml pixels and lower- echdk New baffles were tinally added, tribution to the Improvements of the lning the Medtve S/N. fhw shifts were in order to make the sputqrapfi light stnrment. GASPEG users d a s m s p e
obl thmks; with their quallfld and concaused ky the smo cmtmHhg the *ht.
crwdispersw several soluffo~wwere
attempted and flmlty a merchaniod
cauntewefght has been applied {crpur- w,
tesy of J.L Llwn).
Tests using calbratlon-lamp spmtm
taken at several telescope postbns
were performed and they shwed that 7s
the instrument is now very stable (sea
Fig. 5 for an ewmple). Long e x p m s
on faint mums have conflmrad that
#I5 problem is now solved.
In orderto allow the counLiw&ht to 50.
work, the c r o s s d w funcbion must
be dhbled VSpl mYwamithe p d u m
Is d d b e d In the CASPEC h u a l
(Pasquink and 0' W o o , 1989).
25.
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6. M B i ~ m o e
CASPEC is a rather complex instrurn&: it haa several moving parts, all the
functions are remotely contmibd, giving
the possibitlty to change centrd

WAVELENGTH ( nm. 1
Flgure 4: Colow Altb#s mmme cwves as hn&m of wmlmatb.

CROSS DISPERSION

60,

SO,,

40,

30,

20,

to,

0

perfwmed to Invesfigete CASPEG shifts: rnessumdpixelpasitidm ofe Th-Arllne as a function of the telesm~
Figure 5: An example of the
W i t h distam. Ml wwas wiented E- W and the telesmpa was moved In declination.

S t ~ c t l v ecriticism they greatly contrib ~ e to
d these lmprwements.

D'Odotico, S. Ghlgo, M., Ponz., 0. 1987: An
Atlas of the Th-Ar Spectrum fof the ESO
Echelle Spectrcgraph. ESO Sclentlfic Re-
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Optical Gyros for Astronomical Telescopes
F. MERKLE and M. RAVENBERGEN, €SO
Pointing and,tracking of telescopes
requires high-precision angular encoders. Up to now classical rotary encoders
have been used for this application.
m i r implementation in modern t a p
telescopes with alWazimuth mounts becmgs rather difficult, because they
have to be Installed on the rotation axis,
which has to be clear and free of any
obstruction for the Nasmyth or mud4
light path. In the MT the largest monolithic encoders ever built are used, with
a clear Inner diameter of 50 cm. Its glass
ring, which contains the division scales,
has an outer diameter of 70 cm. For the
VLT, with Nasmyth beams of approxlmately 1 rn diameter, this type of encoder is not realistic any more and altematively engraved steel scales mounted on
Precisely aligned cylinders will be used.

For these reasons, optical gyros have
been proposed at ESO as an alternative
solution, already In 1966 (1, 2). They
have not to be mounted on the rotation
axis because they would control the teIscope (pointing and tracking) like an

Inertial navigation system used In alrplanes, satellites, submarines, etc.
In order to assess this new approach
and to demonstrate its usefulness for
astronomical telescopes, ESO launched
a feasibility study in Aprll 1990.The In-

*

Optical Gyros
Optical gyros (J.R, Wllkrnson (1987), Prog, Quant. fleck, Vol. 11, pp. 1- 103) are
based on the Sqnac e f f h (G.Sagnac (1813), C. R Amd. Sci, Vol. *57, 708). Two
countqmpagatlng optleal waves are travelling Inside a ring Interferometerand then
comblned and brought to Interference. Is the Intelemmeter not In rotation then the
travel time for the two optical paths are the same md the Interference pattern at the
output is stathnaty. Is the interfernmeter rotating around an axis perpsndlcular to it8
plane, then one light wave sees #s path shortened and the other one sees It ebngated.
Thls classical view leads to correct results for the path d i f f e w m but a detailed
physical descrlptlon has to ke based on the genml theory of ntatlvlty.

Rgure 1: View of the fibre gyro system (INFOG 2000) developed by Prof. Schriidw at
fhe FH Offenbum. 7he coll wHh 1100 m
polarlratlon meintalnlng fibre has 26 cm
dlametar and is Inslde the thermally stablllked
and magnetIcaI/y shielded square box (gyro
hew mounted fw test puon a mtation t a ~ e .he smell confro/ box, which can
be sepai-atd mom man 15 metres from the
&?ym
head* mtains the Ibht source @LEO at
1280 nm) end the delectw and &liveis the
condltloned gym output signal. (Photo: FH
mneurg).

I

I

stitut fiir Physikalische Sensorik at the
Fachhochschule Offenburg (FHO), Qermany, started with a theoretical investigation of thls concept in view of the
specific requirements in astronomical
telescopes and came up with a proposal
for a fibreher gyro combination in order to cover the pointing as well as

tracking phase in telescope operation.
A first prototype for the fibre- gyro part
has recently been completed at the FHO
(see Fig. 1) which would already meet
the VLT requirements for tracking with
an accuracy of better than 0.1 arcsec
over 30 seconds, and a resolution higher than 0.02 amsac. Commercially avail-

able systems currently do not provide
this accuracy and resolution. The con. - . which
struction fw an Improved version
will be delivered to ESO (3) and tested
on the Nrr next year has just started.
This fibre gyro will be combined with a
commercially available hser gyro covering the faster slewing and nointina
operations of the telescope. A litto;
LTN-90 laser gyro system has been
considered for thls.
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Multi-Object Spectroscopy with an Automatic Fibre
Positioning System in a One-Degree Field
First Technical Run of MEFOS at the Prime Focus of the 3.6-m Telescope
R. BELLENGER, M. DREUX, P. FELENBOK, A. FERNANDQ, J. GUERlN and R. SCHMIDT,
DAEC, Observatoire de Paris-Meudon, France
G.A VILA, S.D'ODORICO, W. ECKERT and G.RUPPRECHT, €SO
I.lntroductlon
Several scientific programmes require
the acquisition of a large number of
spectra to build up a statistically significant: sample of data. Typical examples
of this category are studies of galaxies
in clwtm or In the field and surveys of
QSO candidates and pecullar stars in
selected galactic regions or in nearby
galaxies. In the last decade, optical fibres have been successfully used in
gathering the light of dierent targets
spread over the field of a telescope to a
common spectrograph slid and thus to
speed up the process of data collection.

In the first generation of instruments
of this type, tlw fibres typically between 40 an 100 are manually inserted
In prdrflled plates mounted at:the focal
plane of the telescopes. The ESO facllity
OPTOPUS (1986, ESO Operating Manual No, 6)is based on this principle and is
sucoessfully in operation at the la Sllla
3.6-m telescope since 1986 as a common usep instrument. Its performance
has recently b n upgraded with the
introduction of two new fibre bundles
and of a new F/6 collimator (Avila and
O'Odorico, 1991, preprint). The plat8
drilling operation has recently been
transferred to the ESO workshop at La

-
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Silla. In the second generation of fibre
instruments, which came into use more
recently, the pcwitionlng of the fibres in
the field is done automatically at the
telescope in order to skip the need of
the predrilled plates and to retain realtime control of the fibre poshion. Systems of this type have been prototyped
by HIll and Lesser at the Steward Observatory (1988, Proceedings of the 9th
Santa Cruz Workshop, ed.S. C. M e n ,
p. 2331, by Parry and Gray at the AngloAustralian Telescope (1986, SPlE 627,
118) and by Ingerson et al. at Cem
Tololo (1491,in preparation).
In 1989 ESO concluded an agreement

with the Obsewatoire de Paris, then led
@ the late Pierre Charvin, to have an
automatic fibre posltloning device built
b r the prime f m s of the 3.6-m telescope. The concept of the Instrument
W a s inspired by the systems built at the
Stewsrd Qbsmatory and at C m Tolob, but It includes m e original
Wum. It hm the advantage of shorter
setting time the arms can mow In
parallel and it gives the passibilky to
w i l y eotrect for atmmphertc dlffrrtction
and to improve the sky subtraction by
switching between object and sky fibres
during the exposures. The agreement
foresees that the g m p led by Paul
Felenbok at the DAEC department in
Meudon will design and build the f i i
positioning and target aoquisM~n/gulding units whih €SO will deliver the fibre
optics bundle and take care of the Interface to
telescope and the existing
W i n g spemograpfr. The instrument
schedule foresees t
h final instailation
at the telescope by the last quarter of
1992. In Janumy 1991, a prototype version of the instrument named MEFOS
(Meudon-ESO Fibre Opttcs Spectrograph), was tested at La Silla This article gives an overall vlew of the instru-
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ment and briefly repwts on the results of
the first hlescope test.

2The MEFOS Project
At the ESO 3.5m telescope prime
foeus, using ttw triplet mmctw, a flat,
cwmted field of one degree diameter is

uration in one Of the cwdh rooms of the

telescope.

lhe output ends of the image Bbre
bundlesare projectedonto a CCD viewing camera fixed to the structure of
MEFOS and used for target recognition
and centring.

available for faint-object S p e C ~ O ~ p y . 2.I PodtfoningAtYns
MEFOS Is designed to pick up targets
Figure 2 shows the 30 positioning
wer thls field. Fgure 1 shows its overall
structure. Four main s u b ~ p t mm
s n be m s wlthut the tips cmylng the fiidentified: the p d i c n i n g arms, the fibre bres during ths integration on thdr
opt& the acquisition and guiding sys- support flange. This flange is InterfaOed
tem and the ywtmgraph. Thew are 30 to the top of the prime focus triple
positioning m s arranged In a clrcle at cormtor unit. It can b tilted in order to
the d g e of the field, each of ttrem carry- match the plane of motion of the fibres
ing two spectroscopic fibres and one to the telescope focal plane. Rgure 3
Image flbre bundle. The FM input aper- illustrates the dwign of one positioning
ktre of the beam at the prime focus is arm. Each am sweepe a triangular zone
welt suited for the best performance of by miation and translation, R is actithe fibres as far as the focal ratlo dsgra- vated by W3 motors coupled to optical
dation Is con&.
No front knsa are encoden. The distance between me
needed at the fibre top ends. The bundle two spectroscopic fibres is 3 mm or 59
of spectroscopic fibres Is guided to the arcsec on the sky.
C a w r a i n w e where it is interfaced
to a modified Baller and Chlvens swWraph. This could be substiied In
The two singb fibres used for speothe Mure by a dedicated M c h spectrograph mounted In a shtloimy config- troscopy have the same projected apw-

-

The polished input fibre ends d i m l y
pkk up the H3.1 beams at the prime
focus. The output mds, arranged on a
lirw to form the sllt of the spectrograph,
feed a F13 dtoptric collimator Mted to an
exidng B&C spectrograph. With these
apertures, the focal ratio degradation
along the fibre is mlnlrn3 an average of
90% of the light is recovered by the
collimator. The fibre a&smpt[onand the
reflection l o w at the f i b ends am not
Included, but they are estimated to be of
the order of 10% at visual-red
wwdengths. By the process of d%radatton of the focal mtto at the ftbre output the central obscuration shadow
of the Cassegrain telescope is partially
fllled In. For this reason, we have avoided
the use of camera optics with central
obscuratlons In the spectrograph.
The image fibre bundles have a surface of 1.Qx 1.9 mrn, 1.9. 36 x 38 arcsec
on the sky.

Figure 2: MEFOS top dew wlth all 30 positimm, 8 arms are shown W#I their drive cards, Tim
f i b r e s e r e n o f ~ .

ture on the sky: 2.6 arcsec (35
I pm). The
fibm length neededto llnk MEFOS to the
spectrograph located in the Cassegratn
cage is 21 m. For the ffrst run at La Silla
we used Polymim FBP fibres. This type
of fibre shows a flat transmission btwem 500 and 1200 nm, as illustrated
by the continuous Hne in Figure 4. To
increase the efficiency In the blue
wavelength region (350-450 nm) we will
use In the future the so-called "wet"
fibma. As shown by the dashed ltne in
Figure 4, this kind of fibre Is much more
transparent in the blue but exhlbb water absorption bands In the n ~ - i M e d
region.

Flgure 3: Demedred v W of one ~ & O I ? B T . A
H g h p m B h m w (7) with e 0.5-mm
fs ~ f w f f m m d a I m o ~ t o f t h e a Ar m .
switch (2) provldas Me deflnlth d the z#v
r e ~ p d n t w f t h a ~ d I ~ . A
D C m o t o r p ~ k t e w ~ f o a n o p ~ ~
{4)kKthemd~Irnawment,~)and(byarefhe
~ a n d t h e ~ l o r t h e ~ t i o n d t h e
armMthephrDtm T
h
e
w
fibres &a krmIled by (al and @), the Imege
Hbre bundle by (4.

2.3 AcquIsItion and GuidingSystem
@Qlsl
Ffgure 1 shows the scheme of the unit
which is mounted on a plate abwe the
arms. All the output ends of the Image
fibre bundles are packed together and
projected onto a CCD by two photoobjectives, giving a scale of 50.8 pm/
arcsec. t3efore the beginning of an observation each arm moves the image
fibre bundle to the calculated position of

<
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mwlengtha Dashed curve: t%m optlmmrxad
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hS assigned target. A short CCD integration then gives subimages of all 30
targets. These are proceswd to comPute the exacf object positions with respect to the skgle spectroscopic ftbres
on the corresponding arms. Finally the
arms are moved by the computed off-

Ann w3

B = I W x=0.06
Exposure:lh R=3M W=50

sets and the integration of the spectra
can ba started.

I

19 prn, cooled with a two-stage Peltier

38

The acquisition camera uses a Thorn-

device to about -60°C. Lawer temperatures are not needed because the exFosure time wlll never exceed a few
minutes and the read-out noise is small
compared to the sky photon noise. A
12-bit ND wnvelter is used in the cammrclal CCD control camera leading to
a sufficient dynamical range and to a
fast read-out.
As shown in Figure 1, the acquisition
system Is placed In such a way that a
separate TV camera can monitor the
centre of the field by means of a third
photo-objective. A movable 45' mirror
may be inserted to project the image
fibres on this TV camera In this position.
the automatic gulding of the telescope

600

-

-200

400

450

500

550

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 5: Exampla of a sky subtracted specbum of a galaxy, obtained wnh MEFOS.

600

can be achieved with me image flbm
pointing to a conveniently bright star in
the fmld. If such a star cannot be seen
on any of the image fibre bundles, one
of the arms must be mo\ned to end it.
2.4 Control of the lmtwmtmt

An Olvetti M300 PC/AT Is used for
the general control of the positloners
and the Acquisition and Guiding module. The arms are driven by a central
master card located in the PC, Thh card
is connected through two optical fibers
to slave cards located m each posit i o n ~ .Both cards, master and staves,
are based on 8 bit 80451 and 80535
rni~~~promssors,
respactively.
The mordinates of the arm podons
are stored In the master card. Ttw M e r
q u e t i m and sends commands to all
the arm$ once well meiv6d and acknowledged, these commands are executed by the arms. The a m m e
therefwe simultaneously and the maximum time to set up a fidd configurrrtion
from fhg upakinguposhion is less than

A Distant View of

5mhutes with a repeatabllZty of 10pn
(0.19 arcsec). The master microcontroller continuously scans the whole system. By questioning the master card,
the user can obsewe in "real tlme" me
dynamlc state of the system.
Communications &tween the master
and the slaves are done in serial at a
data rate of 375 Kbaud. The two optical
fibres (transmit and receive) have a
length of 75 m and are provided with an
error-detection procedure.
The software that drives the whole
instrument is written In C. The user provides files stored m floppy disks with
the object coordinates a and 6 in the
fields of interest. T h w coordinates are
converted in r, 6 coordinate6 in the Mescope focal plane. The o b j e c t - t m
assignment is made by software using
the Hungarian algorithm for the best
match and to avoid colliions. The coordinates stored In the master card are
then distributed to the assigned m s ,
whkh first mwe the image fibres to the
objects. The prqgramme eventually
takes cam of moving the arms to set the

spectroscopic fibres on the targets as
explained in section 2.3.
2.5 Spechgraph

The Baller & Chkrms apecmgmph
has been adapted to the use- with
MEFOS. The standard Ff3 pamhllc
mirror used as collimator and the
Schrnldt camera have h n replaced by
two fully dioptric elements, an F/3 oollimator and an F/2 camwa, respectively.
With this new conflguratfon the fibrespectrograph matching is optimal. As
was mentioned above, the light losses
at the central okuration of the camera
are avoided and the focal ratio degradation at F/3 is minimal. During the first
test observation in January 1991, the
spectrograph detector was a Tektronix
CCD with 512x512 pixels of 27 pm. fhe
fibre output ends project a diameter of
86 pm or about 3 pixels on the detector.
The usual complement of gmtlngs and
corresponding dispersions of the 13 & C
spe&ograph in the OPTOPUS canfigurntation Is available to the o b s e r v ~ ~ ~ .

. . .Las Campanas

With reference to the article by W.C. K d In an earlier h u e of the Messenger(65,p. 29) in whlch a distant view of La Silla was repradueed,
I shrwld like to hforrn the readers that spectacular views of an observatory are am available to vlsmng astronomem at La Sllta I d f .
Thls photo was taken during my last vlJt to La SIlla on May 2,1991, around 18.00 from the 1-m telescope. From my experienceas a long-time
La SiHa resident astronomer, the rrml favourable epochs af the year are am around one and a half months Wore and after the June solllm.
TH. LE BERTRE WMIRM, &servetdre da Paris, Francej

3. Rrst Technical Run at the 3.6-m
Telescope
The first test run of MEFOS at La Silla
took place from January 30 to February 7, 1991. The final instrument structure was used but with nine positioning
arms only. The goal of the observing run
was to check the tdeseop interfams
and to practise all instrument mounting
and adjustment procedures. The fibre
Output slit could be mounted either at
the spectrograph collimator or at a
Photomultiplier to verify the accuracy of
the fibre centring. The whole system
(including the read-out of the photornultipler) was controlled by the instrument
PC In the Control Room.
The spectral callbrations and flatflelds were performed using the Optopus flange mounted, as usual, on the
Cassegrain adapter. The lamps sent the
bwms directly to the prime focus
through the central hole of the main
mirror. They were controlled together
With the spectrograph CCD by the OPTOFUS software package running on
the HP 1000 telescope computer.
Apart from minor dlfflculties in the
mechanical installation and In the control software, the main problems were

encountered In the object acquisition: at TOPUS by C. Balkowsky and R. Kraanthe beginningthe m s were not able to Kotteweg. The field acquisition exporeach the correct positions. This was sure time of 5 min and the spectral exttaced down to a sllghtly erroneous val- posure time of 1 hour proved to be
ue of the scale we were using. After this sufficient for the purpose. The spectrum
correction, the flnal position of the arms displayed in Figure 5 is from a galaxy of
=
t=0.06 and reaches a signalwas still not fully satisfactory because r n ~ 18.6,
the programme did not yet include the to-noise ratio of SO. An actual measurefield distortion. Nevertheless, once the ment of the relative efficiency of MEFOS
objects were bmught inside the imag9 and OPTOPUS is almost lmpossibte b e
fibres and analysed with the acquisition cause of the strong dependenceon see
programme, the arms could send the ing. A computation which takes Into
spectral fibres to the objects with rela- account telescope, fibre and spectrotivety gmd accuracy: better than 0.4 graph effects indicates that MEFOS
arcsec. Two factors contributed to this should be approximately 25% more efuncertainty: the sphericat aberration ficient than OPTOPUS.
produced by the non-perfect aIlgnment
of the trlplet corntor, and small drlfts in Acknowledgements
the tracking of the tdescope during the
The design and construction of this
acquisition exposure time. In the
laboratory the procedure of target Instrument was done under the responacquisition and displacement of the sibility of And& Collin and the mechaniarms to put the spwtrd fibre in front of cal workshop of the CNRS at Bellevue.
the object yields an accuracy of better We are gratefut to Danbl Hofstadt for hfs
continuous support of the project, to at1
than 10 pm or 0.17".
In the last three nights of the run, a colleagues who helwd us during the
number of sclentlfic exposures were ob- test in Chile In particular A. Gilliotte, M.
tained. The most important exposure Maugis and 0. Lavln and to P. Focardi
was on a field of galaxies with mag- for her help in the data reduction.
nitudes between 17.5 and 18.6. This
field had been observed before with OP-
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News on ESO Instrumentation
S. D'ODORICO, €SO
1. EMMl

Figure 1 shows one MOS obssnrlng se- blue- or red-optimized mirrors and the
EMMI, the ESO Multi-Mode lnsttu- quence, Table 1 lists the main parame- blue and red beamsplitter prism below
ment, Is in regular operation at the Nas- ters and compares them with the equi- the slit is replaced by a dichroic prism.
All types of coatings represent state-ofmyth 0 focus of the MlT since valent facility in EFOSC1 at the 3.6-rn.
the-art coatlng technology. The absaNovember 1990 (see The Messenger61,
lute efficiencies as measured in the ESO
P. 51). In March and April of -1991 part of
Spectmscopy
optical laboratwy are shown in Figure 2.
the EMMl team (H. Dekker as project 1.2Medium-Dispersan
with the Dichroic
The EMMl control software fully
Coordinator and optlcal engineer, J.L
Uzon for opto-mechanical integration
The OlMD mode is now dso in opera- supports the DlMD mode and allows
and testing, A Longhotti and Q. Raffi tion. In this configulgtion the slit is fed parailel exposures (but sequential readfor the control sotware,R. Reiss for the by a wide-hand minor instead of the out) of the two CCDs.
CCD and the author for the astronomical
tests) was again on the mountain for a
number of upgrades on the instrument. TABLE t : MOS in EMMI and (for00mpehOn) EFaSCl
These are shortly summarized below.
EFOSCl
EMM1

The operation and the first results of
the MOS mode of EMMl have been deScribed in the Messenger No. 63. Further work was needed to refine the object selection software,for slight modiflcations of the hardware and to prepare
a user interface. The work is now completed and the mode is in operation.

Wavelength range (A)
Field (arcmin)
Punch field (arcrnin)

Apertureshape
Hole dze (amec)

No. objects per field (typical)
Punchingmachlne
' Available O c t o k 1981.

4200-10000
10x10
5x8
slit
1.3 x 8.8
1.9X8.6"
10-30
on line Ion EMMI)

3600-10000
3.6x 5.8
3.6x -4
circ. hols
2.1

3.6
5-15
ofl Ilne (control room)

figure 1: These four irntaken by H. Oekker, 8. P e t e m and the author in Ma& IQSI iIIustmt8 the steps In obtaining s MOS expaam In
the redam of EMMI. Image 1 is a 15-mlnute R exposure ofan empty field at high galactic latitude (see a deep image of the w n e field in the front
page of the M-enger
No. ggJ. The btightest galaxies have visual rnagnHudes d 20-22. Objeet selection for later multi-slit s p e c t m p y Is
CRW
wt with en inferactlveprwmrnm running at present In the /HAP envlmnment. At the end a punching fib is producedUCBd
rhis operation
may take bet20 and 60 rninutss depending on the number of obIects and the mmptextiy d the field. ??m apertum plates (up to 41 are
mountedin a wheel in the instrument and punched t h w by a special device. A quick calibration exposum Fmage 2) is used to check the qua//&
of fhe slits. The whole opratlon can take place in theafievnoonpreceding the spectmwbpie observations.At the &ginning d the night, a short
Image of the -me fldd is obtalned pmage 3).The alignment correction B usually very small due to the high pointing a m m y of the telescup8.
The spectrosmpIc exposure Is dm/&obtained: imege 4 shows a 75-mlnute expasure on @8xies in the magnltu& range 20.5-22.

A Ford20482CCD lnStalIedin the
Red Ann

In the first six months of observations,
the red arm of EMMl operated with a

coated 10242 M CCD as a detector. A
number of complaints were received because of the compressed scale (0.44
aresec/pixet),of the fbld limitation and
of the heavy fringing at red wavelengths

TABLE 2.
THE SUSI PROJECT TEAM
S. Balon
J. Brynnel and W. Ness
R. Buettlnghaus
S. Deiries and T. Dueros
G. Hess
H. Kotrtowski

Procurementof machanics. Integration and t a n g . lnsfallatlon
Electroniw
Integration and mechanical manufacturing
CCD preparation and tesung
CAD design and d M n g . Oocumentablon
Instrument conceptualand mechanical design (Project Coordinator)

J.LLhon
S.Longinotti
R. Relss
G, Rupprecht

Flexure testing
Control software
CCD Installationand optlrnizatlon. CCD controller
Procurementof optical components

due to the coating. In April a 2048* Ford
CCD was installed: this now gives the
full field of the instrument (1Ox 10 arcmin) with a better scale (0.35 wcsed
pix). The cosmetic is excellent and the
CCD is uncoated. The efficiency is lower
than for the coated Thornson CCD below 450 nm only, a region where tile red
arm is not really designed to operate.
Still there are appllcatlons where the
lower r,o.n. of the Thomson (48- instead of 7 of the Ford) is an asset. While
the discussion between the two detector options goes on, we plan to install a
new CCD next year (see below).

1.4 Upgraded Versionof the User
Interfam

1

EMMl is a complex instrument which
offers on-line two largeshe CCD detec-

tors and vwy different modes of observations, from echelle spectrmmpy to
multl-object spectroscopy. Given this
background it is not surprising that tha
occasional user needs time to learn how
to deal In the most efficientway wlth the
Instruments and Its control software. It
is the (perhaps biased) opinion of the
author that instruments like EMMI
should be ideally operated In a service
mode to exploit in the m M efficient way
their capablllties, but R is very difficult,
besides being exwnsive, to find and
train the right operators for this type of
work. In the mantime, we have to rely
on the good will and the unlimited resources of the vlsltiting amnomem. The
excellent scientific m u b obtained at
the NIT by many visitom prove that the
learning process can be very fast and

effective,
In these first 9 months of operation
the control software, initially not bugfree, has been consolidated and a new,
more friendly version of the u r n intarface was Installed in April. In November
1991, a further upgraded version wlti be
installd, again with tho goal to speed
up some operations and to make the
system simpler to use. Thanks to the
work of the La Silla W a r e group, a
work-station has also hadded to the
system for data acqubition and to operate MIDAS at Zhe telescope. This Is of
considerable help because the HP computer-bas& data-analysis system IHAP
cannot handle large-dm (2048~)CCD
images.

Two detector changes are f o m to
further improve the p&mance of the
instrument. In November of this year it is
planned to install a thinned 1024~TK
CCD In the blue ann to increase the
efficiency and to increase the field. In

the middle of 1932 it is - tentatlvdy -

planned to install a 2048' TK device in
the red arm to increase the efficiency in
the 400-500-nm range.

With the Installation of EMMl a! the
Nasmyth B focus of the NlT in
November 1990, the posslblities of high
angular resolutbn imaging at the MT
had become limited. With the Installed
optical cameras and CCD detectors, the
EMMl pixel size is 0.29 wcsec In the
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Rgwe 2: Absolute eIfichcy of the BUM/
w&-Band a
t
&m i m (tqp) of the dichroic
(mtm)
md of the medium d i m i o n nwdes
of ClWMI @&om). The blue MD channel
PLMD),the red MD channel (REMD) and #e
dicbmic MD PIMD) are idenW*

blue arm with the 1024~,19-pm pixel
Thornson CCD and 0.35 arcsec in the
red arm with the 2048', 15-pm pixel
Ford CCD. With these scales the CCDs
cover the total corrected field of the
instrument. It is an optimal compromise

Flgure 3: SUSI Installed at the Nasmyth A focus of the Mescqpe. Tha CCD dewar and the
control electronicsam visibleat the top ofthe adaptw, the accessplatform and IRSPEC In the
fomgmnd.

WAVELENGTH (nm)

Figure 4: Quantum-EHdency Curve of tlw thinned 1024* pixel TK CCD (ESO No. 23) now
mounted on the SUSI direct-imaging camem.

between the requirements of the different modes of obsewations of the instrument, but the steltar images are not
sampled In an optimal way when the
seeing is better than 0.7 arc% approximately. The experfence of the first year
of operation of the MT has shown that
this happens for a relevant fraction of
the observing time, and therefore
unique opportunities for imaging at high
angular resolution could be lost, To fill
the gap, ESO developed in a 6-month
crash programme a dedicated imaging
facility named SUSI, the Superb Seeing
Imager to be mounted on the adapter at
the Masmyth A focus and to be used as
a standby mode of EMMl for observations in unique seeing conditions (see
also the article by J. Breysacher and M.
Tarenghi on the introduction of flexible
scheduling at the rJrr in the Messenger
No. 63, p. 6).
In April 199t, SUSl was installed at
the N l T and immediately offered to the
visiting astronomers whose programmes call far high angular resolution. The user interface will be finalized
in November 1991. The change from
EMMl to SUSI (Nasmyth A to Masmyth
8) can take as little as 10 minutes. Figure 3 shows the instrument at the tetescope. Because of the narrow space
between the adapter/rotator and the derotator of the stationary IRSPEC, SUSI
has a very simple and compact structure. At the centre of the fleld, a threeposition mirror unit takes care of directing the light to an optical CCD or to a
"visiting" detector (at this time a
mechanical dummy is mounted) or to let
it finally pass through to IRSPEC. The
CCD dedlcated mlrror used at present is
aluminized. In November, a wide-band,
high-efficiency coated mirror with the
effickncy shown in Figure 2 will be installed. A filter wheel with 8 positions is
placed in front of the CCD shutter In the
F/11 converging beam of the NlT. The
Internal dlameter of the single filter cell
to be Wed in the wheel Is 60 mm. The
CCD detector presently used is a
thinned TK 1024~,24-pm CCD. This
leads to a pixel size of 0.1 3 aresec and a
field of 2.2 x2.2 arcminutes. The quanturn-efficiency cum as measured by
ESO is given in Figure 4. The design of
the mirror unh and of several other parts
profited from the experience on the
EMMl functions. Still, to have the Instrument designed, bullt by external firms,
integrated and tested in Garching and
lster In Chile within little more than
6 months was a majar achievement

Figure 5: (4A $minute R exposure on the irregular galaxy NGC 3 709 at the red arm oi EMMI. A windowed format 1 700x 1000 pixels (1 O x 5.8
arcmin) in the 2 0 4 8 ~
Ford CCD was used. The FWHM of the stellar images is I . I arcsec. (b)A 3-minuteexposure of a section of the same galaxy
taken with SUSl through a Gunn ifilter. The W H I M of the stellar images is 0.55arcsec. The two white crosses near the faint spiral galaxy at !he
centre of the image are separated by 2 arcsec. The brightest star is identified by the two white arrows in the corresponding EMMl image.

for which the SUSl project team (see
Table 2) is to be congratulated.That the
effort paid off can be seen from the two
examples of astronomical observations
(Figs. 5b and 6).

I
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MIDAS Memo
ESO Image Processing Group
1. Application Developments

Figure 6:7hecentre of the Temn 7 cluster from a 9Wsecond B exposure wlth SUB (courtesy
of Roberto Buonanna, Osservatorio Ashnornico di Roma). The FWHM of the steltar images is
on average 0.46 ai-csec.

Besides on-going developments of
new packages and improvements of existing ones, many small changes were
made in the MlOAS system to remove
bugs or to Increase functionaliyl and/or
user friendliness. The most important
ones are given below.
In the Echelle package two new
methods for order definition and ripple
correction have been added. Of course,
the old methods are still available.
Two new commands have been lmplemented to correct bad rows and columns in CCD images. The method is
based on a poster paper presented by
G. Pojmanski at the 3d ESO/ST-ECF
Data Analysis Workshop.
The FILTER commands have been
modlfied to take care d the frame
boundaries in the filterlna. In addition.
h&
the FlLTEWMEDlAN c&mand
beon revised to increase its
Several commands have been added
to improve the usage of catalogues in

-

MIDAS. For example, one can now sort
and search in catalogues. Also, the usage of ASCII Ale catalogues is now possible.
Finally, the DELHWGRAPHICS and
DELEWOISPIAY commands can now
delete Individual graptlic and display
windows.

First Announcement of the

4fhESO/ST-ECF
Data Analysis Workshop
ESO, Karl-Schwanschild-StraRe 2
D-W 8046 Garching, Germany
May 13-15,1992

2. Configuration Control
Soon after the 91MAY was from for
at €SO
Headquarters waa put under the Source
Code Control System (SCCS). The
MlDAS Group has declded to take this
step mainly for three reasons:
to improve the coordination of software development, in parbfcular for
ttle core and appllcatlon parts of the

release, MIDAS &an

The alm of the Workshop L to provlde a forum for dlscusslons of astronmlcal
softwaretechniques and dgorftfirns. It Is held annually during the spring (ApMday) and
e m s on a different astmnomleal area each tlme. Due to wallabrs apace, partielpation wlll be limited to 80 people. hast year It was rmeewy to rejm some people
and we therefore recornmend that you regMer well before the deadlhs
(hb. 28,19@) either through mall or E-mall.
'the topic for the 1992 Data Analysls Workshop Is the analysis af
data. The
selentiRc sectton of the meeting will consist of three sesslons each lartlng wlth a main
talk a m which papem of approxlmhty 10 minutes duration can be presented. The
last day Is mewed for general user meetings for MIDAS. The tentative agenda is:

sustem:

to maintain records of changes fnUle
system during tlse reieaae cycle;
to tw able to regenerate old versions
of MlOAS from the running system
using the tools the SCCS system
provides.
At ESO, the SCCS control has been
implemented for twa of the three running MIDAS versions: i.e. tha development system (test), and the intern release (new).Starting with the 91NOV
release, also this version (that is sent to
the user community) will be controlled
by SCCS. The SCCS system allows
control wrlte access to the source files,
and monitor changes made to those
files. Under SCCS, only one uses can
update a file at the tlme, and records of
all changes are stored in a history file. All
source ode as well as 0.g. documentation and help fltes are affected by the
SCCS contrd.
With the Implementationof the control
system, day-to-day development of the
ESO-MIDAS software can be controlled
better and will guarantm a further increase in the stability of the MlDAS software.

3. MIDASat the IAU General
Assembly
At the XXI" Genera! Assembly of the
International Astronomical Union (IAU),
held in Buenos Ares from July 23 to
August 1, ESO was represented with a
stand at the ~xhibiionroom in the Confemnce Centre. The main part of the
exhibition was dedicated to the Very
Large Tekscope (VLl'), now under construction in Eurape and Chile. In wllaboration with the ESO Information Service, the MlDAS Group used the GA
event to present the MIDAS project to
the astronomical community. Demonstrations of MIDAS, using a SONY News
lap-top computer were scheduled at
regular Intewals, and a documentation
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May 13: 14.00-1 8.00: Optical and UV spectra
May 14: 09.00-12.30:
14.00-17.00:
17.00- 18.M):
May 15: G9.00- 12.30:
14.00- 15.W

IR spectra
MultMbJectspectra
European FlTS Commmee
MIDAS users meeting
European !=ITS Committee

We apeclalty welcome oontributlons on algorithms md techniques for Identlflcation,
decompasltlon and profile arralysls of lines, w d eallbratlon of spectra obseaved wkb
hvo dimensional detectom. We encourage people to present their work In these areas
even H it Is only Id-.
After each Introductory talk, we will have a more Informal
discussion where such contrlbutlons can be made. We a h plan to have e poster
session where people can p m t strort contrlbutlons. Pmceedlngs of the sclentlfic
msdons wlU be publlhed.
The sclentiffc wganlzlng committee Includes:P. Qmsbal (Chairman) S. D'Odorico
D. Baade
M. Rom
P. Benvenuti
J. Wampler

Contact n & m : Image Processing Q m p ,
Attn.: 4m Data Analysla Wopkshop,
European Southern Obwwatory,
Karl-Schwanschlld-Straf3e 2,
D-W 8046 Garching, FRG.

Internat: daw@eao.org
EARN: daw@dgaes051.bitnet
SPAN: ES0::DAW

set was displayed. Many visltors of the
exhibition s h o d their inbest in
MlDAS and signed up to receive further
information.

A ESeMlPAS User Agreement
During the distribution of the 9lMAY
miease of MIDAS, some problems [denwing the various quests were encountered. To avoid delays in the distribution of future releases, we kmdty
ask you to quote your ESO-MIDAS User
Agreement number on all correspondence regarding MIDAS distribution and documentation. If you are not
sure about your user agreement
number, please contact Resy de Ruijs=her at ESO-IPG.

5. Central Computer Facilittesat
ESO
As announced In the previous
Messengw (No. 64, June 19M], the
central computers at €SO Headquarters, two VAX 8600 systems running the
VAWVMS operating system, will be replaced. After extensive benchmarking
and negotiatrwls with several candidate
vendors, ESO has purchased two Solbwme 5W8Mi machines, 40 MHz
SPARC technology, running the UNlX
opmt!ng system. The machines were
purchased from Kontron, Eching near
Munich.
In the coum of September the
machlnes will be made o p m t i ~ l .
whereas at the same time the mainte-

I

mnce of both VAXes wilt be minimized.
It is anticipated that the VAXes will
be disconnected in the month of
November. Visitors who intend to use
ESO's central computing faciles for
data reduction and analysis are advised

0,012

0.0 10

contact the Visiting Astronomes
Seetion or the Image Processing Group
Of ESO.

6. MIDAS Hot-Line Sewice
The following MlDAS support services

0.0 0 6

can be used to obtain help quickly when
Problems arise:
EARN: MIDAS@DGAESOSlM n e t
SPAN: ES0::MIDAS
Eunet: rnidas@eso.uucp
Internet: midas@eso.org
0.010
a, FAX.: +49-89-3202362, attn.: MIDAS
HOT-UNE
TIx.: 528 282 22 eso d, attn,: MIDAS
HOT-LINE
0.008
Tel.: +49-89-32006-456
Users are also Invited to send us any
suggestions or comments. Although we 0.0 0 6
do provide a telephone service W e ask
Users to use it in urgent cases only. TO
make it easier for us to process the
0.004
requests properly we ask you, when
Possible, to submit requests in written
form either through electronic networks.
telefax or telex.
0.002
More information about MlDAS can
h found in the ESO-MIDAS C0WIer
which is the biannual newsletter on 0.010
MlDAS related matters issued by the
Image Processing Group and edited by
Rein Warrnds.

News About Automatic
Photometry
With reference to the earlier article in
this journal (Sterken and Manfroid, The
Messenger 83, p. 80, March 1991)
about automatic photometry at La Sllla,
it now appears that, after a technical
intervention In 1990, the r. m. s. deviations measured at the Danish 50-cm
telescope ISAT have returned to the
level measured before the automation.
The figure shows the standard deviations in u, v, b and y (0.001 mag) of the
mean magnitude differences m e e n
standard stars (pairs for wfileh more
than 6 observations In each obsmlng
nm were available). Observing runs 1 to
8 (August 1986) are in the manual mods
and the later observations are in the
automatic mode. Note the low level of
the latest runs.
C. STERKMI, Astrophpiical Institute,
University of Brussels (VUB), Belgium
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Aluminium Mirror Technology at ESO:
Positive Results Obtained with 1.8-m Test Mirrors
P. DIERICKX and F. ZIGMAIVN, ESO
The aluminturn alternative for tfie
manufmring of astronomical minor
blanks developed inftldly around the
rJrr project. A s e r i ~of tests on 500mm sarnplm [I]led to the mnclusion
that a 4-metre-class aluminium mirror
was feasible p], with a simlC level of
quality as a glass mirror. This optlon was
seriously considered for the MT active
primary mimr but finally canceled bew s e of schedule problems. In addition
to being much less expensive than
glass, aluminium also presents advantages M such as r e d u d fragility, easy
machlnlng, possible repalr and excellent
thermal conductivity. The latter almost
eliminates the risk of thermal gradients
(in rmrmal operatton) and would Improve
the Mciency of thermal control (mirror
seeing). The main profitern is that few
data on long-term stability exist. Since

Figure I:Build-up welding ( r n h r verm,I.

Figure 2: --beam

-0.

wefdillng (

m hw-

1968, Merate Obsenratory runs a 1-4-rn
tetescope wlth an aluminium primmy.

Measurements carried out by ESO in
1982 showed a total aberration of less
than 1 fringe, well within the spathl frequency range oi an active support.
Developmnt continued within the
framewwk of the VLT programme [4].
Since the technology setected for the
NTT (casting) does not seem extrapolable above four metres, di-nt
manufacturing processes had to be investigated. Initial tests on 500-mm samples Ied to the selection of two promisIng techniques: build-up (BU) wdding
and electron-beam (EB) weldlng. It was
consequently decided to pursue investigations on intermediate-sized blanks of
1-8 m diameter.
Two blanks were purchased, one
from Linde (Germany, build-up welding)
and one from Telas (France, electronbeam wddlng). The principles of both
technologies are shown in Figures 1 and
2. Build-up wdding consists in building
up the complete aluminium piem by
continuous deposition of a weldlng
seam. After sdectlm of the proper alloy
and optimizationof the welding parameters, excellent homogeneity of the crystalline structure and extremely tow
porosity could ba achieved. Although
this technique Is well known with steel
and applied to pleoes in the 10-m dimensIon range (pressure vessels), it was
surprisingly lass known by most
aluminium manufacturers. A picture of a
SIX)-mm build-up alumlnjum mimr
blank Is shown In Figure 3. Electronbeam wddlng is a well-mastered welding technique which consists of fusing
pre-asswnbled pieces by means of an
electron gun of sufficient power. The
technique is well mastered In industry
and the demand for scaling t
h technology up to large diameters already exists
(naval constructton). The pieces to be
assmbted can be cast, forged or rolled.
An appreciable advantage of EB weiding is that no extra material is introduced
which reduces the riak of inhomogensity. For the manufacturing of an astronomical mirror the most Interesting
process is to weld forged segments,
since forged aluminium pishow excellent homogeneity and wry low
porosity. A picture of the 1.&metre EB
welded mimr blank shwtly after welding of a radial joint Is shown In Figure 4.
At problems encountered at lhe blank
manufacturing stage could be ~fficlmtly

Figure 3: Build-up welded elumkrlm bknk of
500 mm.

solved, and no limitation could be found
In a possible extrapotation to 8 metres
Independently of the ESO activity, experiments in the &metre range are
carried out in the framework of the Eureka-funded LAMA project (Large Active
Mirrors for Astronomy, INNSWECNOL,
M y , with REOSG/ONERA, France,
under TELAS management). Two 4metre-long segments which wlH repre-

Figure 4 1.8-m aluminium b16vrk shwtly afrer
wetding of a segment.
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After acceptance of the mirrors, thelr
stability towards ageing was c k k e d .

BUILD-UP ALUMINIUM MIRROR
Overall surface error

Thermal cycles foltowed by interferome
trlc tests at m t r e of curvature were
ordered from Reasc. One cycle conBefore cycling K O )
Rftcr c y c l i n g (C32)
U i f f w c n c t (C32-CO)
sisted In varying the temperature from
ambient temperature down to -20 degrees centigrade, then up to 40 degrees
and ba& at ambient temperature, within
about 24 hours. Both mirrors underwent
32 cycles, with htermedlate checks after 4, 8, and 16 cycles.
The final results are summarized in
Figures
5 and 6, which show the surlace
High order only
maps before and after 32 cycles. Surh f w e cycling (Cur
nfter cqcl lng (C32)
Dl Efs~+ence( C 3 - C U )
face errors w e measured interferome
P-V- 54 rln
P-V= 140 im
P-V= 130 na
trically at centre of curvature witfi a
sampling of about 8000 points on the
mirror (100 points across a diameter).
The sutface maps presentd in Figures 5 and 6 result from the averaging of
50 interfwogms each; the standard
deviation is about 1 nanometre on the
RMS su*ce error. Even on knife-edge
Images,
no Rne structure llnked to the
b u r e 5: atface maps of the BU WIM r n i m befare and a m t h e m cycles.
welding s m s could be detected.
The most important flgures are the
variations of the surface m
r
s rather
Sent 2/16 of an 8-metre mirror blank will high expansion coefficient of the sub- than thelr absolute values, and above all
strates did not cause slgnlficant prob- the variation of high order effects, debe EB welded.
After manufacturing, the I.S-metre terns, neither dld the bimetallic effect fined as surfam errors after the 3rd and
5th order optical aberrations have been
blanks received thermal treatments between the aluminium and the nickel.
In potishing nickel coated aluminium mathematically remwed. While variawhich included annealingand cryo~enic
Stabilkation.After machining, the blanks mlrrors, the danger is not with the tions of the surface error function are
Were 1.8 metra in diameter, 300 mm adherence of the nickel layer but with observed, the global optical quallly rethick, with a flat back and a W1.67 the risk of breaking through the nickel mains stable. The variation of the surr
s (aisymmdrical for the Telas
spherical conave surface (within an coating, whlch required that the thick- face m
=curacy already in the micron range, ness of the coating be monitored. This mirror, astigmatic for the Linde) are less
thanks to computer-controlled ma- risk emphasires the r q u l m n t s on than one fringe and would be fully comaccurate machining prior to coating, pensated by a slmpllfied active support.
chining).
Both blanks were shipped to Reosc and on the uniformity of the nickel layer. They were detected after the first Inter(France) for optical figuring. Rough
gtinding was followed by nickel coating,
subcontracted by Reosc to Tecnol (haly). Nlckal coatlng consisted In the deposition of a nickel layer by a chemical
ELECTRON-BEAM WELDED ALUMlNllUM MIRROR
process. The thickness of the layer is in
the range of 0.f mm. A nickel d n g is
Overall surFace error
Difference (~32-00>~"'
required because aluminium Is not dlRFtw cyc"-- 1 4 2 )
tectly polishable, at least within the
P-Y= 125 nrr
same level of cosmetic quality as glass
7622 m
or ni&d. After nickel coating the mirrors
were fine ground and polished spherical, with a radius of curvature of 6 metre
(fA.67). Because of the innovdive aspect of the expriment, €SO mquired
. that emphasis be put on the accuracy of
surface measurements instead of the
High or4
accuracy of the optical surface itself.
ri c
However, both mlmrs were polished
Welt within specifications and according
to Reosc, there would be no problem in
achieving the same standards of quatky
as with glass. For what concerned
bubbles and incluslons, both aluminium
blanks were comparable to glass
blanks. After pdishlng the effect of
these bubbles and Inclusions on the opMcal surface was totatly negllglbte. The Figure 6: Surfwe meps of the EB welded mirror befom and afterthemral cych.
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